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Portland Cadets

Board 1'p Town.
furnished or unfurnished with board: all
the modem conveniences; water closets, bath
room, hot and cold water on same floor; one of the
smallest and most desirable locations in the city.
58 BRACKETT ST., Corner of Spring St.

ROOMS

a2w

CITY

HALL,

BV

now

To Let.
Buit of furnished rooms without
board. Also suit ot uDfurnighed rooms near
the Falmouth Hotel, Middle Street.
ja24dtt__M. G. PALMER.

To Let.
and Chambers, No.

187 Middle Street,
occupied by Allen & Co. Apply to

To Let

Ira C. Stockbridae announces Three Grand Renditions ot the Sacred Cautata or Spectacular Opera,

“RUTH,”
GLEANER.

a
rooms on

or

For particulars inquire of A. S. FERNALL), up stairs, 237 Middle St.
janl6dlm

House lor Keut,
Furnished or uufuriiislicd.
For
particulars address P. O. Bov 791.
janlGd2w»
Street.
STORE

Store to Rent.
Thomas’ Block, No. 93 Commercial

Inquire

of

janlldSw_JOHN C. PROCTER.
To be Rented.
VERY desirable front room, with large alcove.
Bath room upon same floor. Apply at
jan7dtf606 CONGRESS ST.

J. A. BUTTERFIELD,

A

AUTHOR OF “BELSHAZZAR.’’
This Cantata, endorsed by leading musicians and
commended by Pulpit and Press, will bo rendered
for the first time in Portland by a

House to Let.
central
GOOD
Call
on

jan3tf

Grand Cborns of 100 Voices,
Select Orchestra of 12 Pieces,
Solo Voices.

Music*. Thrilling Tableaux,
Magnificent Oriental Costumes, In-

house to let. for a small family.
J. C. "WOODMAN.
1191 Exchange St.

Store to Let.
OTORE No 556 Congress street, next west of Oak
►o street, is tor rent. Good location for the stove
business. Apply to WM. H. JEKRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
decl3dtf.

Charming

Dramatic

Good Rent.
cheap rent on Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
novlldtf
Attorney at Law, 1191 Exchange St.

DESIRABLE,

Nituations
Scenery,

occasion by the distinpainted expressly
guished artist, Seavey of New York.
for

this

To

Let.

THE

MISS FANNY JORDAN... Pianist.

Notwithstanding the great cost ot production, tho
following popular prices have been decided upon;
Admission with Reserved Scat, 50 cents.
For sale at Stockbridge’s music store.
Doors open at 7, Concert at 8.
ja2tdtd

To Let.
Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquired
93 Exchange street.

ROOMS

in

oo20

Dances.

Fraternity
SECOND

CITY

To Let.
Laundry, Billiard Room
RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel. Apply to

COURSE.

HALL,

House to Let.
apply to
J. B. PIKE,
57 Union Street.

House to Let.
lower part of house No. 231 Oxtord St., very
convenient, containing eight rooms, gas and

THE

220 Commercial Street.

eepl8dtf

HOTEL TO LEASE.

IN AID OF THE

Portland

particulars,

octGdtf

1S7S.

February 19th,

MATTOCKS,

311 Exchange Street.

Sebago.

Evening,

Tuesday

no26dtf

and

lower part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
THEcontaining
ali the modern improvements, gas
and
For

Night Postponed to

last

dtf

0. P.

INNLiL

Fraternity.

The New Enslaud Home, Portland* Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

General Committee.
T. C. Hebsey,F.sq., President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Anderson, Esq Vice Pres.
Me. S. E. Spring,
Hon. M. M. Butler,
Me. 1. P. Farrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Mr.
geo.
P.
Hon.
Geo, S. Hunt,
Wescott,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mr. H. N. Jose,
Je.
Mr.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. B. Kingsbury,
Hon.L Washburn, Jr., Mr. chas, McLauoulin
Mr.
N. Lord,
John
Mb. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
Mr. W.),. Putnam,
Mr.
J.
P.
W.
F.
Mr.
Phillips,
Baxter,
Mr. Charles E. Jose, Mb. D. W. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mb. W. F. Milliken.
Mr. M. P. Emery,

Committee on entertainments.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,
Fritz H. Jordan,
Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Fred K. Farrington,
James C. Hamlkn,
A. E. Webb,
Wm. Sehter, Jr.,
Wm. L. Bradley.

Evening tickets admitting Gentlemen and Ladies,
$1.00, to bo obtained at Stockbridge’s and at the
door.
No

intermission at the dances except on the laBt
night of the course, when extra attractions will be
offered.
Music
no21

by Chandler's Fall Quadrille Hand,
deow3m

AGENCIES.

REAL ESTATE.
FARM

pleasantly situated, 3£ miles from Port
land in Falmouth,
A Graves
the old Yarmouth road
Hill. It contains 65
on

near

good two-story

acres a

house of 10 rooms, hard and soft water in house, barn
Curs about 25 tons of liay. For
enquire of ALBERT J. MER-

40x50, stable 20x30.
further particulars
R1LL on the

del5eodtf

premises._

Pop Sale l
Tlie new and

thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part of the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J.K. AVERILE.
dtf
July31
House tor Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this
office.
au2dtf

IN

to lean

on

first class Real Estate

JL"A\-F Jl^ J_i X Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estat e. 379i Congress Street.
nolSdtf

W. W. SHARPE & €Om
AGENT S.

•¥ F W* P A lsE R

8ATE8
nfeWHpnper

Cor.

&

aiba. it.

Agents,

Midwinter Number of Scribner's

Foote;

“The Humming-Bird of the
California Water-falls,” Illustrations by
Moran, Beard and Gibson; “Recent Church
Decorations,” by Clarence Cook, Illustrations
of the woik of Bartholdi, LaFarge aud St.
Gaudens; “Following the Halcyon to Canada,”
by Burroughs; “Majolica,” by Castellani, &c.
&c. TLer« are also Illustrated Poems aud
Stories by Stoddard, Gilder, Boyeseu, Holland,
and Stockton, besides Sketches, Essays, Reviews and fun; “How a Man Takes Care of
His Baby,” “An Asylnm for Literary Lunatics,” &c., &c.
The edition of the “Midwinter Scribner” is
lock

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND.
Among other novelties, there is a double
frontispiece; a Portrait of Abraham Lincoln,
from the last Photograph, drawn by Wyatt
Eaton, and engraved by Cole; and opposite
the poitrait, a 6onnet oa Lincoln, by Richard Henry Stoddard, prided iu quaint Old
English type, from matrices three hundred

old.
One of the most noteworthy features of the
Midwinter Scribner is a series entitled, “Personal Reminiscences of Lincoln,” by Noah
Brooks, with a fac-simile of oue of the President’s stories iu his owu hand-writing. These
papers have heeu specifically copyrighted, so
that they can be had only in the magazine.

Another Novelty—The "Scritmer Extra.”

For the convenience of purchasers of the
“Midwinter Scribner,” we have reprinted
the earlier chapters of “Roxy,” Dr. Eggleston’s Novel, from the November. 1877, December, 1877, and January, 1878 numbers of Scribner, together with Mr. Frauk R. Stockton’s
capital “Rudder Grange Stories,” with the
original illustrations (also continued in the
“Midwinter Scribner”),
in
a
Scribner
Extra,” which is sold by all Booksellers aud
Newsdealers. Price 15 cents.

FIFTY

DOLLARS

$5.00.

FOR

For §5.00 you can get Scribner’s Monthly
the best of the illustrated magazines, for one
year and a half, beginning with the magnificent “Midsummer Number” for August last
including the splendid “Midwinter Number”
for February of this year, and ending with the
number for January, 1879, and also the spleu-

AUENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all NewBpape s
all cities and towns of the United States, Canaa
sad British Province:*
J*hce No. 6 3'remont Street, Boston.

Account* of Banks, Institution* and Individual* solicited.
Interest on time deposit* allowed at rates

o

upon.
Bunine** paper discounted.
Careful attention given to the collcctiou ol
note*,draft*,or coupon* for banks or others; and
tho purchase, sale or exchange of United
State* Bond*.
Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business
received by mail.

Correspondence invited.

T. C.EVAwtfSf
AGBNCV

W\

Sr

PBINT

dec4

ASA P. POTTER, PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL PHI BLIPS, CASHIER.
JOSIAH Q.BENNETT, Asst, Cashier.

MW&F3m

KKIIOUSK,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

ocaicrlu Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ot
Printers* Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
piper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
west prices. Send for estimates.

DODD’S
AGENCI,

*•*»

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisement# receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
mu tract prices.
Auy information cheerfully Riven
%nd estimates promptly fuurnished.

_HOKAOK DOUG.
GEORGE S'. ROWELL & CO..
tiltEUTlMNH AOKNTM
H)H ALL THE

LEAVING NEWSPAPERS.

Printing Materials of every description
Typo, Presses, etc.
No.
Office
41 Park Bow, New York.
Dealers ia

A

Family Medicine.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY cur
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in tho Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney ami Blad-

Complaints,Female Diseasesjprevents Indigestion
gives Iron to-the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the

der

prevention and

cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

THOMAS G, GERRISE Lowell, Mass
E3f"Sold by Druggists and Dealers inMedicm
d&wl
myl4

ESTABLISHED IN 1349.

W PETTENGILL & CO.’S
titvi itriMi.Ni;

AfiKJiC'

StaieSt., Boston, and 37 Park Bow, New York
Estimates furnished gratia for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov

N->. It

nees.

E. N.

FKESBSIAN ft BUOS.,

ADVERTISING

AGENTS,
Eonrili Street, Cincinnati, O,

Estimates furnished free. Send for

a

Circular.

PREMIUMS

$6000.

LARGEST

Poultry
ever

Exhibition

held in

the United States.

THE FOURTH EXHIBITION
—

OP

THE

—

HE POULTRY ASSOCIATION
will be held at

CITY

HALL,

Portland,
—

ON

Mo.,

—

Feb. 7th. 8th, 9th, ilth,

ami

12th,

13th.

No pro rating. Society premiums paid in full.
The American Poultry Association honors the
Maine Association by holding its annual session
Feb. Uth and 12th, 1878, in this city.

Admission*
Children*

25 cents
15 cents

■
•

Railroad and Express Companies carry freight to
and from this Exhibition at reduced rates.
For entry blanks, premium lists, and information,
Apply to

janIGtfFREDERICK FOX, Sec’y.
THE STANDARD BROILER.

April 10, 1877.
filHE simplest and best
Jl artible lor Cooking
Paten ted

Ueef Steak
vented.

I
IJ

I

ever

STEPHEN

fj'vck, Job

a/nd

BERRY.

(qo/mL

No. 37 Plum Strees.

in-

11 'I' L 11

All

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
IS
NO CHARGE UNLESS PATENT
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors ia every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
no24

The Science of !

fe;

Or SELF-PRESERVATION*

___dtf_
clairvoyant.

IV.S, MADDOX,the celebrated
Madame
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at
Mechanic
where she
be
can

can
No, 4
St.,
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching oat lost, hidden or stolen
treasures. &c.; and was never known to be at fault,
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con noting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
oi menus m any part or the world and describe tnem
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she wa«
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $ 1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
now

Published and for Sale only by the Penboil > Medical Institute, No. 4
Bnlfiuch (Street, Boston,
OPPOSITE REVERE ROUSE.
Sent

in

by Mail

on

Receipt

of

Price $1.

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
early life may be alleviated and cured. Those

huw

uuumk ima auBCiuuu

cuuuiu.

jjumjuuso

lUC

lltJW

Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled “The Science of Life,
or
Self-Preservation.”
Exhausted
Vitality,
Nervous and

by

the

Physical Debility, or Vitality impaired
of youth or too close application to

be restored and manhood regained.
“Valuable Books.—We have received the
valuable medical works published by the Peabody
Medical Institute. These books are of actual merit,
and should find a place in every intelligent family.
They are not the cheap order of abominable trash
published by irresponsible parties and purchased to
gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence as a source
of instruction on vital matters, concerning which
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented arc treated with delicacy, ability and
care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions
for prevailing complaints
are
added.”—London
Lancet.
“The book lor young ami middle-aged men to read
just now,is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,”
—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of these valuable works, published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, which are reaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of
life.”—Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read bv ine young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
“We earnestly hope that the book ‘Science of
Life’ will find, not only many readers, but earnest
disciples.’’—Times.
“The first and only Medal ever conferred upon
any Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of
skill and professional services, was presented to t he
author ot this work, March 31, 1876,
by the
National Medical Association.
Altogether, in its
execution and the richness ot its materials, and
size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal
ever struck in this country for any purpose whatIt was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”
ever.
—Massachusetts Ploughman, June. 3, 1876.
This
book contnins
more
than
50
oris nnl prescription* of rave excellence,
either one of which is worth more than
the price of the book.
business may

An illustrated catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for
postage.
Address as above. The author may he consulted
on all diseases requiring skill ^nd experience.
Office hours—9 A. m. to 6 r. m

janiJ3

from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

errors

eod&wly

1876

MORNING,

uo9dt

FIRST PREMIUMS

Don’t fail to call and

see

1877

them.

Ja5__dtf

JAN. 29.

We do not read anonymous etters and communi
cation?. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We caunot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not nsed.
Every regular attache of the Fress is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
oarnal.
_

Tiie Revival of BusinessAgain the prophecy is made that the spring
will find us lully recovered from the effects of
the financial panic of 1S73, and once more in
the way of business prosperity. But we may
be excused from putting implicit faith in a
prophecy which we have heard for years and
which accommodates itself to failures with all
the elasticity of a Millerite prediction. The
hope of speedy recovery which has been cherished ever since 1874 arises from a misconception. We have confounded the disaster of 1873
with the industrial depressions that, our history has taught us, occur about once in every
decade. A season of prosperity leads to a
great expansion of credits, a recklessness in
speculation, an extravagant way of living, a
rapid increase in prices and the investment of
much capital in undertakings that will make
no return for years.
Then the crash comes
and there are many failures. But the recovery is rapid, settlements are speedily effected,
and good times soon .return.
The disaster of 1873 was however, quite
another affair. The causes which led to it
were more serious in their nature and the
consequences which came from it more lasting than any before in our experience. For
years we had been wasting our substance and
reducing ourselves to poverty. Our expenditure of wealth from 1861 to 1803 was enormous, and is but faintly indicated by the magnitude of the national debt. In the Northern
section of the country alone a half-million of
pruuucuon

irom

anu

set"to tbe work of destroying wealth. Our
industries were devoted to productions which
were at once annihilated by war, which returned nothing in the shape of new material.
Grain was harvested and goods were made
not to !eed and clothe men while they were
producing weaith but while they were giving
ad their energies to its destruction. The
whole surplus of the country was put into engines of war which were destroyed on the
battle-field, and the surplus used up we drew
enormously on our credit. We were steadily
impoverishing ourselves. The use of an inflated currency and the high wages which
labor commanded deceived us as to our condition and led to the belief in a prosperity
which did not exist. We went ou making
use of our credit still further.
A mania for
railroad building set in. Rich in the evidences
of national debt which we thought evidences
of wealth we sunk capital aud burdened ourselves for years to come with debt in the construction of railroads that were not needed
and cannot return interest on the investments
in them. In 1873 the crash came. Tho
failure of one great banking house brought on
a

Can be used over either a
a
Coal or Wood fire.
for December. 1877, containing one hundred I
pages—the finest number of a children’s magaCooks Steak so quickly
zine ever issued.
that all the juices and flaThese numbers -will contain all the chapters
vor are retained.
of “His Inheritance,” Miss Trafton’s graphic
TAOES not get ashes^or
story of Army Life; all of “Roxy,” Edward
XJ coal on the meat."*
Eggleston’s New Novel, a story of Western
Does not let smoke and'
life during the political campaign of 1840; and
ganuut ui ujcbiuvc.
all or a large part of Boyesen’s novel, “A
Dees not put out tbe fire.
Knight of Fortune,” the story of a community
of emigrants in the Northwest; besides shorter
Ask your Dealer for the
Standard Broiler.
stories by Mrs. Barnett, Saxe Holm, BoyeseD,
is
is just what you want.
and
Illustrated
Travel
&c.;
Poems,
Sketches,
Tbe Trade supplied by
Essays, Reviews, nearly a dozeu of the splenDana & Fitz,
Fuller,
didly illustrated series of “Oui-of-Door”
Papers including many of the best of the HO North St., Boston,aud William & Co N ash
series on “American Spoits,” and on “The
ua, N. H.
Manufactured by
Picturesque Aspects of American Farm Life,”
&c., &c., &c.; that is to say, all the numbers D. Arthur Brown & Co., I?isherville, N. H.
of Scribner’s Monthly from August. 1877,
ftdecllT&8tapl8
to .January, 1879, inclusive, and the Christmas
(obtained tor mechanical deHoliday Number of St. Nicholas, more than
vices, medical, or other
2,000 ootavo pages of the best and freshest ilornamental
oaapounds,
lustrated literature, costing in book form more
designs, trade-marks, and
than §50.00
labels, Caveats, AlignPrice 33 cents. $4.00 a Year.
ments, Interferences, ew
For Sale by all Booksellers and News- promptly attended to. nventions that have been
rknTnnmnrvby the Patent Office may
dealers.
still> in most cases» **
J
IJ
n
K
n |
SGBIBNEK A CO., 743 Broadway, K. V.
El I I secured by us. Being
opposite the Patent OfII
ill
I
ill
U
Bl
11
Av JLiU U v/ A Li MJ fice, we can viake closer
searches, and secure Pattents moro promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.
dus a model or
TV
I1
sketch ot vour de1
vice; we make examinations free of charge
h
J
and advise as to parli4 nhriatmfta HnliHntr Nnmhor nffiT 'NTimmr. a

Thomas Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana & Co.

agreed

<L R. NILES,

LKH’

....... rresmeni.

Nehemtah Gibson.Ship Owner.
N. B. Mansfield.Firm Roberts & Mansfield.
Henry F. Woods.Firm Hathaway & Woods.
G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.
Jonas H. French.Prest. Cape Ann Granite Co.

34 PAi.K ROW, NEW YORK.

».

The

Monthly, iu the variety of its contents, and
the beauty of its illustrations, as well as
in its entire mechanical execution, surpasses
anything we have hitherto attempted.
In the series on American Sports, there is
“Moose-Hunting,” Illustrations by Saudham,
Ward and Kelley; “A California Mining
Camp, Illustrations and Text by Mary Hal-

8200,000.
DIKECT0K8:

LOCKE,

SUVliUTININIi

1854.
1865,

CAPITAL.8400,000.

Li. I

Advertising

K S>V K ItTRNSN<J

at

as a State Bank in
a national Bank in

SURPLUS

Building

0. K. Locke, o Locke A
Bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send lor list of 100 choice newspapers.

ISii

Monthly,

1878.

PRESS.

men were wuuurawn

dtf

MIDWINTER NUMBER.

BOSTON. MASS.

Organized

J. H.

«i.

Scribner’s

Water and Congress

Incorporated

ADVEKTISII¥G AGENT

PROVIDENCE

*21

PORTLAND, ME,

AlAVliRKK NATIONAL BlI,
Streets,

WHEELEKj

No. 5 Washing to

Square.

tentability.

Advertisemen 8 wrl; en, appropriately displayed,
and proofs giver tree oi charge.
The leading U illy and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on file ior the
accommodation >f Advertisers.
C. J.

Market

Houtfe,

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

2

»W

Sale.

For

ItF\T

ADVEKTIglK *3

Preble

years

bouse and stable No. 257 Oxford St. Honse
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
room for three horses.
Apply at the premises, or at
QC27dtf75 PORTLAND STREET.

FITCH.*.Conductor.

WM. L.

Under
jan28

in

Subject from tho Bible, composed tor Chorus,
So’os and Orchestra by

and Beautiful

€. D. II. FISK & €0.,

lo Let.
for Cooper’* or Carpenter’*
use. rear Woodbnry & Latham’s, Commercial
Street. Apply to JAMES P. BAXTER, office Portland Packing Co
j aUeodtm

a

PURCHASE.

TO

PLACE

Children’s Garments At and Below Cost.

A

High

HOUSE,

Bear in mind that these
Arc the acknowledged bargains ot this age.
goods are in regular sizes, well made, new patterns, and not the
pickings over of a dozen old stocks which have accumulated in years
ot business.

GENTEEL first floor rent of seven rooms; gas
and Sebago, in the central part of the city, for
S250 per annum; possession given Feb. 10th, Apply
to F. G. PATTERSON, 379* Congress Street.

Gentleman and Wife (without children,)
TO
pleasant up stairs rent ot four
five
New
St

PREBLE

TIIE

THE

GO.,

Our $2.50 and $3.00 All Wool Pants

SUITABLE

HALL,

&

Our 810 00 and $12.00 Ulsters arc sold at 88 00 and $9.00.
Our Pelham Ulsters are reduced 84.00 on every Coat
Overcoats that tormerly sold tor 814.00 are now sold at 810.00.
Heelers have been cut down in price 40 per cent.

for in-

lodging rooms
obtained by applying at the liolel
Jan24dtf

Shop

Jan. 31st and Feb. 1st and 2d.

tense

IS

jan!8dtf

CANTATA,

and 17

UNDER

some

KEAZER, or E. A. NORTON.
juntodim

mpmhppu find at tlw> dnnr.

THE

open

TO BUT

THE TIME
AND

Offices and Kooins to Let.
ST. JULIAN HOTEL is
THEspection,
and
very good
and offices
lie

IS

FISK

Desirable Kent
Corner ot Pine and Emery, with
or without stable.
NO. 33.
d2w»
jan26

DAVID

Ja2Ldtd

CITY

NOW

TO LET.

formerly
STORE

CHANDLER.

Ticket* for the Floor.$11.00
Ticket* for the Gallery.35 cts

SACRED

The weather is too mixed up tor us to lull? determine, however
those who want the former can fiud them in our stock, aud to those
who prefer the latter named garments we will simply say that

PLEASANT

Band Concert at 8 o’clock.
Grand March by the Company, who will appear in
their new uniform on this occasion, at 8£ o’clock.

For Rnlft hv Ihfl

Overcoats, Ulsters and Reefers.
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general collapse.

It is not to be wondered at that the recovery from so great an ill is slow. The panic of
1873 left us terribly poor. In the years that
followed we have been getting out of debt
and tryiug to earn enough to mako a new
start. Our expenses, national, municipal,
and personal, have been reduced. We are
economizing in every direction. Business is
conducted with far greater prudence. By
these means we have effected much. The
great crops of the last two years and the foreign market opened to many of our manufactures are of great aid to U3. The shrinkage of values has about reached its limit. In
all but name we are on a specie basis once
more.
Unless the finances are again unsettled by further inflation or by the substitution of a

depreciated

aud

fluctuating

cur-

rency for the money of the world we shall
not be disturbed in our progress toward good
times. But that progress will necessarily be
slow, and it will be unwise to look for a sudden revival of business in the spring. Doubtless we shall be better off then than now,
and our prosperity will increase with the

months;

but we cannot expect to so soon

work out all the bad consequences of inflation.
_

The Shoe and Leather Beporier gives this
sensible advice to those interested in the special industries of which it is the organ: Our
brethren must summon all their philosophy
to reconcile themselves to bearing, with as
much patience as they can, their share in the
hardships which attend the progress the nation is making in the direction of a more propitious era. Looking at the matter from the
standpoint of philanthropy, there is some consolation in knowing that, if the resources of
individuals are undergoing some depletion,
through financial mishaps, the people, as a
whole, are gaining—slowly, but not the less
surely—in substance, day by day. It takes a
long time, of course, to recover from the devastation of civil war, or ot great conflagrations, and, while the process goes on, there is
a pervading sense of impoverishment, which
is of essential service in promoting habits of
saving and economy. Taking a narrower
view of the situation, there is this material
ground for encouragement—that those who
are strong enough to surmount the tribulations of panic and shrinkage will presently
find the field of endeavor so effectively clear
of encumbrances that there will be nothing to
impede their future march to enduring pros-

perity.

__

The recommendation of Mr. Corthell, the
State Superintendent of Schools, that another Normal school be established is worthy the
very careful attention of the Legislature.
There is evidently need of another school for
training teachers in this State. The western
section, comprising the counties of York,
Cumberland and Oxford, is at present unsupnlied with the

nroner

means

for t.he training

of its teachers. It is too heavy a tax upon
them to require them to go to the East anil
take the two years’ course there required.
The new school upon the plan suggested by
Mr. Corthell would exactly meet their requirements. He recommends that it should
be on the line of a railroad, of easy access to all parts of the State, and that the
Legislature authorise the trustees to locate it
in some town that answers to these conditions aud has laud and buildings suitable to
its needs. These conditions can be found in
Gorham, and in that pleasant village the uew
school should be located. Its establishment
will require uo additional taxation. The
laud and buildings are to be given by the
town in which it is located, and the running
expenses are to be paid out of the general
school fund.
The matter of

a

State Board of Health

comes up before the Legislature this week.
The sentiment in favor of its establishment

stronger and more wide-spread than
before, aud its advocates are in condition to present a good case to our law-makers.
It is not physicians alone that favor the Board ;
it commands the favor of the most enlightened

seems

ever

decU__eodly

angle

_a_
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sentiment of the State. The bill introduced
is not “in the interest of the doctors” though
our physiciaus are naturally interested in all
measures that contribute to the increase of
health and the lessening of disease. The arguments for the establishment of a Board of
Health are unanswerable and no attempt has
ever been made to meet them.
Such an establishment is demanded by all sanitary experience and by all the laws of econo my. It
will effect a great saving in health and wealth

both.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNLM

Representative Glover holds out abundant inducements to-false witnesses in the bill
ho introduces relative to investigations. All
the scoundrels in the country may go to
Washington and tell whatever lies they please
concerning men in authority, and still not be
called to account for their own misdeeds, real
or alleged.
They are not to be held responsible to any court and are to be exempt from
arrest by any authority, save that of the
House. A department clerk who has been
guilty of misdeeds may protect himself by inventing some slander against his superior officers; for in that case he cannot be dismissed
under a year or without full pay. The committees are empowered to impose secrecy on
the witnesses so that the accused may not
know the exact nature of the charges Drought
against him. But though the witnesses are
to be s worn to secrecy the committees are not;
and, as last year, they will give out grossly exaggerated or distorted accounts of the testimony to the correspondents of Democratic
newspapers.
Ford of Texas is a fair specimen of the
who are makiDg so much noise about
Mexican outrages on the Rio Grande. Whenever he feels like fighting he swaggers over
the border and gets into a dispute with the
Mexicans; then comes home, bringing doubtless what Mexican property he can take with
him, tells stories of great outrages and wants
to raise a regiment to chastise the Greasers.
He does not seem however to have been so
indignant bat that he could be subsidized by
the Mexican Government.
men

Secretary Sherman has written a letter
to Senator Morrill in reference to the Mann
letter of 1868. He say3 in this latest letter
that the Government has a technical right to
redeem the 5-20 bonds in greenbacks, but not
until the greenbacks are redeemab.e in gold.
The great mistake in our financial legislation,
he thinks, was the repeal of the provision
giving the holders of legal tenders the right
to convert them into interest-bearing securities.
The story told by the Graphic that the
President will sign the Bland bill with the
understanding that the interest nn the nnhlio
debt shall be paid in gold during his administration and that after him the credit of the

country

may go to the devil, is not worthy a
moment’s belief. Unless the President was

“fooling” when he wrote his annual message
he will veto the Bland bill.
The porgy is a stock subject for Maine Legislation. This year he is more than usually
prominent—has indeed arrived at so high
distinction that he is fairly entitled to the
crowning honor of having “poems made upon
him.” In this belief a ballad of him is presented on our fourth page.
The Mormous arq beginning to believe
that a prophet is an expensive luxury. They
have discovered that Brigham Young took
out of the church coffers §2,500,000 in additionto his regular allowance. An investigation is asked for.
Oveb a million of trade dollars has been
sent from San Francisco to the East
daring
the present month. The profit is three per
Of course the money made out of the

cent.

laboring men by the Bland dollar would be
considerably more.
Statistics prove that the consumption of
tobacco is steadily on the increase. The reduction of the tax upon it would therefore be
to the detriment of the Treasury.
Our New York

Letter.

The Silver Question—Tildeu’s Weakness
the Democratic
Position
Little
Alarm Felt by Capitalists-Political Future oi the Silver Advocates.

and

—

New Yoke, Jan. 28, 1878.
It is a significant circumstance that the recent extraordinary vote of the United States
Senate on the silver question should have utterly failed to check the gradual progress of the
country towards par redemption. Tho difference between gold and paper to-day Is
only one
and a quarter per cent. One of the causes of
this slight disparity no doubt is the prevalence
of the belief that the remonetization of silver
will not be accomplished, notwithstanding the
number of supporters of the scheme that there
are in both Houses of Congress.
The idea is
that there is sort of crazs on the subject just
now that mast allimately give way under the
light of discussion and the monitions of com-

The silver men have had everymuch their own way so far, and it
seems to be a politic thing to draw their fire.
A few such speeches, for example, as those of
Ewing in the Hoase and Voorhees in the Senate, ought to prove very effective iu the way of
mon

sense.

thing pretty

exposing the fallacy of the kind of devices

they recommend for circamventing the national
creditors. If the thinly disguised communist
theories they uphold are to be woven,iuto the
law of the land by legislation, we might as
well repudiate the whole of the national debt
and done with it. The moral guilt of dishonesty is not affected by the magnitude of tbe
theft. As soon as it is decided to cheat the public creditors oat of a tithe or so of what is dne
them it will become comparatively easy to cutoff
the rest. It is always the first step iu wrongdoing which is the hardestto take. Every sub-

sequent one grows easier. The restraints of
conscience get weaker as often as they are
overborne by the pressure of temptation.
Now one of two things Is absolutely certain.
Either the people who clamor for an unlimited
issue aad legalization of the debased coin now
in nse as a fractional currency do not understand what they are asking, or else they are

willing to

iu (lof&bsr, and hence would
lose the Presidential battle. Tilden
yielded, and Hendricks
managed to secure a victory in the gubernatorial election in his own
State, which proved
to be an enormous accession of
capital to the
ana

party.

However, the weakness of the Democratic
stand rrd bearer in
succumbing to the demands
of his associate was
fraught with evil consequen oes. His immediate friends in
Congress
obliged to imitate his example, and thus
to rmt themselves on record as
hostile to the
werei

fulfilment of the pledge of the
They sngar-coated the pill with

government.

good many
specious pretexts and lame attempts at explanation, but that didn't deceive anybody. Unquestionably they were glad that at that juncture there was a President in
the chair whose
pen was as ready as it had been before to inecribe a veto that should protect the national
honor. Bat unfortunately the evil
consequences
of devious courses of policy survive the trifling
advantages sought to he derived from a resort to
them. The advocates of an irredeemable currency maintain that the Democratic party is
bound in virtue of its consent to a
repeal of the
resumption act to assist in hindering redemption
in every way possible. One of the modes is
by
a further dilation of the
currency, by legalizing a coin made of silver and pewter, and they
insist th at the faithful must accept the doctrine
and livj up to it. Now there
being no Indiana
election to carry for the present and no exigency demanding an unconditional surrender of
the, right of private judgment, the most iuflu'jntial of the Northern Democrats refuse absolutely to incorporate such a heresy into their
profession of faith and there are ominous mutterings and threateniogs amoug their Western
brethren in view of their contumacy. Perhaps
out of these elements of contention good may
a

The best thing that could happen would
be for the Republicans to enter upon the occupation of the vantage gronsd which lies open to

come.

n

piayeu.

au uiuoii-

the country with silver seems to have followed
hard upon the failure of the inflationists to
prevent the contraction of the greenback notes.
Grant’s veto of the 221 April 1874 was the initial movement in the process of retroaction,
which has already brought us by entirely natural methods so near (the goal of redemption.
The resum ptiou act passed January 14,1875,
proved a most valuable auxiliary in the same
cause, though there is no douht whatever that
there were quite a number of Senators and

Representatives who voted for it who would
have opposed it vehemently if they could have
formed any conception of its scope and import. It worked admirably. The provision for
the retirement of legal tender notes in the
ratio of eighty per cent, of all the national
bank bills issued brought about a wholesome
contraction.
The reduced business of the
country at the same time compelled a very de-

cided curtailment of the national currency, so
that there was a great deal more withdrawn
than there was distributed. In fact the resumption act was an admirable sanitary measure, and has done a vast deal to bring about the
desideratum of the restoration of specie payments. Bat as soon as the inflationists discovered how beneficent its operations were,
they set about contriving how they could compass its repeal. Everybody remembers what
anxious conferences there were between Tilden and Hendricks before their letters of acceptance were written touching this point.
Tdden of course was averse to committing
himself against resumption, being the hardest
kind of a bard money man. Hendricks in-

sisted that he must

or

they couldn’t carry Indi-

guardianship by

our own weakness and the
cupidity of the heir
of the good Sir Ferdinanod Gorges?
The Massachusetts Senators should hava followed Daniel Webster iu his reply to Hayne,
who had attacked his state iu the Senate.
In
speaking of Massachusetts Webster raised his
hand and said, “There sho stands, behold her.”
They should have hesn satisfied with her

proud

position and not have tried to justify or clear the
way by which she came to it.
Mr. Dswes was unfortunate iu his naval history. He said “tho very sea light which the
Senator from Maine so eloquently described was

fought by a crew of volunteers raised on the instant iu the city of Boston”—he should
have
said town.
He undoubtedly had in his mind
the action between the
Chesapeake and Shannon, fonght iu June, 1813, and yet under this
supposition he is not correct
Mr. Blaine alluded to ths fight between the
Enterprise aod
Boxer, a fetv mouths later, which had a very
different result. No Portlander needs much
provocation to recount the story of that battle,
as tho victorious
ship sailed from, and brought
her prize into,the harbor of Portland within the
space ol three daye, aod the smoke cl the battle could he seo from the
Observatory.
The Enterprise was first rigged as a schooner
but she lacked sufficient spread of cauvas, as

in condition to fight.
long letter containing

Lawreece,

Heights. Capt Ltwrenoe was fatally wounded by the first broadside.
His dying request
will long continue in the memory of oar
navy.
The result of the battle is well known.
The
Halifax papers had published
agiowing account of the arrival at the port ol the Shannon
with her prize on Sunday, while the

scarcity. As soon as it becomes estab'ished
that silver is a mere article of traffi?, it will be
worth more in the bar than in the coin and then
its owners will stop carry iugit to the mint. Meantime we shall have attained a gold basis and
things will go on pretty much as if there never
had been any effort to suspend the laws of na-

people

coming out of chnrch—of the great demonstration ou board that
vessel, her band
plajiog “Rale Britannia” and the “Yankee
Doodle” in derision, amid the cheers from the
dock yard and men-ol-war.
Ail this had its effect on
Captain Barrows
and his men, who were ready to do or die on
the first opportunity. The
Enterprise was at
were

ture by the proposal to substitute a sham dollar
for a real one.
In either case—whether this notable design
is accomplished or baffled— what is to be the

fate of the men who stake their political future
upon it? The people to be sure, have short
memories or 6lse they are extremely forgiving.
There are'.scores of persons in publio life to-day
who at some time or other in their career have
been the objects of snoh intense popular exe-

Portland,

and on the 4th of Sept, her
captain
learned from a fisherman that the Boxer was off
Pemaqnid seizing small vessels. He immediately got under way with a light southerly
wind, bat on rounding Stanford's
the

ledge

wind died away, but this was no obstacle to
men in earnest.
Every boat was lowered and
the crew manned them while the oflicers trim-

cration that their resurrection seemed well nigh
impossible, and yet they have managed to work
their way out of obscurity by patiently waiting
till their sins bad been forgotten. It is only by
some such chances as these that the apostles of
adulteration will escape being stoned. The
people in whose name they are performing

med sails; a long liae was carried ahead, to
which the boats made fast and towed the brig
out past Bangs’ Island, the crews
keeping time
to a cheerful boat song, in the chorus of which
all joined with a will. A breeze soon
sprang
np and the vessel hove away for

their incantations will be the first to learn that
the whole project in all its parts, parcels and
particulars is a “delusion and a snare", and they
—: 11

—
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the disasters of a silver bill would work mischief, but in the homes of the producing
classes. The farmers and artisans would very
soon discover that while they were parting
with the fruits of their toil for debased coins,

they would be obliged to give the full equivalent in genuine metal for everything they had
to purchase. As soon as they were brought to
a realizing sense of this inevitable fact, it is the
most natural thiog in the world that they
should turn upon the blind guides who lured
them into so disadvantageous a position, and
make them feel the weight of their displeasure.
It would be well for tho3e who are patting themselves on record on this momentous question to
reflect that there is a hereafter. It is the essence of statesmanship to forecast and make
provision for the future. If the history of every
country nnder the sun, and of every epoch of
civilization teaches any lesson so conclusively
as to render it a truism, it is, that all devices
and expedients to improve the condition of the
people by foisting upon them an unstable
and depreciating medium of exchange result
in hopeless failure, and so far from promoting
the object aimed ar, invariably produce effects
detrimental to the general welfare.

Yarmouth.
Maine and Massachusetts.

Senatorial Controversy—IVaval and
Political History.

nonce oi wuuv ue snouiu

in u>s
say.
reply 10
Mr, Daves, Mr. Blaine said, “I took occasion
yesterday to notify both senators that in the
presentation of Gov. King’s statue to-day I
should feel compelled to narrate those portions
of history which brought him in conflict with
Massachusetts, and to speak my mind plainly

in regard thereto.” Mr. Dawes acknowledged
the service of the notice, and he ought to have
known enough of Mr. Blaine to stand from under after this warning, that he woald probably hear something drop.
Mr Dawes calls Maine the daughter of MassLet us for a moment examine her
achusetts

authority to claim such a parentage. She bad
early and gradually extended her motherly
jurisdiction over the northern part of Maine
against the wishes and protest of tho inhabitants, especially those east of Saco, who were
It is immaterial whether they
commercial advantages or to
worship God,” so long as we know they did
worship Him on every returning Sabbath day
in the beautiful litu.gy of the English church,

Episcopalians.

“came seeking

read in the chapel at Richmond’s Island in
1635, first by Rev. Richard Gibson, a graduate
of Cambridge, England, and after him by Rev.
Robert Gordon, whose baptismal font of bell
metal has been preserved by his descendants to
the present time. There the boats flocked from
all the region round, “like doves to their windows.” There good men were forbidden by

Massachusetts to exercise their ministerial
functions and were imprisoned for so doing.
The jurisdiction of Massachusetts was annnled
by the King in 1676. Than she sent her agent,
John

Usher,

to

England

Pemaqnid.

wuuuaj uiuiUiUK

to

negotiate

with the

grand-son of Sir Ferdinando Gorges, who was
dead, for the purchase of his right to the soil,
which was accomplished in 1677, for twelve
hundred and fifty pounds. Yet the English
government denied the right of the purchaser
to govern the district, an 1 not until 1601 did
the Massachusetts Colony finally throttle the

O
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WAS

at anchor inshore, and the
Enterprise
headed for her, when she got np her
anchor,
hoisted three ensigns, and fired a gnn as a challenge. The vessels spent several hoars msnceavering for the weather gauge and to get
sea room.
At 3 o’clock the Enterprise set her
colors and fired one gnn accepting the challenge, and bore up for the enemy. When within pistol shot the action wa9 commenced
the
seen

4_4.1.

ries who have led them on to the pursuit of such
an ignis fatuus.
False systems of finance invariably iDflict the heaviest penalties upon the
multitude for the simple reason that they
have no means of self protection. Men of capital can easily accommodate themselves to any
order of things that may be established no matter whether it is founded in orror or in wisdom.
It is not in the moneyed centers of the East that

Capt. Broke sent in a
a challenge
to Capt.
never saw it, having hurried

bat he
his crew on board and sailed to meet the Briton
with Boston looking
on from
Dorchester

commodity, daily bought and sold at prices dependant solely on its temporary pientitude or

To the Editor of the Press:
The enemies of Mr. Blaine have a new grievance in what the most moderate of them call
his “injudicious” allusion to Massachusetts, in
his speech on Gov. King. Whether his remarks were judicious or not he must have the
credit of giving the Massachusetts senators

m<*b

act. Can the oil Bay State claim
parentage with propriety when we are as old as
herself and cime under her

they

bring par, cor can they oblige
merchandise or any
anybody to
kina of property
for
it except for its
actual
worth
in
gold, whether it be
ninety cents or a dollar, or more or less. In
other words gold will be the measure of value
all the same and silver will be a fluctuating
par, nor

sophistry

yumi«

only

motherly

coasters and fishermen, while with her topgallant masts lowered she hid in some cove proacademies, churches and memorials of a heroic I tected by the frigates. The Enterprise had often been into Portland in command of Captain
struggle in defense of the flag, which demonstrated the exalted loyalty of the people of the
Blakely, and had come to be considered the
Union.
naval pet of the town.
Lieut. Burrows had
There is, moreover,another and a most potenbeen on the lakts and had recently taken comtial reason why so little alarm is felt among
mand of the brig. He and his
ship's company
capitalists at the prospect of the adoption of were wrought up to a high pitch by the loss of
a silver bill.
It arises trom the conviction that
the Cbesapeako. Capt. Broke in the
frigate
it is not in the power of legislation at the presShannon had sailed into Boston bay and plantent time to force a depreciated currency upon the
ed his offensive banting in the lace of
Captain
country. The coinsra can multiply the stuff Lawrence of the Cheaspeake, which was about
ad libitum and they can force the public creditready to sail; her crew were on shore on their
ors to take it, bntthey cannot make it worth
farewell spree—undisciplined if
had been

The

vivaujr lui^u^ut

mother is entitled to some credit for her
sayus. go in peace, which was her

ing to

wnich had been cruising on our coast, and we
could not raise force enough to cope with them.
The Boxer had been preying on tho defenceless

The party that champions
the highest standard of rectitude Cannot long
remain in a minority in a land so fail as oars of

redeem its obligations in full. The
most charitable as well as agreeable conclnsion
is that they do not comprehend the merits of
the case. Indeed, considering what volumes of

siderable a part in the business of exchange
that it was really of no accouat. It has always
been a subsidiary coin wherever it has been
employed, and the act of demonetization passed
in 1873 attracted no attention and elicited no
serious opposition. The proposition to flood

of what Is now

Cumberland oonnty, which was settled at the
same time as Boston.
Then she swallowed
Maine and Nova Scotia at ooe gulp, and her
governor fittedout an expedition to take
Quebec for au oat port, but the elements were
against him. Oar District of Maine remained
nnassimilatei in the capacious maw a century and a quarter, yet I think the so called

cruising during the summer of 1813 on the coast
of Maine, doiging the British ships
“Lahague”
74, and the frigates “Nymphe”and “Crescent”,

enduring triumphs.

the American Ilspuhlic covered
with the shame and obloquy of wilfully re-

and unreason have been spoken and
written thereof, it would he remarkable if they
were well-informed about it.
They remember
that silver did form a part of the circulating
medium before the legal tender act led to the
expulsion of tho precious metals, and they do
not trouble themselves to think at all of tbe

Episcopalians of the territory

she sat very firm ia the water when in trim.
After a cruise to the Mediterranean she was re*
masted and rerigged into a brig
She bad been

them and give bittle to the enemy in the name
of honest
and
the
money
payment of
the
uttermost
farthing of the public
debt. With such principles they can hardly fail
to win,and even if defeat were possible it would
involve no loss of honor or self respect and
would simply prove the precursor of future and

see

fusing to

IN ADVANCE
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by

Boxer with broadside and throe cheers, which
were returned—broadside and cheers.
Captain
Barrows fell mortally wounded within five
minutes from the firing of the first gnn, bat
refused to be carried below, and requested that
the flag might never be struck. Lieutenant
McCall took the command, and soon the Boxer s topmasts and topsail yards came down.
Within forty minutes from the commencement
of the action the Boxer ceased firing and criea
for quarters, saying that their colors were nailed
aod could not be hauled down. On taking
possession of the prize the Americans found
that the dead of the crew had been thrown
overboard. Her captain, Blytb, had been killed
early in the action and was lying on deck.

Sixty-four prisoners

were

lakeo, including

sev-

enteen wounded.
Captain Barrows lived to receive the sword of his adversary, and said, “I
die contented,” and contented to be carried below—he died within a few boars. The Enterprise had two men killed and twelve wounded.
Midshipman Waters was very severely wounded and remained a year or more in Portland
kindly cared for by the young men, who placed
a monument over bis grave by the side of his
commander.
The vessels were equally matched, bat the
Enterprise was very little damaged. She arrived at Portland ou Monday with her
prize,
bat there was no silly demonstration like that
made by the Shannon at Halifax, On Wednesday the dead commanders were buried with
military and civio honors, Commander Hull,
who was in command here, walking as chief
mourner, and the crews of both vessels were in
the procession. The two graves are side by
side in the old grave yard.
A passing stranger,” Silas E, Barrows of New Fork, erected a
table monument over the grave of his relative,
and the officers and crew of the Boxer placed a
similar one over the grave of Capt. Blytb.
The people of the town knew of the expected
sea tight aod gathered in large numbers in aod
about the Observatory.
Capt. Moody kept his
telescope trained on “Segnin” waiting for some
sign of the action, and when it commenced he
discovered the smoke of each Droadside as it
rose and so reported to the crowd b9low, who
became mnch excited, bat the report of the
gans coaid not be heard as the scene of the
fight was forty miles olf in a direct line.
Two of Mr. Blame's “anti-war Federalists"
were

memhers nl the Federal

narir

until Ma.l-

(son’s time—John Holmes and William Widgery. Tho last attended a complimentary dinner by his party to Gen. Wadsworth on his return from Congress in 1798, and wore the Federal cockade.
Late converts nsnaliy are the
most zealous—it has been so from St Paul to
the present time, hence Judge Widgery’s offer
to take Cauada by the job.
His zeal in support of the war measures was partly due to his
former life as a sailor.
He sympathized with
the seamen who were impressed by the British
ships, which was the principal cause of the
war, although nothing was said about it in the
Mr. Widgery was a rich man
treaty of peace.
and could afford io he patriotic, but the poor
man hesitated about his support of the war
measures as they wouid take bread out of his
children’s mouths and make the father a pauper. Uuudreds died iu the alms bouses who
were thrifty
before tne Embargo wheu there
was “work and food for all.”
Gov. King was not always a consistent Democrat in its true sense.
While he was Governor he mail' a nomiualion to the council
which
he suspected would be distasteful.
A day or
two after, ou entering the council chamber he
said to the council, “Have you confirmed the
nomination of Mr. Blank?” The chairman replied that they had not. The, Governor said,
“Do as you please, but 1 promise you that I
will make no other for the place.”
President
Jackson acted on the same principle when he
ordered the Secretary of the Treasury to remove
the government deposites from the U. S. Bank.
The Secretary replied that he doubted his authority to do it. The general said, “If you
don’t do it I will romove you,’’ and d!tl so. An
exhibition of pluck is sure to lead to popularity in tho United States, right or wroug.
W. G.
Windham, Jan. 28.

News anil Otf er Items.
Geo. B. Gordon, the inveutorof the Gordon

printing

press, is dead.
Horrible brutalities iu the New

Jersey

state

prison at Trenton, are charged, and will be Investigated.
The Worcester Spy denies authoritatively
that Senator Hoar is working for John D.
Washburn for the Boston Oollectorship.
In relation to tbe alleged freight war among
the railroads, Commissioner Frink says he hat
A
not heard from any of the Eastern roads,

meeting of
bly be held

the trank line managers will
in New York today.

proba-
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THE ELECTORAL BARUAIN.
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Parliament Asked for

chap 178, Public laws of 1877, in relation to demurrers.
Passed to be engrossed—Additional act rela-

tive to the Portland & Deeriug
railroad; relative to disorganized towns: in regard to collecting and paying debts.
house.
The Hoase met at 4 p. m,
A large number of petitions

War.

JECTIONABLE TO ENGLAND.

Augusta, Jan. 28

the law so that selectmen shall be
three years.
A bill was presented repealing

character.
it is understood that the Liberals will accept
the government’s challenge ant arraign Us
whole Eastern nolicy.
The debate will occupy
four nights, and if tho government is defeated,
which is hardly possible, Parliament will be
dissolved. The ministry claim a majority of
50.
Calcutta, Jan. 28.—A doubtful rumor,
though transmitted througu official channels,
says that the Ameer of Cabul is massing
troops at Candahar. This might meau a menace to Persia or Eogland, against both of
whom the Ameer is hostile.
The significance
of his hostile attitude to the EDglish lies in the
fact that hitherto iu considering the possibility
of a Russian invasion of India we have been
accustomed to look upon Afghanistan as an all
but invincible barrier between English territory
and Russian aggression, avbereas now for all
military purposes that barrier has ceased to

About It.

[Special to the Press.]
Senate met at 2 p. m.
Legislation reported inexpedient

haring changed, and the government reconsidering its decision, he withdrew nis resignation.
The resolution of Lord Stratheden, that opposition to any occupation of Constantinople would
not be a breach of neutrality was withdrawn,
Lord Derby opposing it as ot a purely abstract

FOREIGN.

tary

were

transmitted.
The committee reported that the bill assigning lots from their farm to the Penobscot tribe
of Indians ought to pass.

Passed to be engrossed—Act to amend chap.
sec. 18, R. S.; an act relating to
elections;
an act to abolish the
August term of the Supreme Court in Kennebec county, so amended
that the next August'term may be held; an act
relating to the lists and qualifications of jurors;
amending sec. 2, chap. 106, R. S., so that only
persons of intelligence, good judgment and

exist

STATEMENT OF THE GOVERN-

Jan. 28.—The Independent Beige
has the following special from Vienna, “Austria illto the other powers considers that the
conditions
peace
require great modifications
as
the
regards
aggrandisement
of WtTvi.i and Montenegro aod the retrocession
of Bessosabia. Russia’s demands in regard to
indemnity are deemed iuadmissable because
tending to perpetuate the occupation of Bulgaria,

Brussels,

MENT’S ATTITUDE.

received

were

Supplies.

All Absurd Story About Senator

Conkling.

asking for county board of examiners.
A full list of the corporations of the stat9

Supplemen-

Tbe Frcsidcul Acquitted oJ Cor-

rupt Intrigue.

The Libera’s to

EVADES

THINKS
THE

the Min-

istry’s Policy.

GERMANY.

AUSTRIA FINDS FAULT WITH

The First Result of tho Ministerial Crisis.
London, Jan. 28.—A despatch to the limes
from Berlin says: The prolonged ministerial
crisis has produced the first result. Prince
Bismarck has been authorized by the Emperor
to submit to the federal council a bill providing
that the chancellor in the event of his being
prevented from acting may authorize any
member of that council to sign laws and de-

121,

CHANDLER

Arrange

RIJRKE

QUESTION.

RUSSIA’S TERMS.

morality

shall be drawn as jurors;
authorizing
the Portland & Ogdensbnrg Railroad to issue
stock
and
for other purposes.
preferred

MAINE.
Wells Fishermen.
Voyage
Biddefobd, Jan. 28.—Further particulars
have been received of the perilous voyage of
three Wells fishermen who #ere outside in
Perilous

of

during
ga'.e the other day.
As before reported Mr. Staples was drifted into Kennebunk beach half froz3n. Jedediah
and Moses Perkios are now accounted for, tbs
former having succeeded in reaching
dories

the

severe

Ogunquit

beacb, while the latter after a terrible experience gained Boon island.
His boat was smashed to pieces on a reef near the island and when
rescued he was nearly exhausted.
Fire in Wells.

The

boarding house owned by Owen

summer

Davis at Wells beach was Durned to the ground
Saturday night with most of its content?. The
house was unoccupied.
Insured $2000 on
UUUBC, Ckiw UU

uouieuis,

rtininn nf

iUrMeriom Shoaling.
A mysterious shooting affair which will probably prove fatal occurred in Wells Sunday
Charles Penney and family live near
night
Bald Hill, two miles west of the Eastern depot.
Some time early in the evening a pistol bill
was fired through the
window pane of the
house which struck his little daughter, aged 5
years. The ball entered just over the left lung.
Dr. Hall probed and extricated the ball with
mnch difficulty.
The child is now in a critical
condition and is unlikely to recover.
Who did
the shooting and for what purpose is a
mystery.
Fire in Saco.
Saco, Jan. 28.—The hoot and shoe etock of
Livingston & Co. was slightly damaged by
fire last night. Fully insured.
The firemen
in opening the reservoir in York square held a
torch over the opening when flames shot
up
and there was an explosion which was heard
all over the city, caused by a leaky gas
pipe
which ran under ground near the wall of the
reservoir.
Supreme Court at Snco.
The case of Israel Hill against Stephen Gowen, assault and battery, has been on trial in
the Supreme Coart since Friday. It ha3 excity much interest in Biddeford and Saco. The
jury returned a verdict of $10 for plaintiff.
Two thousand was sned for,

THE RETURNING BOARD.

Packing

a

Jury

New York, Jan. 28.—Major Barke, iu an
interview yesterday at New Orleans, defended
President Hayes and the Southern Democratic
Congressmen from the current charges of party
nlid elity. He says nothing transpired iu connection with the count of the electoral votes
which could in any way improperly compromise President Aayes and the Southern Democratic Congressmen. In answer to the charge
the Southern Congressmen did not act in good
faith with their party, be said tbe people of
Louisiana had expressed no favor for the electoral bill. They regarded it as a means of letting Tilden down easy. They had been led to
expect that Mr. Tilden aod the Democratic party North would claim their rights, and if need
be, enforce them. Mr. Pelton and the Tdden managers besought the Louisiana Congressmen and Burke to urge the Nicholls
Legislature and our people to work up a public sentiment in favor of the electoral bill, uoder the
belief that Tdden’s rights were secured by it,
and we did so at their solicitations and upon
their representations. Mr. Tddeu’s declaration, on his dtdarture for Europe, that he had
always disapproved af the electoral bill, came
from him with a bad grace. At the caucus oi
Eeb. 17, we simply desired to know if the party
had any comprehensive plan of policy looking
to Mr. Tilden’s inauguration; if not, and il
they should determine to acquiesce in the de-
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party should commit the Republicans to the
withdrawal of the troops iu Louisiana and
South Carolina before yielding.
Instead of
making any effort to save Louisiana and South
Carolina, the caucus agreed to acquiesce iu tbo
decision of the electoral commission, and practically abandoned Louisiana and South Carolina.
Regarding the counting of the vote, he said
that Air. Tilden’s manager in Washington had
schemes for defeating the count in the Senate,
and for holding a now election under tba lead
of Senator Coukling, bat the party had never
1 know positively, be said,
authorized them.
that Senator Oonklicg had a speech all prepared in favor of throwing out the vote of Lonisiana, in which event be was to have been elected President of the Senate and would have became President of the United States, pending
the new election, which would have taken place
a year afterward.
Mr. Tilden’s Ineuds were
satisfied with this arrangement, because tbev
with
his
wounds still bleeding, he
thought
would have no trouble in securing the Democratic nomination;
and Senator
Coukling
doubtless thought that, with the control of the
he
would,
ehelva
General
patronage,
easily
Hayes and become the Republican candidate.
Wbat prevented an attempt to carry out this
programme, was the distrust felt by Conkling’s
adherents on the Republican side, of the carpet
bag Senators from the Southern States. Tney
were all ready enough to Blanghter Hayes, because they had become alarmed at soma ot his
utterances and at President Grant’s declarations; but it was feared that instead of supporting Conkling, they might vote for Morton, as
they probably would have dona.
Major Burke further said he never had au
agreement signed by Stanley Matthews,Charles
Poster or anybody else.
Leading Southerners
know that Matthews and Poster were unjustly
assailed.

Washington, Jan. 28.—Wm. E. Chandler
being asked wbat explanation he had to make
Major Burke's denial, said: “It has never
been charged that the written memorandum
authenticating the alleged bargain made at the
Wormley hotel confeience ot Peb. 2(1, was
signed by Stanley Matthews or Charles Poster,
to

Disclosures Damaging: to the Ad-

any other Republican, but that a writteu
memorandum was drawu up showing that an
understanding had been reached by the conferees; that this was read over and agreed tea
as substantially correct, and that at the same
time the Southern Democrats,or some of them,
affixed their names to the paper as witnesses of
its correctness and the paper was then deposited with Major Bnrke. I have been informed
that Gen. Garfield was not quite satisfied with
the way the bargain was expressed in the Burke
memorandum and so he made a memorandum
or

ministration Threatened.
New York, Jan. 28.—A special from New
Orleans last night says the excitement in the
KeturniDg Board cases has somewhat abated.
At an interview with Anderson, Xenner and
Cassanave, in the parish prison, Anderson
stated that that the reason they hid in the custom house was to gain time,that on the
present
jury in the Superior Criminal Court there is
not a single colored man.
The jury was drawn
to convict them and their only object was to
gain time.
He intimated pretty bitterly that the effect
ot their treatment by the administration might
lead to something unexpected, but he refused
to say what.
In conversation with prison officials, however, the trio have expressed themselves to the effect that if they are deserted by
those they placed in power, they will make disclosures exceeding unpleasant. The two colored men are exceedingly down-hearted. They
say there is no hope for them with a packed
jury and every one arrayed against them. Anderson. though dispirited at times, grows fierce
and bitter.
It is said that intimations have been received
from certain leading Democrats that if the Retnrning Board would show Hayes’ election to
be a fraud their prosecntion will cease.
It is
certain that the members of the Returning
Board are in their last straits, and are
rapidly

becoming desperate. Leading Republicans say
they can see no way in which Hayes could help
the board, except by an open violation of the
law, which he dare not do, and therefore the

chances for the exposure are now near at
hand.
A Washington despatch says:
Attorney
General Devens says that by the last accounts
received by him everything in New Orleans
was quiet and no probability exists of
any
trouble. The directions he gave were that the
process of the courts should be recognized and
obeyed, bo far as relates to the action of the
Federal authorities. In other words, he did
not think that the United States custom house
or any other government
building, should be
nsed as an asylum or place of refuge against
tbe service of a criminal process issued
by proper authority of the courts.
It is a matter in
which, as now presented, the United States
government cannot interfere, as the difficulty
is purely a local matter.
His action in tbe
premises, as indicated by his reply to the telegram received by him about the situation, was
taken promptly, he says, without any consultation with the President, and it is doubtful if
tbe President knew anything about it
Attorney General Devens is decided about the proof
priety
recognizing the authority of the state
courts in matters of proper
jurisdiction and
process of law in cases coming under them.
The Attorney General does not look for any
further trouble from the arrests just made iu
New Orleans.
New Orleans, Jan. 28.—Three of the accused members of the Returning Board—AndersoD, Cassanave and Renner—were brought
to the bar of the Superior Criminal Court today. The counsel for T IT A nrlorartn filnrl
motion lor change of venue, alleging that ho
coold not have a fair trial in this parish,
prejudice against him having increased in the last
few days. After the argument Judge Whitaker stated that a jury had been drawn in a
most impartial manner, and was of a consci9ntions, honest and unimpeachable character.
The Attorney General reucweU ms motion lor
a severance in the trial aDd said the state wished to try the case versus Wells first, hat as he
bad not come forth he would call up the case of
Tbos, C. Anderson.
The Court granted the
motion tor severance and the case of State vs.
Thomas C. Anderson was then considered fixed for trial. Witnesses were called and the
mpannelliog of a jury was proceeded with.
n

SOUTH CAROLINA.
CSov. Hampton Aiding Whiskey Thieves
New York, Jan. 28.—A despatch from Co-’
lnmbia, S. C., says Collector Braytan has had
an interview with Governor
Hampton upon the
subject of the enforceme nt of revenue lawsj in
South Carolina.
The Governor insisted that
his people were law-abiding, but were angered
at the bad character o£ the radicals
appointed
to make arrests.
The collector asserted that
force was as reputable and honest as the same
class of state officers.
Daring the interview no progress was made
toward a better understanding between the federal and state authorities. Subsequently
Brayton wrote a letter to the Governor with a
proposition that Hampton nominate a collector and
five men to act as a special force for the
suppression of illicit traffic in whisky and tobacco
m the disturbed region.
Governor Hampton
has not yet replied.
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following telegram:
Major E A. Burke, New Orleans:
Iteierring to denials in a recently published

interview of yours I have the honor to respect‘‘Were you as a
fully ask you this question:
representative of the Nicholls government with
other Southern men and Messrs. Stauley Matthews, John Sherman, Charles Foster and
James A. Garfield (all or any of them) and
Northero men present at a conference or conferences at Wormley’d Hotel ia WaBhingtoE,
about Feb. 26th, last, concerning Louisiana affairs, and it so, was any written paper whether
signed or unsigned, or whether with or without
the names as affixed as witnesses of its correctness made then or
subsequently embodying or
purporting to state the whols or any part of
any agreement, understanding or intention, resulting from such conference or conferences
concerning Louisiana affairs or concerning tho
Packard or the Nicholls government or the federal troops in New Orleans, and if so, have you
now or have you ever had that paper or a copy
thereof, is it in existence, and if so, where is it
now; it not, when, where and by wham was it
destroyed, and will you or not make it or a
copy of it public if you have it.”
W. E. Chandler.
(Signed)

WASHINGTON

The Packcc*-Wig(iaton Contest.
Washington, Jan. 28.—The House committee on elections today after farther considering
the California con tested case of Wigginton vs
Pacheco agreed by a party vote of 7 against 4
that Wigginton was entitled to a seat in the
House, and that Pacheco was not. The majority will submit their report to the House next

Wednenday.

The Geneva Award.
The sub-committee of the House jadiciary
committee having under consideration the bill
providing for the distribution of the balanco of
the Geneva award, today heard closing arguments in favor of the passage of said bill.
X. T.
Manning of Massachusetts appeared in behalf
of the owners of vessels and cargoes and tbe
A majority of the
payers of war premiums.
sub committee favor the class ot claims represented by Mr. Manning.
The JVetv Orleans Custom IZouse.
Mr. Champlin, Ex-Deputy Collector of Customs at New Orleans, says bis resignation was
a forgery.
The records of the Treasury Department however show that he was regularly
succeeded by Gbd. Anderson.
Telegrams rectavea irom jxew uneans represent Anderson
under arrest aud the second deputy, Mr. Copelaud, absent on account ol sickness.
The coutrol of the custom house has been claimed
by
Chief Clerk Tomlinson.
The decision cf the
Secretary of the Treasury is that excepting upon the nomination of a
collector, that it is not
within his (the Secretary’s) jurisdiction to
appoint deputies, therefore should Anderson and
Copeland botu fail to appear at the custom
house the cfiic9 of collector being vacant, the
control of the custom house will pass to a
specagent of tho Treasury Department.
Special
agent I’orter of tho Treasury-Department has
left Washington for New Orleans with funds to
play employes and watch events.
Unsuccessful Attempt to Rob a Train.
Pueblo, Jan. 2S.—Saturday evening the
western bound train on the Atchison, Topeka

and Santa Fe Kailroad was boarded a few miles
east of
by four men who attempted
to rob the passengers.
Two of the robbers

Dodge City

jumped ou

the engine, compelling the engineer
and firemen to do as directed, while the others
hoarded the express car.
The express messenHe thinks he
ger however repulsed them.
shot one of the robbers as he was only three
feet off and dropped when tho messenger fired.
The robbers escaped but were pursued by a
competent party and will probably be captured.
The robbers previously bound and gagged the
agent of the Small station at Dodge City and
ransacked his safe.
MINOR TEEEGHAIti*.

Hamburg (fuller na n Slock Jobber.
New York, Jan. 28.—A suit has begun in

this

city|against

William E. Everett and othby T. D. Childs and J. H. Southern for an
acconnting in regard to the venture of several
hundred thousand dollars worth of South Carolina bonds.
It appears that a written agreement was made with M. C.
Butler, now Senator from South
Carolina, and General Gary,
by which both Butler and Gary as members of
a state convention at
Columbia, were to use
their influence for the
passage of a resolution
which would have the effect of
enhancing the
value of the bonds cf that state. The
agreeis printed, showing that
Everett, Childs Palmer and Southern agreed to pay
and
Gary
Butler ten per cent, of the profits on half a million
of South Carolina bonds, if such a resolution
Both Gary and Butler signed the
passed.
agreement.
Gary is now chairmau of the
finance committee of the South Carolina Senate.
ers

it

the Burke paper is made public.”
Chandler sajs to bring masters to a decisive
test ho has to night sent to Major Burke the

Riobardson’s carpet store and Battle’s dry
goods store on Worth street, N. Y,, were burned yesterday. Doss
$125,000.
Jacobs’ block, Mont Clair, N.
J., occupied by
stores and the Mont Clair Times, was burned
bunday night. Loss about §50,000.

Maggie McArthur, living at Rsvere, Mass.,
over by a train on the Kastern railroad
yesterday and killed.
was run
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London, Jan. 28.—The Times authoritatively

deuies that part of the Bnssian army will traverse the country to Constantinople and embark
there for home.
It is stated that the Eussian demands will
enconnter serious opposition from England and
Austria. The latter is positively opposed to
the retrocession cf Bessarabia to Eussia, and
to any conditions doing more than to cripple
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the same as those printed in this morning’s
Poet. Sir Stafford also said that he would express no opinion which might be used for the
guidance of Turkey, but he considers the terms
very sweeping The character of the autonomy
for Bulgaria was not that agreed upon by the
Administrative
Constantinople conference.
Now there is
autonomy was then conceded.
provided a total separation from Turkey under
a

prince.

Regarding the tributaries becoming independent he would say nothing, but it must raise
difficult questions since id touches ether interests.
The indemnity condition is very elastic.
How Russia may elect to take the indemnity
and what territory shs may ask ate highly impoitaut to Europe.
European concert is therefore necessary.
The understanding regarding
the straits may mean something or nothing, but
it is a European and Euglish interest. He explained that the credit asked for was not connected with the sending of the fleet to the Dardanelles, but is a permanent measure that England may appear at the CoDgtess that must
assemble witu proper prestige.
Sir Stafford
said the government asks for the credit as a
vote of confidence so it can still firmer enter
the Congress.
The Marquis of Hartington
asked siace a vote of confidence was wanted,
that the debate be adjourned to Thursday next.
SirStafford in the course of his statement
pointed out that the Russian proposal for consolidation as an autonomous principality of all
tin districts iobabited hy the Bulgarians would
bring the southern boundary of Bulgaria almost to the sea.
He said a rumor having some
appearance of authority ’stated that the i’rmce
for Bulgaria was to be chosen by the Czar.
Thus a poweilul state would be established in
the very heart of Turkey with a piince devoted
ta Russian interests.
After touching upon the
other conditions as before reported he said,
referring to the vagueness of the final condition relative to the straits, “I call attention to
this to point out that the conditions are matters upon which no separate understanding between tne belligerents can be acknowledged
We have expressed this opinby the powers.
ion to the powers and believe it will receive
their assent. Austria has repeatedly declared
that she entirely shares oar views. We cannot
disguise the vast importance of ilia questions
now raised.
The keystone of Southeastern
Europe is being removed. Relative to the rewhich
must be made, one thing
arrangement
is certain that Turkey must ba urged to continue the struggle for purely European ob-

jects.”

The Chancellor then explained the negotiations which immediately preceded the ordering
of the fleet to the Dardanelles. Ha stated that
Jtussia in tier reply to tne noted despatches defining British interests only promised not to
Lord
acquire Constantinople permanently.
Derby, on Jau. 13tb, sent a despatch to Count
ScbuuvalolT declaring that tne government
was strongly oT the opinion that it
was
most
desirable to avoid even temporary Russian sccupatiou of Constantinople which might sen
ously endanger the relations now liappjjy prevailing between Russia and Englane. Russia
replying repeated her assurance against the
permanent occupation of Constantinople, but
added “that if the Porte’s obstinacy required
the Czar to continue military operations he reserved full liberty of action.” The Czar could
not understand how the course he was pursuing could offend British interests and he
asked for a statement of those interests,
The
English government shortly after, perceiving
the Russians approaching Gallipoli, replied
that it considered any operations tending to
give the Russians control of the Daadanelles
would impede the consideration of terms of
peace and asked an assurance against the occupation of Galipoli. They received a reply
that Gallipoli would neither he occupied
nor
attacked unless
a
regular Turkish
army should be concentrated there, but perthat
the
movements
of
both the Rusceiving
sians and Turks were teudiDg towards Gallipoli the British government asked and on Jan.
18th obtained the Saltan’s permission for the
The orders
entry of the lieet into the straits.
to the lieet to enter were countermanded in
consequence of the receipt of a telegram from
the British ambassador at Constantinople avowing his belief that the Russian’s conditions
provided that the question of the straits was to
be referred to a European congress.
After the orders were countermanded a correction of the ambassador’s telegram was received stating that the question of tho straits
was to be lets
to the Sultan aud Czar.
The
Chancellor added that from subsequent information he had not the slightest doubt Russia
intended this question to bo settled separately
between herself, i he Porte of course Dot excluding England from ultimate discussion, for
RuBsia cannot exclude Eugland. Ha now asked for the vote so that when they went into the
council of nations they might be able to show
when Eugland had once decided on a coarse
she was determined not to leave the sword unsharpened. The ministry would not consider
the vote an incentive to war.
Sir Stafford Nortbcote subsequently concurred in the motion for the postponement of the
debate till Thursday.
In the Houeb of Lords this evening Earl
Derby in a few words explained that lie had
tendered his resignation because the government decided on a step with which he could
not agree, but in 36 hours the circumstances

un-

Congress-Regular Session.

act. Referred to the committee on finance.
Beck gave notice lie would tomorrow call up the
resolution submitted by him last week, declaring it
inexpedient either to maintain or impose taxes at
this time for the purpose of providing for the $37,196,045.04 asked lor by the Secretary ot the Treasury
for sinking fund.
The House bill to remove obstructions from the
Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas and Red Rivers was
taken u p and passed alter a brief discussion.
Anthony presented a memorial from the harbor
commissioners ot Providence, R. I., asking Congress
to make an appropriation for the improvement of the

eupied. This will leave their hands free to
settle the details according to their own views,
which in the peace preliminaries, have given
place to general principles. Thus with regard
to Bulgaria, the future limits of this province
do not appear to be specided, nor the degree to
which the autonomy of Bulgaria or the reforms in Bosnia or Herzegoainia are to extend. The same seems to be the case-.with regard to an increase of territory for Montenegro.
The cession of Roumanian Bessarabia is not
memioned, as the question of the Dardanelles
is reserved, nor is any thing said about the
march into or through Constantinople.
Meanwhile the Russians, Servians, Roumanians and Montenegrins are poshing military
operations with great vigor about AViddin,
Prisrend, Lake Scutari and Silistria, and in tile
Wadritza valley east of Adiianople. Prom all
these points war bulletins are received, showing no abatement of offensive operations by
the allies. Suleiman Pasha’s army is embarking. Six Egyptian transports have been ordered to Kovala to assist operations. Up to
Saturday evening Safvet Pasha, acting foreign
minister during the absence oil the peace mission of Server Pasha, persisted in his refusal to
inform Layard, the British ambassador, of the
terms of peace, showing that the lJorco had
been pledged by the Russiaus to keep them secret, though the St. Petersburg semi-official
press declares that withholding the terms was
a Turkish trick to force the English to take action. This is improbable, because the Russians
could always have defeated such a move by
communicating the conditions themselves.
London, Jan. 28.—Viscoant Sandon, member
of Parliament for Liverpool, will succeed Lord
Carnarvon as Secretary of State for the colonial department.
in the Commons this afternoon Sir Stafford Nortbeote reported the
of
the
suggestion
Marquis of Hartington, leader
of the Liberals, that after Sir Stafford’s
statement when the supplementary Vote is
moved debate should ha adjourned until tomorrow. This was because the time of the
House to night is already otherwise appropriated to orders of the day.
London, JaD. 28.—A special to tbo Times
from Pera says the Porto persisted in the determination not lo permit the British fleet to
enter the Dardanelles except as an ally of Turkey. Eagland informed the Porte that the
fleet mnst enter without permission.
Tbe
Porte entered a formal protest which was forwarded to the plenipotentaries at the Russian
headquarters, but did not actually oppose the
entry.
Sir Stafford Northcote, in his statement, said
no intimation was yet received that
an armistice was signed. The peace proposals were not
hat
have
been
communiyet officially known,
cated as authoritative by Count Schouvaloff.the
xsussian

chancellor’s signature

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 28.
The gTeater pait ot the morning hour was occupied in the presentation of petitions, many of them
remonstrating against the reduction ot certain tarift
duties and the restor ation or the tax on tea and coffee. all of which were referred.
Yoorhees of Indiana presented a petition signed by
1200 citizens of Albany, N. Y., who favot tho remonetization of silver and repeal ot the specie resumption

The latest authentic advices from Constantinople do not confirm the statement that the
Porte has received a telegram to the effect that
the peace preliminaries have been
signed,
and that the Turkish delegates and the. Grand
Duke Nicholas would reach Adrianople Saturday. Up to 9 o’clock last night, the Porte had
bad no advice of the conclusion of an armistice, though orders were telegraphed to the
Turkish plenipotentiaries Friday, to accept the
preliminaries of peac*. The delay causes apprehension that the armistice may be acoompained by onerous conditions. The Porte is now
in the peculiar position of having accepted the
terms of peace without knowing on what conditions an armistice will be granted.
An armistice, properly handled, must make the Bussians more than ever masters of the situation
They are at liberty to fix not only the line o;
demarcation, but the time during which thej
rpmain in rtnssp.CRinn nf thn

the

council.

Tnrkey.

mav

requiring

The bill is reder tho existing constitution.
garded as the first step towards the appointment of a German minister acting independently of the chancellor but under his leadership aud having also a seat in the federal

A

.Kai-

Anthony, from the'committee on printing, reported favorably on the House amendment to the bill to
further regulate the purchase of material for public
printing and binding.
The

amendment

was

concurred in and the bill

was

Clearing Ilonae TruoNactioua.
Portland, Jan. 28.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to day:
Gross Exchanges.$123,305 18
Net Balances.
33,048 41

Daily DomeNtic Keceipta.
By water conveyance—!(Mm bush corn meal to «
W True & Go.
_

Market.
Board, Jan. 28.1
Union
Pacific
Railroad Gold 6’a.1014
$1000
52 Boston and Maine Railroad. 09}
20 Eastern Railroad.
54
ElOMton Mtork
[Sales at the Broker’s

l*#»w Work stofta nod Money Market.

New York, January 28—Evening—Money loaned
at 4 @ 7 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange quiet
with business at 482 @ 4824 for sixty days aud 484J
@ 485 for demand.
Gold advanced from 101| to 101|, with considerable
purchases to close short account on prospects silver
legislation at Washington. Carrying rates 44 @ 7
percent. Theclearnces were $15,351,000. Customs
receipts $326,000. The Treasury disbursements were
$145,000 for interest and $328,500 for bonds. Governments are steady. Railroad bonds in good demand
and prices well maintained.
Stock market excessively dull and prices show but
trifling variation on the day. Larger operators continue on rising side of the market, but apparently
not buying much stock. In Lake Shore aud some
other Western railways there is disposition to await
result of the trunk line freight manatiers meeting
here this week before making fresh ventures.
The transactions at tne Stock Exchange to-day aggregated 42,500 shares, including 21,000 shares Lake
Shore, 9,600 shares Lackawana, 3,500 shares St Paul,
2500 shares North Western.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.If 7}
United States 6s, 1881, coup.107J
103
United States 5-20*8,1865, new. reg...
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,...103
United States 1867, reg.
105J
United States 1867, coupon.....
I05i|
United States 1868, reg.,.108}
United States, 1868, coup,............109}
United States 10-4u% reg.....If 83
United States 10-40s. coup... ,1C8|
United States new 5’s reg.1054
United States new 5s, coup.
106}
United States new 44s reg... 104
United States new 44s, coup.1033
United States 4 per cents, reg.,....1014
United States 4 per cents, reg., small.1011
United States 4,per cents, 500’s & 1000% coup.. .1013
120
Currency 6%.
The following were the closing quotations 0
Stocks:
74
Morris & Essex
77
Western Union telegraph Co,.
Pacific Mail...
22JJ
New York Central & Hudson R K... .1C5|
...

9}

Erie.
Erie preferred.....

23

Michigan Central.
60}
118
Panama.
Union Pacific Stock, ...68
Lake Shore.....
61}
Illinois Central. 743
K.
724
Pittsburg
364
Chicago & Northwestern.
62}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred
15
New Jersey Central..
99
Rock island..
St. Paul.
38}
...

..

..

St. Paui preferred.
69}
Fort Wayne.
Chicago & Alton.
100
Chicago & Alton preferred.
Ohio «& Mississippi.
7|
Delaware & Lackawanna.- f 0
Atlantic & Pacitfo Telegraph. 19J

8.»|
77§

following were the closing quotations of rtcitic
Railroad securities:
H
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st,....
The

Guaranteed.
Central Pacific bonds.

14

....105}

Union Pacific.1043
r

.0

nd iflrante

Blnkiug

Iflil

Funds..,....,...85$

passed.

Baltimore, Jan. ^a.—uotioa- -juauuuug upmumn

lOJc.

Ah

AJiUiplCU

iUUl

Jiietr,

tWl

MUflimii

iVJ lOLriLiilillj £hKJ U O.

New York.
At Demarara 10th inst, sch Henry Parker, Lewi?,
for Baltimore 12th.
At St Pierre 10th inst, sch J P Wyman, Crat.n,
from Bangor, for St Thomaa 12tb.

_

Karopeau 'TJarhew.
London, Jan. 28—12.30 P. M .—Consols p*t 93 9-16
for money and account.
London, Jan. 28—12.30 P. 1M.—American securities— United States bonds*. 1867s, 107J; new 5a, 106J;
new 4Js, 1051; 10-Ms, 10S}; Erie 9i ; do preferred 22;
Illinois Central 75£.
Liverpool, Jan. 28—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market,
firm; Middling uplands at £>id; do Orleans at 6Jd;
sales 12,000 bales, including lUOO bales for speculation aud export; receipts 20,500* bales, all Amer-

Ar at

I Latest by European steamers.!
Liverpool 12th inst, Lacy A Nichols, Nichols,

CELEBRATED

Maulmain.

Old llth, Alex McCallum, Mars tern, lor Hampton
Hoads; Sanil Watts, Lermond, New York.
Otl tbe Skerries 12ib, J B Brown, Keazor, from
Liverpool for Rio Janeiro
Ar at Falmouth 13th, Vermont, Richardson, from

ican.

Cnstoin Shirts!

Maulmain.

FROM

Flour 26 6 @ 28; Winter Wheal; at 1 Is 3d @ 11 9;
| Sid tm Hull llth, Resolute. Nichols, New York.
Spring do 10s 5 (aj It 4; California averages at 12s 7d
Ar at Peoarth 12th inst, Nancy Peudleton, Pendle(ojl2s9; club at 12 10 @ 13s 3d. Corn at 28 (aj 28 3. ton, London; Wandering Jew, Tapley, Antwerp lor
Peas at 36 6. Provisions, &c—Pork 56; Beef at 84.
Cardift.
Bacon at 31 @ 31 6. Lard 40 9.
Clieeso at 64s. Pal ]
Sid tm Card ill 12th, Alberti, McCaulder, Havana;
low at 40 6. At London, Tallow 39 3 @ 39 6.
Emma, Buck man, do.
Arat Greenock llth inst, Beuguela, FueglcsaDg,
Paris, January 28.—Rentes llOt 10c.

The Antecedent* of £>i*ca*e*

unnatural languor.

All these may bo

How to establish; health when the constitution
undermined by Dropsy, Kidney, Bladder and
ITake HUNT’S REMEDY.
Urinary Diseases?
Bright’s Disease, Retention and Incontinence of
Urine, Diabetes, Graved, and Pain in the Back,
Side and Loins, are cured by HUNT’S REMEDY.
All tbe avenues of hoalt h are restored to action by
HUNT’S REMEDY.
Clark’s Toothaches Props cure instantly.
eodlw&w
jan29
..

..——

the world.

Try*

6 FOR §9.00.
We are also agents lor the celebrated Fisk. Clark & Flagg New
York custom Shirts from mens*
ure in flue White and Fancy.

New York.
Sid 9tb, Carl D Lothrop, McAllep, Cuba.
Sid fin Havre llth inst, Sami D Carlton, Freeman,
Boston.
Sid tm Antwerp 12th inst, Jos Fish, New York.

SPECIAL

HIL.L, db CO
1

UNDER

FKEBLE HOUSE.

jail

codt

#7 F.~STUBJLEY^-

NOTICES.

253 MIDDLE
Is

INVESTMENTS.

STREET,

prepared to offer Extra Bargains in

m

it.

IVIAJRj&IEIIJ.
In West Cumberland, -Jan. 27th, by Rev. H. R.
Hovres of Gray, Bela L. Black of Cumberland and
Miss Salome A. Libby ot Falmouth.
In Augusta, Jan. 9, Edward Griffin and Ella F.
Whitten.
In Madison, Jan. 5, Wm. P. Cleaveland and Miss
Sarali G. Pinkham, both ot Anson.
In Skowhegan, Jan. 8, E. E. Boston of Mercer and
Miss Abbie E. Fillebrown of Skowhegan.
In Brighton, Jan. 1, Sam’l F. Jordan of Harmony
and Miss Elmira J. Shuttuck of Athens.
In Bingham, Jan. 6. Leander Cooley ot Bingham
aud Miss Annstazzia M. Gilman of Brighton.

...
Portland Municipal
Portland Railroad Aid
....
Bath Municipal
Cleveland Municipal
Cincinnati Municipal
Portland & Kennebec It, R.
Androscoggin & Keunebec R. It,
Maine Central ft. it.

(i>s
ti’s
.ys
ti’s
7’s
ti’s
ti’s
7’s

Government Bonds bought at the
Highest Market Price.

Woodbury & Moulton
_ja29
Tlio

snlw

Oreat

European

In this city, 28th inst„ Henry Perry, infant soa of
Capt. H. W. and Mary P. Race, aged 4 months.
In Bath, Jan. 26, Robert Cole, aged 33 years and

Jan. 25, Rufus R. Wright, aged 54

Bedfast, Jan. 27, Sarah C.t wife of E. B. Austin,
aged about 40 years.
In Au!gu8ta, Jan. 23, Mark Porter, aged G5 years,—
member 2d Me. Keg.
In Waterville.JJan. 20, Mrs. Sally McCrillis, aged
90 years 5 months—widow ot David McCrillis.
In Tonawauda, N. Y., Jan. 22d, Miss SibbieJL.
*
Strout, aged 19 years.
Id

5 Cases Best

Quality

Prints

CHOICE MEUINO KTVLEK, at the low
price of

in

S Oonts Por Yard..
Warranted fast colors and
found in this city.

be

as

good

a

print

as

can

HAMBURQS!
I have just received a very choice lot that I shall
otter at lower prices than the same goods can be purchased in this city, and solicit au examination of
this lot of goods from the closest cash buyers.

Unlauntlried Shirts only 87 l-2c.
That I am willing to compare with any $ 1.00 and
SI 25 Shirt sold in this city. A good tit warranted or

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

money refunded.

Novelty.

HUNYADI JANOS.

DIED.

7 months.
In Georgetown,

New York.
Ar at Seville 5th lust, Nellie Husteed, Brewster,
New York.
Sid 4th. Nicola, Hooper, New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 5th inst, Ada L While, White, ftn
New York for Palermo; 8tli, Aberdeen, Salvage,
Philadelphia, (and eld 9th for Naples )
Ar at Cadiz 9th inst, John buuyan,
Butnam, from

Sept 28, lat 18 20 N, ion 27 30 W, ship Thra3ber
Boswortb, from Liverpool tor Rangoon.
Jan 13, oft Dover, ship Zouave, Means, Irom Biomen for New York.

Notice.—The old fashioned and common yeasts
which ferment bread, are rapidly being supplanted
by the Congress Yeast Powiler; the best baking

powder in

Cid at Genoa 12th, AdclaiJo Norris, Tnkey, Leghorn; Ada P Gould. Merritt, do
Ar at Santander 12th
inst, Anita Owon. Pettcngill,

NPOIiEN.

i3

$9.00!

We bog to call llie attention ol
the iniblic once more to our .justly
celebrated custom Shirts, which
are made to order from measure
in Hie most skilled maimer, of
the very best material which the
market affords, are cut in the latest styles, and are guaranteed to
fit and give satisfaction iu every
case, at the low price ot

Sourabaya.

regarded as
among the indicia of approaching disease, which;
will eventually attack ilie system and overwhelm it,
ir it is do t built up and fortified in advance. Invigorate, tbe.'b without loss ot time, making choice
of too gre atest vitalizing agent extant, Hostetter’s
Stomach L itters, an elixir which has given health
aud vigor to' myriads ot tbe sick and debilitated,
which is avon ched by phvsicians and analysts to be
is
immensely
pure as well as efiective,’ which
popular iu thid country, and extensively used
abroad, and which has been for years past one ot the
leading medicinal staples of America.
deodlw&w
jan29

■■■"

6 for

Portland.
Sid fin Waterford llth inst, Ellen M Mitchell, Eaton, for Cuba.
Ar at Galway llth, Vigilant, Nixon, Philadelphia.
Ar at Queenstown 13th,
Halcyon, Garvian, from
New Orleans,
Ar at Samarang Nov 30, Tatay, Petti?, Capo Town.
Sid tm Batavia Dec 7, n D Brookman, Pedigrew,

Among tlie antecedents of disease are inertness in
fhe circulation ot the blood, an unnaturally attenuated condition of tlie physique, indicating that tbe
life current is deficient iu nutritive properties, a
waD, haggard, look, inability to digest tlio food, loss
of appetite, sleep and strength, and a sensation of

MEASURE,

W. F. 8TUDLEY,
S.»S MIDDLE STREET.
Store formerly occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
jan29
d3tSM&W

The Best Natural Aperient.
THE LANCET.—“Hunyadi Janos.—Baron
Liebig affirms that its richness in aperient salts surpasses that of all other known waters.*'
THE HKITimi MEDICAL JOCK..uu.iwui

uwuua,-AUO

uiUOV

UKiveauIU,

cm-

eat, and most efficacious aperient water.”
PROFESSOR
VIRCHOW, Berlin.—
•‘Invariably good and prompt success; most valuable'”
PROFESSOR RAVI BERGER, Vienna.
‘‘I have prescribed these Waters with remarkablo
success.”
PROFESSOR SCANZOMI, Wurzburg.
‘•I prescribe none but this.”
PROFESSOR LADDER RRD.VTOK,
m. AS.. F. R. S.. Lomloa.—“More pleasant
than its rivals, and surpasses them in efficacy.”
PROFESSOR AITKEIV. .W.
F. R.
S.. Royal military Uoapiinl. rVelley.—‘‘Preferred to Pulina and Eriedrichsball.”

California Mining Stocks.
Harris, from the committee on the District of Columbia, reported favorably on the House amend- i
San Francisco, Jan. 28 —The following are the
ments to the bill to punish embezzlement in the
official Drlces of mining stocks to-day comclosing
District of Columbia and protect the records of said
Advertisers will And it clienpor t> Set their JCB
pared with those of Friday—none being received for
District. The amendments were concurred in and
PRINTING done where they get iheir Advertisii g.
Saturday:
BSPARTUK£ OF •HTK VdSIlIPH.
the bill passed.
Jan, 28. Jan, 25.
Jan, 28. Jan,25.
Hamlin submitted a resolution instructing the
NAME
FBOM
FOB
DATE
11} 11} Kcntuck.. 4}
4}
Secretary of War to communicate to the Senate any
1
5}
5} Leopard. 1
Wyoming.. ..New York. .Liverpool.Jan 29
report and plans in regard to the improvement o!
Best & Belcher. .18} 19
Ailsa.New
York..
13}
Mexican.14}
Aspinwall.Jan 30
the Penobscot river at Bangor, made by the engineer
Bullion.... 1}
4} Northern Belle.. 10} 10}
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 30
in charge since the last annual report of the SecretaConsol id ated,Va. 23
23 Overman.17} 19
City of Vera Cruz .New York. .Havana.Jan 31
to.
ry. Agreed
California.27}» 17 Ophier.... .55 50} Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Jan 31
At the expiration of the morning hour the Senate
Chollar.32} 32 Kaymond & Ely. 8
8} Victoria.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 31
resume 1 the consideration ot the uulinished busi3
Confidence. 5}
Ontario.Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 2
5| Silver Hill.2}
ness, being the House bill to authorize the free coinCaledonia. 3}
3} Savage...12| 11
A Wineglnuful a Done.
Egypt.New York— Liverpool__Feb 2
age of a standard silver dollar and to restore its legal
Crown Point.... 5}
30
5} Seg. Belcher.32
City of Chester..... New York.. Liverpool... Feb 2
tender character.
Sierra Nevada_14}
Exchequer.
3}
3}
Wisconsin.New York -.Liverpool.Feb 5
4}
bottle bears the nameof Tee AfolEvery
genuine
Morrill spoke in opposition thereto.
Gonla & Curry.. 9
8} Union con. 0} 6
Abyssinia..New York.. Liverpool...... Feb 6
linabis Co. (limited), London.
Upon the conclusion of Morrill's remarks, Wallace Hale & Norcross.lt
9} Yellow Jacket
9}
9} A<lriatic. .New York.. Liverpool..._ .Fe » 7
took the floor with the understanding that he would
1
Eureka con.30J 36
Imperial. 1
Ffis ia.. —.New York.. Hamburg.Feb 7
FSED’K DE BABV * CO.,
proceed with his argument tomorrow.
Juliaconsoli’d’td 1}
1} Grand Prize.12$ 12}
La2r£ Nepigou.Portland.. .Liveroopl.Feb 9
Fully appreciating the very liberal patronage wbicU
Allison presented a communication from tbe SecAlta ..
Justice.....10} 10
o 1 New York. .New York.. Liverpool_Feb 9
9}
8}
has bee a bestowed by the nubile upon this
City
41*43 Wnrren Si., New York.
departretary of the Interior relative to the removal of the
Weser..Ne wYork.. Bremen.Feb 12
ment of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
Kickapoo Indians lrom the borders of Texas and
the same, and will
Montam.'.New York. .Liverpool,.,.. Feb 12
Sole Agents for United States and Canadas.
Mexico to the Indian territory.
spare no pains to make such patProvidence Print ('loth* market.
Reterred to the
.New York.. Liverpool.,,.—Feb 13
Parthia.
deserved.
We
ronagd
guarantee satistaction in evcommittee on Indian affairs.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 28.—The Priming cloths Minnesota,.Boston— Liverpool-. ...Jan 14 FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS
ery respect.
The Senate at 4.25 adjourned.
market without transactions and unchanged in tone.
Cilyjof MonJtteel..-New York..Liverpool.......Feb 14
au2f
-WO DRUGGISTS, sneodeowly
HOUSE.
—
Quebec....Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 16
Bill were introduced as follows:
Chicago Cattle market.
To Consumptives.
Authorizing Postmaster General to extend money
minatcsre At*anw.— January 39.
order system.
Chicago, Jan. 28.—Hogs—receipts of 32,000 head;
Many have been happy to give their testimony in
8 25 AM
8himents 1100 head; the market is steady, closing
Sun rises.r.25 j High water
Securing to all States an equal measure of patronfavor of the use of Wilbor's Pure Cod Liver Oil and
in
the
civil
service
of
tbe government.
5.07 AM
Sun sets.5.05 * Moon rises.
age
firm; mixed packing at 3 75 @ 3 90; light at 3 80 (a)
Lime." Experience has proved it to be a valuable
Fixing the number of Representatives in Congress 3 90; choice heavy shipping at 3 90 @ 4 00.
at 150.
Cattle—receipts 10,000 head; shipments 1G00 head;
remedy for Consumption, Asthma, Diphtheria and
To tecure pay of wages due to employes of railchoice in fair supply at 4 85 @ 4 86; fair to good shipall diseases of the Throat and Lungs. Manufactured
roads engaged in inter-state commerce.
ping at 4 00 @ 4 60; feeders aud stackers quiet and
Making the disclosures of private telegrams a mis- steady at 2 50 @ 3 75; butchers stronger; Steers 3 25
only by A. B. WILBOK, Cbemist, Boston. Sold by
demeanor in tho District of Columbia.
2
00
3
Cows
at
3
65.
@
@ 90;
POBT OF PORTLAND.
druggists generally.
jsn28sneodlw
Amending act authorizing refunding national debt
Sheep—receipts 1400 head; shipments 700 head; the
Are employed, aud their highest aim is to give perand providing for issuing of 4 per cent, bonds.
market is nominal; common sold at 3 30.
To retire circulation of national banks and to subfect satisfaction by
California
Jan.
Stocks
38,
nionday,
Mining
stitute therefore Treasury notes receivable for all
Bought and sold, and information given.
Cash
ARRIVED.
due3 to the government including custom duties, and
dividends 6 to 8 per cent, on money invested.
Ooraeotic market*.
to abolish the tax on banking institutions.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for EastInquiries solicited by J. G. itlAKTUV. Stock
N2W York. January 28—Evening.—Colton is
To improve and reform civil service in executive
port and St John, NB.
Broker, 10 State Street, Boston.
jan28d3tsn
and
sales
652
iutures
less
quiet
unchanged;
bales;
departments.
Douglass Campbell, (Br) Lorelley. Antwerp
Barque
active. Floor—receipts 19,377 bbls; shade easier
Abolishing the tax on bank deposits.
via Tybee, in ballast, to load grain. To Chase, Leawith only very moderate export and homo trade deAt the expiration of morning iiour the speaker subvitt & Co.
mand ; sales 14,300 bbls; No 2 at 2 50 @ 3 75; Supermitted a no of executive and other
Bjig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke. Boston.
communications, fine
Western and State at 4 25 @ 4 75; extra Weswhich were referred.
Brig Jennie Phinney. Brown, Boston.
tern and State at 4 95 @0 25; choice Western and
A mong them is one from Columbus Alexander ct
Sch P S Lindsey, Johnsen, Boston.
Washington, making certain charges against tbe At- State at 5 30 @6 00; Wbite Wheat Western extra
OFFER FOR SALE
Sch Union, Church, Boston, seeking lor Addison.
at 6 05 @ 6 75; Fancy White Wheat Western extra
torney General and the Solicitor General.
Sch Freeport, Hall, Boston, seeking for Joncsport.
at 6 80 @ 8 25; good extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 50; extra
Baker of Ind. moved to suspend the rules and
Sch Swan, Cole. Boston for Cutler.
•
adopt a resolution declaring that in the judgment of St Louis at 5 uo @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good
Lewiston Municipal
Scb Sargasso, Wallace, Cranberry Isles—dry fish
5'g
to prime at 7 00 @ 8 00; choice to double extra at 8 CO
the House no subsidies in money, bon os, public land
*•
for a market.
Auburn
5’g
endorsements, or by the pledge of public credit should @ 8 50; Southern flour dull; sales 1300 bbls; extra at
“
Sch Judith Ann, Condon, Cranberry Isles,.
The Job Department is thoroughly stockod with
Cleveland
5 35 @ 8 00. Kye flour heavy at 3 25 @ 4 10 lor Sun>8
be granted or renewed by Congress to associations or
Sch Reaper, Teel, St George.
“
type aud other material lor the
Cincinnati
perfine State. Cornoueal unchanged. Wheatcorporations engaged iD, or proposing to engage in
f;>8
Sch Mariett. dark. Round Pond.
puulic or private enterprises, but all applications receipts 291,150 hush; heavy and 1 @ 2 lower with a
Maine Central E. E.
Sch Exact, Kimball, Bootliba\.
7»g
ought to be limited to such amounts and purposes moderate export and light city milling demand;
Portland & Kennebec E. E.
CLEARED.
e>8
sales 221,000 bush, including 173,000 bush on spot;
only as would bs imperatively demanded by the pub1 24 for ungraded Slieboygau in store; 1 21} @ 1 25
lic service.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry
for No 2 Chicago instore and afloat; 128 lor No 2
also
Mr. Lattrell of Cal. moved to adjourn, but afterFox.
Milwaukee; 1 32 for No 1 Spring; 139 @ 1 40 for New
wards withdrew his motion, when it was renewed by
Sch C M Gillmor, Gillmor. St George.
York No 1 Winter lied; 1 35 lor No 2 White: 1 22 for
Butler of Mass.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Danton, Boothbay—D L
No 3 Spring; 1 42 lor very choice Amber Michigan;
ITnnSr* refuse 1 tet adinnm—91* mva 9<M
Choate.
1
1 24 @ 1 21} for No 2 Spring seller January, closing
Resolution was then adopted—yeas 174; nays 85.
Tllfl hi JllPsf: Ttrirv»r»nwl fnr
OF
at 1 23 bid, 1 21} asked; do January closing at 1
The loliowiDg is the nay vote in detail:—Messrs,
Barque Cedar Croft, (ar 27th, from London) is con23}
bid, 1 25 asked; No 2 North Western seller January
Aiken, Atkins, Bisbee, Bridges, Brogden, Bundy,
signed to Ryan & Kelsey.
i'CiLLED”
5-20
BOMDS.
Cain, Caswell, Chalmers, Clafliu, Cravens, CulberBarque Profit Nerdeuskjold, from Cork, to Chase,
1 28$ asked; for No 2 Winter Red for January closing
son. Darrell, Davidson, Davis of
Leavitt & Co.
N. C., Denison
jy2 ’AGO 9IIDDLE STREET, sneodlf
at 1 30 bid, 1 35 asked; do February at 1 31$ bid, 1 34
Dibrell, Dunnell, Elam, Ellis, Ellsworth, Everett!
asked. Bye dull. Barley and Barley iTIali is
Evans of Pa Evans oi4lnd., Evans of S. C., Frye,
[FROM merchant’s exchange.
dull and unchanged. Corn—receipts 218,932 bush;
Garth, Giddings Goode, Gunter, Ifarmer, Harris oi
Ar at New York 28th, barque J U Ing6recll, Strout
about lc lower, chiefly on new; sales 235,000 busb, inMass Hooker, House, Hubhel, Hunter, itner, Jonea
anil for printing
Genoa; brig Fannie H Jeuuings, Mahoney, Havana;
of Ala Kelley, Kenna, Killinger, Landers, Lemond,
cluding 155,000 busb on the spot; 41 @ 48c lor unmersch Florence Rogers, Rio Janeiro.
48
for
Western
chantable;
(g
56$c
ungraded
Morton,
Mixed;
Mackey, Manning,
Metcalfe, Mills, Money,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 28tb, ech Irving Leslie,
i
Morse, Muldoon, O’Neill, Patterson otN. Y.,Peddle, 45$c for New York No 3; 54$ (g 56$c for steamer MixHagerty, Miragoane.
Bought and Wolil in
i
Pugb, Rainey, Reagan. Rice of Mass., Riddle, Rob- ed; 56c for steamer Yellow and steamer White; 59$c
Ar at Falmouth 27tb. ship India, Patten, from
for No 2 in store; 50c for ungraded Yellow on track;
ins, Robertson ot La., Robinson of Mass., Schleicher,
I
Hnanillos, lor orders.
57c
tor
for
Yellow
60c
White
56$
@
.Jersey;
Seaton, Siugieton, Sennickson, Siemens, Steele, Ste.
Southern;
Ar at Havre 2Gth inst, ship Crescent City, Delano,
56c for steamer Mixed January, closing at 55c bid. 5/
phens, Suwart, Strait, Thomson, Thornburgh,
New Orleans; Forest Eagle, do.
Throckmorton, Tucker, Vance, Waddell, Williams ef asked; 55 @ 55$c do February, closing at 54|c bid, 55$
Ar at Valparaiso 15th inst, barque Sarah, Ingersoll,
Mich., Williams ot Ala., Wi liams of Oregon, Willis asked; No 2 January closing at 60c bid, 62c asked;
Boston via Montevideo.
61c tor old No 2 seller February; No 2 February closof Ky., Wilson, Yeaies and Youug—85.
Dividends Cashed.
Mr. Ewing moved to suspend rules aud take from
ing at 5fic bid, 59c asked, including 16,000 bush No 3
«•
Brig Iza. (of Portland) Chandler, from Perches via
special delivery for February at 49c. slats—receipts
the speaker’s table and pass the Senate concurrent
Fayal lor Providence, which put into Bermuda in
the market is dull and fullly lc lower;
resolution tor tue payment of U. S. bonds
6o,500
bush;
was
and
distress,
Shu
haa
been
principal
leaky
aban*
crippled.
Telegraphic Transfers made.
sales 20,000 bush; 34c for New York No 3; 34$e tor
and interest in gold or silver, known as the Matboned to the underwriters.
New York No 3 White; 35c tor New York No 2; 36c
thews’ silver resolution.
tor New York No 2 White; 39$c for New York No 1 ;
Mr. Garfield moved to adjourn. He desired his
IF1E JIO RAN I> A.
Mixed Western at 36$ (g 36|c; White Western at 38$
colleague (Ewing) to set a time for debate cn the
Ship Occidental, Dunphy, at San Francisco from
@ 39c; Mixed State 36 (g 36Jc; White State at 36$ (g
resolution.
Mr. Butler of Mass.—We do not want debate.
39c, including 5u00 bush of No 1 Michigan at 36c. Liverpool, reports some bad weather, and lost several
Cor. Middle and
saiis.
Sts.
Coffee—Rio dull and heavy; cargoes 14$ eg 18c gold;
Mr. Garfield—We have a passed a bill on this sub
Sch Chas W Morse, Marr, from Provideuce for Wil1*22
sneodlf
job lots 14| (g 19$ gold. Sugar is dull aud heavy
ject without a word ot debate. I do not propose
at 7f @ 7$c for fair to good refining; 7$c for prime;
mington, Del, while at anchor off Governor Island
to make any factious opposition to getting the sense
23d, was run into by steamer Gen Baines and had
1650 boxes Clayed at 7$ (g 7J; refined dull and unof the House, but on a question so deeply
TO THE AFFLICTED.
affecting changed. IVIolasaes
jikboom and head gear carried away.
Bice
the public credit, reaching far beyond the mere techquiet and unchanged.
FLYERS.
Sch Bessie E Dickinson, Dickinson, from Georgeand steady. Petroleum is nominal; crude
nical legal question to which the resolution
quiet
After
we
you have used the various so-called Couch
refers,
town, Me, for New York, with ice, while at anchor
at G$c; refined at 113; 16,000 bbls united at 1 41$ on
ought to have a fair discussion.
Mixtures for the cure of, coughs and are not satisfied
oft
Point
Gardiner’s
one
of
her chains
23d, parted
spot; 1 4Q& seller ten days! 140 seller for sixty days.
Mr. Ewing*-The hill which has passed the House
try a bottle of MASON’S COUGH SYKUP.
if you
and commenced to dragg in. when the cutter Grant
■ allow is steady at 7f.
Naval Stores—Rosin
is pending iu the Senate. It may come back with
are not satisfied that
it is the “Best in iht
wert to her assistance and held through the night,
easier at 1 57$ @ 1 65. 'I'urpeatlme easier at 30$ (g
amendments, when a debate on the subject will he
Market” return it in twenty-four hours and take
thus saving vessel and crew.
3lc for Spirits. Eggs are steady at 12 (g 16. Pork
had.
yonr money.
Sch Mary E Higgins, Newcomb, from Newcastle,
dull and lower, closing firmer at 11 75 (g 12 12$ for
Mr. Garfield—Do you want an amendment ?
Prices—35 c ents, 60 cents and $1.00.
Largest
Del, for Belfast, put into Vineyard-Haven 25th with
mess; seller February at 12 CO asked. Beef steady.
Garfield subsequently withdrew' his motion to adbottles are the cheapest.
and
and
foresail
in
a
torn,
cargo shifted,
jib
gale.
Dressed Hogs firm at 4§@4$ for Western. Cut
journ and voce was taken on passing resolution,
and sold only by
Prepared
Sch Uncio Tom, L.ook, from Savannah for MillHleatM quiet; middles shade lower at 53 (§) 6 tor
which resulted-yeas 187; nays 79.
EDWARD MAMON, Apothecary.
bridge, was towed into Nassau, NP. 23d inst, leaking
long clear. Card opened lower and closed firmer;
Teas—Messrs. Aiken, Aldrich, Atkins, Baker of
jan21sneod2\y
271 Middle St., Portland.
badly, and with loss of sails and foremast sprung.
1250 tcs of prime steam at 7 60 @ 7 65; 4759 seller for
Ind., Banning, Bayne, Bell, Biekneil, Blackburn,
Will
discharge,
February at 7 62$ @ 7 65. Butter is firm and dull.
Blount, Bonck, Boyd, Bragg, Brentano, Brewer,
\\ h is key dull at 1 06 bid, 1 06$ asked.
Bridges, Bright Brogdon, Browne, Buckner, BurDOiHESTIC PORTS.
Freights to Liverpool—market is firm; Cotton
chard, Burdick, Butle, Cabell, Cain, Caldwell of
sail at $d; do per steam $d; Wheat per steam at
per
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Lucile, Scott,
Caldwell
of
Ky..
Tenn., Calkins, Candler, Cannon
9$ (g 93d; sail 7$d.
Newcastle, NSW.
Carlisle, Caswell, Clark of Iowa, Cummings’
Ar 26th. ship Harvester, Iiosworth, Hull, E.
Chalmers, cla k of Ky., Clark ot Mo, CiyChicago, Jan. 28.—Flour is dull aud unchanged.
GALVESTON—Old 26tli, brig Hiram Abjft, Brown,
Wheat is in fair demand but lower; No 1 Chicago
mer, Cobb, Collins, Conger, Cox of O., Cox of N. Y.
Havre.
Cravens, Crittenden, Culberson, Cutler, Davidson’
Spring at 103; No 2 Chicago Spring at 101$ @1013
Ac., Ac.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 26tb, sch Sargent S Day,
Davis of N.C., Deering, Dibrell, Dickey, Dunnell’
cash; 1 01$ seller for January; 1 01$ seller February;
32 EXCHANGE
STREET,
Ray, Belize, Hon.
1 02$ for March: N 3 Chicago Spring at 95$c; rejectDurham, Elam, Ellis, Everett, Evans of Ind.’
PENSACOLA—Ar 23d, brig A ft on, Perkins, from
Kvins ot S. C., Ewing, Felton, Finley,
DEALER IN
Forney* ed 85c. Corn dull and lower at 383 @ 30c cash ana for Havana.
Gardner, Garth, Ganse, Giddings, Glove r, Goode,’ January; 39$c'Seller February; rejected at 29c. Oats
Ar 27tb, sch San Juan, Noble, Frontera.
are dull and lower at 22|c cash and for February ;
Gunter, Hanna, Hariis of Ga, Harrison, Ilartiidge*
T YBEE, GA—Ar 27th. ship Geo F Manson, Chase,
Hazell, Haskell, Hatcher, Hayes, Hazelton, Henrejected at 20c. Rye dull and lower at 49$c. BarEvery Variety and! Style ol Work
Lrverpool, (and sld 28th for Philadelphia.)
derson, Henkle, Henry, Hewett of Ala.. Herbert
ley is inactive and lower at 49 (g 49Jc. Dressed Hogs
iu
WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 25th, sch Geo W Collins,
dull
4
4
35.
aud
at
25
Fork
in
lower
fair demand
Hooker, House, Hubbell, Hunter, Hunton, Humph@
City
Bonds,
Hodgkins. New York.
and lower at 10 60 cash; 10 65 (g 10 67$ seller Febru
rey. Itner, Jones of Ala, Jones of O., Keifer,
BALTIMORE—Ar
sch
demand
and
26th,
New
Lard
in
lower
at
Maud,
7 20 cash;
Robinson,
good
Keightly, Kelley, Kenna, Killinger, Kimmill, Knapp ary.
York.
7 22$ (g 7 25 seller February. Bulh Meats are dull;
Knott, Latlirop, Ligon, Luttreil, Lyndo, Mackey
Cld 26th, sch Como, Bunker, Point-a-Pitre.
Maiming, Marsh, Martin, Mayham, McKenzie! shoulders 33; short rib at 5$; short clear 5|. WbisPHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, barque Surprise, AvHighest prices paid for
McKinley, McMahon,Metcalf, Mdis, Money, Morgan, kev 103.
erill, Palermo; sch May McFarland, McFarland,
Morrison, Muldrow, Neal, Oliver, Pacheco. Page,
Receipts-14,000 bbls flour, 116,000 bosh wheat, 52,Matanzas.
Patterson ot N. Y„ Patterson of Caifornia,
000 bush corn, 39,100 bush oats, 7,000 bash rye, 22,“CALLED” U. S. 5-20 BONDS.
Mirwr*.astt.tt npr_p-kq^i
ocfh
000 bash barley.
Pollard,
Phillips,
Phelps,
Price.
Pound,
o*5-7
eneod
Hhinments—O.OGObhls Hour.128.000 hush wh*>at 70
McFarland, McFarland, from Matanzas for PhiladelPridemore, Randolph, Rea, KeagaD, Iteilley, Rice of
000
bush
busn
phia.
corn, 39,000
v., limniL, Miiuumo, huuoHO, uuumsuil UI lja., ivODoats,1090 bush lye,
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, barque Etta Loring, Loring
inson oflnd., Ryan, Sampson, Sapn, Sayier, Scales
19,000 bush barley.
Yokohama, (master died at St Helena); sch Joshua
Sexton, Shellerbarger, Shelley, Slemous, Smalls
St. Louis, Jan. 28.—Flour dull; Superfine Fall at
Grindle, Freethy, Feruandina5 days; Bessie E JDickSmith ot (ia., Sparks, Springer, Steele, Stevens!
lu fine, we are prepared to print
4 00 @ 4 15; extra do at 4 90 @ 5 10; family at 5 30 @
everything which
Dickinson, Bath for New York.
insou,
Stone ol Mich., stone of la.. Strait, Thompson,
can be printed in this
5 50. Wheat unsettled; No 3 Red Fall
@ 113
State, lrom the
Cld 16th, sebs Edw A DeHart, Farnham, for Aux
Thornburgh, Throckmorton, Tipton, Townsend of bid cash; 114} seller February; No 4 do at112)
1 0l):No 2
St
Henry
Cayes;
Whitney,
Sheppard,
O., Townsend of III., Tucker, Turner, Turney
Augustine;
2 SpriDg 1 03 bid. Corn inactive; No 2 Mixed at 41}
J G Drew, French, Jacksonville; Commerce, WoodVance. Van Vorhees, Waddell, Walsh, Welch
@41)ccash;4lf@42)c seller January; 40§@40}e man, Providence.
White ot Penn., White of 4nd., Whittborne, Wilseller February; new at 34c. Oats are inacti ve; No 2
Passed through Hell Gate 26th, schs Charlotte Auliams ot Wis ,, Williams of Ala., Willis ot Ky
at 24)c. Rye dull at 51c. Whiskey is steady at 1 03.
gusta, Holmes, from New York for Eastport; George
Willetts, Wilson, Wren Wright, Yeates and Young- Pork inactive at 11 00 @11J5
for March. Lard is
Kilborn, Dodge, Wcekawken tor Boston ; Eliza B
at
7
25.
Bulk
Meats
dull.
Bacon
quiet
easy; clear
Coffin, Cole, Port Johnson for Boston; D H IngraWays—Messrs. Bacon, Bagley, Baker of N. Y.
rib sides G GO cash.
Ballou
ham, Dennison, do lor Portland; Clio Chillcott, FulBanks, Beebee,
Bisbee, Blair, Briggs’
Morn I tO Commercial Street. and 13
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 36,000 bush wheat, 84,- lerton,
Newcastle, Del. for New Bedtord.
Bundy. Campbell, Chittenden, Clatlin,Clark of N J
000 bush corn, 8,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 13,000
and 16 market Square,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, barque Elinor Vernon,
Cole, Covert, Crapo. Davis of Col., Dawson, Dwight'
bush barley, 00,000 hogs.
Will receive weekly during the winter cargoes of
Copp, New Orleans.
Eames, Eickhotf, Ellsworth, Evans of Pa., Field
Jan.
28.—Wheat
dull
and
Toledo,
NEWPORT—Ar 26th, sell Albert Jameson, Canopeued
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they will
tirmer;
Freeman, Frye, Garlield, Hale, Hardenhergh, Harextra White Michigan at 1 27; No 1 White Michigan
dage. New York for New Bedford.
sell by tiro barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the
mer, Harris of Mass., Hart, Hendee, Hewitt of N.
1 22; No 2 do at 114; Amber Michigan on spot and
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2VJi, eeh Walter Palmer,
lowest market rates.
Y., Hungerford, Jones of N, H., Jorgenson, Joyce, at
seller January at 1 20; No 2 Red Winter on spot at
Kane, Boston for New York.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
Kctchutu, Landers, Lapham, Leonard, Lindsey
Ar 27th, sch Clio Chillcott. Fullorton, Newcastle.
February 116; No 3 Red at 1 09); No 2
and Providenco Kiver Oysters, for sale in
Lockwood, Loriug, McCook, Morse, Muller, Nor- 115); Beller
TO
any
TI1E
SMALLEST LABEL.
at 1 08. Corn quiet; High Mixed at 46Jc; new
Spring
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar
schs
Uriah
B
desired
25th,
cross, O’Neill, Overton, Peddie, Potter, Powers,
Fisk,
quantity. All orders by mail promptly
at 42cc; rejected at 42c; new at 38c; damaged at 33.
Crowell, Turks Island for Boston; Mary Langdon, filled.
Pugh, Quinn, Rainey, Reed,Rice of Mass., KobinnolGdsntf
Oats are nominal.
held
at 4 30.
Hogs
York
for
New
M
E
Mass
Mullen,
NewBelfast;
Higgins,
insoiiiof
Schleicher, Siunickson, Smith of Pa.,
Receipts—100 bbls flour, 10,000 bush Wheat, 22,000
comb, Newcastle for Kockport.
Storm, Stenger, Stewart, Swann, Veeder, Waite
bush corn, 2,100 bush oats.
BOSTON—Cld 26tb, sch John Rose, Howell, BoothWarner, Watson, Williams of Mich., Williams of
bbls
Shipments—100
flour, 41,000 bush wheat,53,000 bay, to load for New York.
N. Y., Williams of Del., Williams, Willis of N. Y
bush corn, 3000 bush oats.
Ar 27th, barques Blancbo How. Hussey, Buenos
anu Wood of N. Y --70.
A Large Assortment ot
OCR PRICES FOR WORK
The House at 110 o’clock adjourned.
Ayres (Nov 23); Eliza White, Wotton, Turks Island;
Milwaukee, Jan. 28.—Flour is dull and tending
schs
Alice. Rogers, Virginia; Mary A Rice, Clay, and
ot
downward.
Wheat
is
silver
men
unsettled
and
the
and
closed strong;
Meeting
Standard French and
resumption repealwill
be
iound as low (or lower) as can be obtainod,I'oFuglish
Ellen Morrison, Clftord, Port Johnson ; Ringdoye,
ers was announced to take place lmiuediatel
Nol Milwaukee at 1 07} for hard; No 1 Milwaukee
yafter
first-class work in any Regular Job
Swam, do.
soft at 1 17): No 2 Milwaukee at 1 03} for cash and
Per (nines and Toilet Soaps,
adjournment.
Printing Office.
Ar 28th, brig Erie, Sparks, Surinam, sch Uria B
seller February; No 3 do at 97}e. Corn quiet; No 2
at 41c.
Oats dull and drooping at 23} @ 24c tor No 2.
Fisk, Rogers, Turks Island.
K T. Mealier & L'o., Apothecaries,
SALEM—Ar 25th, schs Levi Hart, Giles, Boston
FINANCIAL AN!> COMMEKCIAIa Rye easier; No 1 at 50)c. Barley is dull ,No 2 Spring
oclS Cor, Preble nud Congress kit. sndGm
for Round Pond; Seventy-Six, Robinson, lrom do for
at -58 @ 58)c. Provisions are quiet and weak—Mess
Pork 10 75. Lard—prime steam at 7 35; kettle at 7}.
Spruce Head, (and both sailed 27th.)
MAKBLEHEAD-Sld 2Uh, sch M J Laughton.
Dressed Hogs 4 25
PI*Nn<3 *1D- B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., has
Please give us a call, or send your order to
Hallowell, Calais.
1 IHHuU the celebrated H'fbcr IMiiqom, and
i'orilaud Wholsale market
Receipts—8,500 bbls flour, 95,000 bush wheat.
GLOUCESTER—Ar
AND
other makers’ at extremely low prices.
26th,
Jennie
bbls
brigs
bush
wheat.
Shipments—5,500
Phinuey,
flour, 52,000
Monday, January 23.—Tho market are quiet toBrown, and Elizabeth Winslow, Locke, Boston for
Orders
attended
to
ns usual.
for
Tuning
Jan.
28.—Pork
is
dull
at
11
00. Lard
Cincinnati,
Portland.
day and show hut little change from the past week.
in fair demand; prime steam at 7); kettle at 7) @ 8.
MACH IAS—Cld 21th, sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, for
Sugars, however, have dropped oil slightly and wo
Whiskey steady at 1 03. Hogs dull; common 3 50@ Portland.!
3 85; light at 3 90 @4 05; packing at 4 00 @4 10;
quote granulated at 9Jc and Extra C. at 9c. Flour
BATH—Ar at Horse Island Harbor 27th, schs Cora,
DilMAOED
at 4 15 @ 4 20; receipts 9930 head; shipbutchers
shows but little movoment and is dull both in
MegatliJin, and Alex Hardiug. McBride, Portland,
prices
ments 10 head.
to load for New York, (not 25th.)
and demand. Corn is rather lower and we
queto car
Cleveland, January 28.—Petroleum market is
lots from 07 @ 5«e and bag lots at 63c, while Meal
unchanged; standard White at 11).
EOREIGIV PORTS,
is
worth 60c and Oats 45c. Pork and Lard are dull
Savannah, Jan. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling upSid fm Shanghao Dec 6, barquo Antioch, Seymour,
and
lands at 10 9-16c.
unchanged.
Nagasaki.
Wo have secured a largo lot of Linen HandAr at Hong Kong 18th inst, ship Freeman Clark,
Augusta, Jan. 28.—Cotton quiet and steady; MidFREIGHTS—The engagements reported for the
kerchiefs, which havo beeu damaged by water and
Dwight, Nanaimo.
dling uplands at 10}c.
week comprise the Brig Annie W.
must
At Bombay Dec 24, sliij) Isaac Reed, Colley, and
be sold at once.
This lot includes Ladies’,
Goddard, hence
Memphis, Jan. 28.—Cotton is easy; Middling upto Matanzas with sugar hhd shooks and hhds at
Gents* and Children’s Goods which are actually
Cora, Coombs, unc.
19C,
lands at10|c.
worth
20
to
50
from
cents. They will all be offered
Sid fm Table Bay, CGH, Dec 15th, barquo Mabel,
and box shooks at lie; Schr Nellie
Chase, hence to
in one lot on a largo table in our basement at tho
Wilmington, Jan. 28,—Cotton is quiet; Middling
Deering, Sydney, NSW.
109
Poiut-a Petre, Guad. and back North
Street,
at
low
of
Sid fm Messina 17th inst, barque Arietta, Nichols,
Hatterasfor uplands lOgc.
price
round sum ot $ 1550; Sehr Maggie
New York.
Norfolk, Jan. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling upEllen, Fort PopAr
at Seville prevto Jan 27, brig Sarah E
lands at Ilf @ lojc.
ham lo New York, ice, at 85c ton; Schrs Alex
Kennedy,
HardSpaulding, New York.
Nsw Orleans, Jan. 28.-Cotton is steady; MidiDg, and Cota, Horse Island to Now York, ice, at $1
Ar at Queenstown 27th inst, barque Jose R Lopez,
dling uplands 10gc.
To bo Opened .Tlonday movniug, Jan. ‘Hn
McDonald, .Mexico,
per ton; Schr Elizabeth McGee, to load
phosphate
Charleston, Jan. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling
Ar at Buenos Ayres Dec 13, brig Cadet, Leighton.
MAINE
rock at Charleston lor Bootlihay at $3
per ton, and
uplands 10|c.
New York.
Schr Olive Elizabeth, hence to New York with
Sid Dec 10. barque J S Winslow, Morton, for New
lumMobile, Jan. 28.—Cotton in active demand; Midber at $2 M,
York; 12th, brig Hermon, Patterson, Rosario.
dling uplands at 10)c.
Sid fm Montevideo Dec 12, brigs Carrie Winslow,
ja21
dtf
Galveston, Jau. 28.—Cotton—Middling uplands McCart,
New York; 15th, Gypsy Queen, Morgan, do.
Foreign Exnorts.
at lOgc.
In port Dec 23d, barqno Isaac Hall, Eyder, for New
WHOLE
NEWSPAPERS
(or
WrapCARDENAS.
Schr Geo K Hatch—3511 stocks
Louisville, Jau. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling up- York.ldg; brig Edw H Williams, Tucker, for New
°° 8
Purposes. 50c u hundred or three
and heads, 50 empty casks,
lands 10)c.
42,325 hoops.
York, do; and others.
uudred tor §1,00, ut this voice.
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Exchange
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The Allan mail steamer Sarmatlan from Liverpool arrived at Halifax Sunday.

TUESDAY MOltNIXD, JAN, 29.

86000 will be paid out to the school teachers

today.
The Allan mail steamer Moravian from Halifax arrived out Sunday.
Fifty-nine milk dealers have registered al-

PBGH
Periodical Depots ot Feseenden Bros., Marque, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Brod., os all trains that run out of the city.
At Bftddeford, of Phiilsbury,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter,
At Bath, of J. O. SLiaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.
THE

May be obtained

at

the

ready.
The Advertiser announces that G. C. Tjler
& Co have failed with liabilities at $00,000,
mostly in Boston.
It is estimated that through the efforts of
Maiue reformers seventy thousand drinking
men have been induced to sign the pledge in
New York state during the past two months.
Rev. Father Miller of Boston will lecture on
the '‘Triumphs of the Church’’ at City Hall
next Sunday evening, for the benefit cf the

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

AOVEIt'lTSEMEIVTS

TO-DAV

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
After trying Slippery Elm Lozenges.
H. I. Nelson & Co.—2.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Investments-Woodbury & Moulton.
NEW ADVEKTISEMENTS.
Stale Normal School.
All Men who Served in the U. 8.
Navy.
Note Lost—Almon D. Muud.
To Let—House.
Whitney, Nelson & Co.
Notice—Peter Hawkes.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Constable's Sale-F. O. Bailey & Co.

Orphan Afylum.
Tf

The death
nounced iu

CITS GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the tourth Monday
evening of each month.

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
It. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon,

Monday.
Commanderies'ofK. T.—Portland, fourth Mon"
day; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chanter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Weduetday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesevery month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month,

day in

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

aennn^

C-l

I. O. O. F.
At Odd Fellows* Hall, Farrington Block, Congres
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the

month.

Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. oflt., second and
lourth Saturday of each month.
Encampment—Machigonne, first and third Wed
Star, second and fourth Wednesnesday; Easternfirst
and third Friday; Falmouth,
day; Portland,
No. 11, first and tbiid Tuesdays.
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meet silrst Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
TEMPLAUS OP HONOK.
At Templars' hall, JVo. 100 Exchange Street,
Council—Maine, first and third Monday in each

month.

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
evening.

The Cadets Ball.—The long looked for
ball of the Portland Cadets will come off this

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on litst and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday

There is every indication that it will prove a very successful affair.
The sale of tickets has already beeu large and
there will be a good sale today
The Cadets
are composed of oar very best young men who

evening

Evening.

Bos worth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics' Hall, corner of Congress and

Temperance Reform Club—Head

quarters corner of Congress and 'lemple streets.
Open day and evening. Business meeting Tuesday evenings at 7$ o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.

give a

concert from 8 to 8.39, when the company will appear on the floor in tbe'r bright
new uniforms.
After a few company movements a sqnad will take the floor and execute
the silent manual to music by Chandler.
This
alone will be worth the price of admission. At

y—

and

Sovereigns of Industry—Dingo Council, No. 1
every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at7J
o’clock.
meets

Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery
of books daiiy. 2 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society—Meetings every

the close of the drilling dancing will be in order. The music is very flDe.

Mercantile Library

Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.
Portland Public Library and Reading
Room—Open and free to ail from 10 a. m. to 9 p.

City Building.

m.

__I

Ti
Block, Congress Street.
Independent Order op Good Templars—
Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall, 420J Congress
St.; Mission, Wednesday, Williams* Block, Congress
street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons ot Temperance
Hall.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall.
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meetings Sunday evenings, at** o’clock.
Juvenile Templars—Perham Temple, No. 24,
atCongreBS Hall, every Wednesday evening at 7
o’clock. Temperance concerts first Sunday in every
month.
Portland Army and Navy Union-Come
Congress and brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day and
evening. Union Gospel Meeting every Saturday

evening.

Portland Fraternity—No. 4£ Free St. Block

Every evening.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Hour..
From 8.GO a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open lor Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
Poktlahd, Mb., Dec. 29, 1877.
Arrival and Departure o 1 Mail*.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Office

Boston and the West.

Arrive at 5.20 p

m.

Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.15

Intermediate

Railway.

or

and 2.45 pm.
Arrive at
Great Sootnern and Western.
m.
Close at 8.15 a m, 2.45 and 9.00 p m.

a m

12.20 p.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes

Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. n.
Augusta and connecting routeB. Arrive at 9.00 a
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
m. and 3.15 p. m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
am. Close at 7.15 a m.
Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
Lewiston and Auburn.
Close at 0.30 and 11.30 a. m.
a. m., and 3.15 p m.
and 5.00 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.20 p. m. Close at7.00 am and 2.00 pm.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m. Close at 10.00

and2.15pm.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonespert, Macliias, Machiasnort, EastMacbias, Miilbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamAnive at C a. m. Close at 9 p.m.
er.
Kastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails, via NewJTork, day previous to Baling oi steamers. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive

am

at 2.15

a m.

Close at 9.00 p

m.

Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Close
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.
at 11.30 a. m. and 9 p. m.

Postal cards, one cent each, go without further
charge to all parts of the United States and Canadas
nno.ront damn thpv

cmfnall

nartfs

of Europe.

All letters, to all parts of the United States and
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for tho city or
cartown where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by
riers, and 1 cent where there is no carrier Bystem.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscribers, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office of
published
poblicalion, newspapers and magazines
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
Transient newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books
and handbills, 1 cent tor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
unsealed circulars, book manuscripts, proof-sheets,
photographs, Ac., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs and
roots, and mcruhandisemot exceeding four pounds in
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
The following are the postal rates with Europe:
The rates for letters are ior the half-ounce or fraction .thereof, and those for ; newspapers for font
fraction thereof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters 5 cent;
newsnewspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents,
2
papers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers
of
Germany, including Austria,
ceuts; all paits
Denmark,
letters 5 cents, nowspapers 2 ceuts;
letters 5 ceuts, newspapers2 cents; Switzerland,
letters IS ceuts, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; ltussia, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 ceuts; Norway, letters 5 cents, news
papers 2 cents; Sweden, letters 5 cents, uewspapres
2 cents; Turkey. European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries, the half-ounce limit for
letters, and the four ounces for newspapers, Btill
holding good, the rates are:—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New Sooth Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton 15 cents,
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via Sau Francisco
2 cents,via Southampton 4 ceuts,via Brindisi (1 cents,
China, letters, via Sau Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via Iirimlisi 19 cents, newspapers
2,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via Sail Francisoo 5 cents, via
31 ceuts, newspapers,
England. 10 ceuts, 2via Brindisi
via San Francisco cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
8
via Brindisi cents._

ounces

or

JANUARY

Superior Court.
CRIMINAL TERM, 1878, BYMONDB,

J.

PRESIDING.

Monday.—State vs. Joseph F. Boardmau and
Addie J. Waterhouse. The evidence and argument!
the ju:i
arc closed and Judge Symonds will charge
this (Tuesday) morning.
Haskell for State.
Swasey—Cleaves for ddefendants.
Coerection.—An error was mads in the
statement yesterdsy that the farmers in thi I
vicioity of Gorham had refused to plant cort
Oi
for the factory there at 3i cents per can.
the contrary, more corn is being offered at tba t

price than

can

he taken cars of.

Phesumpscct Park.—The annual meeting
of the Presnmpscot Park Association was held

yesterday,

and the

following

officers elected for

the ensuing year:

Directors—Dr. S. H. Tewksbury, Wm. G. Darianrira l^nprnnnrho
Tr
A rxmi \XTkifnnn

trio

admirable discourse. On
Thcmae, Jr.,
Friday evening next Mr, Eiwell of the Transcript appears. Subject—'"The Poetry of Diawas

lect.”

W. H. Anderson.
Clerk—John C. Small.
Treasurer—Charles W. Bray.
The report of the treasurer Bhows that the
affairs of the association are io a very promising condition. The debt has been reduced over
$1,000, and the track is in good condition.
The officers have good reason to believe that
the New England and Maine State Agricultural Societies will have their annual exhibition at the Park the coming season.
The Poultby Exhibition.—The interest in
the Poultry Show increases as the time for the
exhibition draws near. The donors are now
receiviog their tickets. It is said that Mr.
Burnham will exhibit the Queen’s cage, which
took the premium in England. Kedcced fares
will be given on all the roads, and a special
train will leave Worcester, over the the Portland and Worcester, Feb. 5 at 7.30 a. m., arriving in Portlind at 1.10 p.m. The specimens

an
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Morrill’s Corner.

who served in the U. S. Navy
during the late war, and assisted in captures, for which they have not received
“Prize Money,” and the heirs of such
men, may hear of something to their advantage by addressing, naming vessels
served on, rank and date of service on
each, It. E. PA lit0, Attorney, 515
Seventh Street, Washington, D. C,
dlw
ja29
__
All

Legislative Committee’* Visit—The

Amount

of

the

State’*

Aid—Excellent

Eon iiiioEi ol ttae Institution.

Augusta, Jan. 28.
The Committee on Finance, of which Senator Bailey of Cumberland is chairman, visited
the Maiue General Hospital on Saturday last,
and made a thorough cxamiuatiou cf that institution.
An order passed the Legislature some time
sicca requiring the committee to see what
amount of money Ins been
appropriated by
the state, what number of patients the hospital could accommodate if all the rooms were
made available, and also to inquire into
any
other matters they might desiro so that the
committee might have a full understanding of
the management, capabilities and efficiency of
the institution. The trustees stated that inasmuch as there had been grave charges against
the management of the hospital, they desired a
full investigation and would do everything in
tbeir power to aid it

dealers

FARMINGTON, ME.

I

No. 15S Pearl Street, 10 rooms,
Can and Sebago. Rent low. Apply
Pearl Street*
ji29dtf

OH, S. D. HOWE’S

Arabian Milk Cure.
of

diseases
CHEST

ad

a

A Substitute

DB S. D. HOWE’S

Ton

Arabian

Mood

c

Purifier,

Which DIFFERS from ad other preparations in its
IMMEDIATE ACTION upon the
AND

KIDNEYS

LIVER,

BLOOD.

the Blood, cures Pimples, Pin Worms, Old Sores, Scrofulous Diseases,
Female Complaints, Diabetes. Boils, Tumors, Cancers. &c., and FILLS THE VEINS WITH PORE,
RLCH BLOOD. For Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality
(caused by indiscretion or otherwise), and

Purely vegetable, purifies

Down

“Broken

Constitutions,”

either sex, ‘*I challenge the 19tli century” to
produce its equal, ll builds you right square
Also
up. Every bottle is worth its weight in gold.
in

HOWE’S

DB. S. D.

Freeirom calomel, cures Billiousness, Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Chills,
Fevers, Costivenes*, gives auick action to the Liver
and regulates the bowels, without pain and weakness, and a preventive of all malarial disesascs.

CONSUMPTIVES
should

all three

use

Price of Milk Care and Tonic each 81
per bottle.
Pills 2 5 cents per Box,
Sold bv all Druggists.
\V. F. PHILLIPS & €©., Portland,
General Agent?.

uavo

Maine Militia.
Gen. Joshua L. Cbambetlaiu has issued the
following order from the Headquarters of the
First Division, M. V. M.:
1. The resignation of Brevet Brig.-Gen. Jos.
S. Smith, Mijor and Commissary of Subsistence, is accepted, to take effect from this date.
2. The resignation of Brevet Col. Albert W.
Bradbury. Major and Aid-de-Camp, is accepted,
to take effect from this date.

DB

S.

aa29

D, HOWE, Proprietor*
122 Liberty St., New York*
eowW&S6m

Persons buying Furs should
not forget we are closing onr
stock at Prices far below those
ever seen or heard of before.
Seal sets $12.00. Other Furs at

COUNTY.

OXFORD COUNTY.

tlie Hatter,

searched but without any clew being obtained.
At last the police were notified and yesterday
officers Gribben and Burnham found them in
an old junk store. They had been sold for old
paper and would soon have been destroyed but

Mr. Johnson’s store at South Moluncns was
broken open last Wednesday night, and some
510 in money and a lot of cheap jewelry stolen.
Wm, Christie was arrested .onjsuspicion.

Merrill received a
ler yesterday announcing the abandonment of
the brig Iza at Bermuda. The Iza was 280
tons, 23 years old, built iu Searsport, owned by
Capt. Merrill and others. She sailed in July
for St. JohD, N. B and loaded with deals for

Thence she went to Hyeres,
France, for salt, and thence to Providence, Bermuda islands.
She touched at Fayal on the
way, for repairs.
Barcelona.

song, “Awake,” is evidently by an early
riser. Another, “What sre they to do?” by

one

Kandegger;

and the third, “If you want a
kiss, take it!” is by Kichter. Ttten, for the
piano, we have a gay Galop, “When we laugh
we live,” by E. Strauss; a Quadrille, including
livelv French airs, called
T.a Marinlaine
and

“Farewell Schottiscb,” by Mueller.

a

I. O. G. T.—The Cumberland,District Lodge
I. O. G. T. meet this morning, in Congress
Hall, at 10 o’clock. It is presume 1 that the
business will occupy the greater part of the
A large attendance is expected. The
three lodges of Portland will furnish refreshments to the representatives from out of town,
A public temperenca meeting will be held iu
the hall iu the evening, commencing at 7J
o’clock. Good speaking and music is expected-

day.

A Harvard Association.—The graduates
of Harvard College residing in and near this
city, propose to form an association similar to
All who
the Harvard Club of New York city.
have been connected with any department of
to join in forming
to send their names
places of residences to llev. Dr. Thomas
Hill, No. 08 Deeriug street, this city. It is
desiied to hold a reunion at least once a year.

the

university,

such
and

a

club,

are

who

desiie

requested

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

are

county yesterday:
Casco—Potter J. Mayberry to Johnson W.
et al., land and buildings for @500
Portland—Alice P. Andrews to William G.
Davis, lot of land on High street.
Windham—Araminta Edwards to Isaac Edwards, lot of laud for @50.
Isaac'Edwards to Deunis Edwards, lot of
land for $100.

Knight

Postponement of Fraternity: Dance.—
In order to accommodate the Maine Poultry
Association and enable them to make arrangements to provide for the immense exhibition
which will commence next week, the last Fraternity daLce which has been advertised to take

place at the City Hall on the evening of Feb
5th, will be postponed until Tuesday evening,
Feb.

19th.__

Roth,—The rush for tickets to the cantata
of Ruth continues. Yesterday 100 were sold tc
citizens of Saccirappa. Gorham has already
taken 100 and waots 50 more.
It is evident
that the cantata is to be witnessed by fu)
houses.

to $7.00.

237 MIDDLE ST.
FOR

of all kinds, widths and sizes for everybody at

WINTER PRICES.
Your Old Boots neatly Repaired.

tol, decamped.

421

After Trying Slippery Elm Lozenges
and well a correspondent has been

led to exclaim lathe words of the psalmist
“The world is the Lord’s, and the fulness thereof; and they that dwell therein” are thrice
blessed in having such a simple and safe remedy
to make them well again, when they are sick
with a disagreeable cough, or bronchial trouble;
and as “The hart panteth after the water

heard,

Irving J. Brown)

and now that

we

have

and t is ted of them, we are as
eager to possess them as little children. When
children are sick with conghs, colds and sore
throats, they will not have to be coaxed, hired,
scolded or forced any longer to take medicines
lcfiuioivoi

nuu

nuiui

tucu

otiuiuavuo

eodtf

One Lot 2 and 3 buttons, 75
which have been selling at
$1 and $1.25.

cents,

owen, noon & bailey.

ffs have today marked down onr light blue
and cardinal snow flakes to 42 cents each; other
These goods have been
color3 38 cents each.
selling for 50 and GO cents. H. I. Nelson & Co.,
443 Congress street, Farrington block.

jan29-3t

_

At 10 a. ui. tolay, Bliley & Co. will sell the
furniture in house No. 754 Congress street. See
auction column.
Jusr Received— Hamburg edges and iuserFine quality,
tiDgs to match choice patterns.
H. I. Nelson& Co., 443 Congress street, Far-

rington block.
Ruth,

TnE

jan29-3t
Gleaner!—Tickets now ready at

Stockbridge’s.

jan7tf

“Among tbc myriad homes of earth” yon
Will find SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES, for
Coughs, &c. For sale by all Druggists.

are

an 15

GELATINE STARCH.

you want the bent and the cheapest Starch
preparation that haa been or can be found,

IF
RiOi-kc’M tiielatine Starch

is

that

article.

It

prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING;
it can be used either in boiled or raw starch; it gives
a very line clear white liuish and polish, that will
never turn yellow; it makes ironing an easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
&c. Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a
few good local canvassers.
Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO.,
det'27

No. 3 PlnmSI.iPuiiand, Me.
03tteodtf

will

go very quickly.

7

dtf

lloynton.

wato:
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Cleaned and Warranted, for

$1,00

Mainsprings
Case springs

*•

“

“

“

docks and Jewelry ol
at very low prices.

1,00
.75

all kinds repaired

Opposite Preble House, 482 Congress St

$38,217,618.00...$10,709,966
988,812.15

at

on hand and in banks.
cost
Keal Estate
U. S. Bonds and Bank Stocks
Railroad and other Stocks & Bonds
State, County, City & Town Bonds
Loans on Collateral (market value

92

Cash

263,771.88
1.596,135.05
697,159.43

5,053,803.93

$342,896.00).

Loans cn Personal security.
Loans on Existing Policies.
Amount due lroni Agents and others
Net Ledger Assets.
Premiums in course of collection..
Interest due and Accrued Dec. 31st.
’7T, Of Which only §55,890.14 was
..

211,962.06
55,937 61

3,318,063

97

1,838 36

$22,927,451.36
139,470 98

Deterred Premiums and Re-Insurance..
Market Value of Securities over cost.
..

777,263,25
139,635.62
157,354.49

Gross Assets Jan’y 1, 1878.$24,141,175.70

THOMAS, JR.

GEORGE

for Re-Insurance (4 percent
Miss. Standard) Losses and Dividends
not due and all other liabilities including $50,000 for possible depreciation in
Real Estate.$21,228,253.90

Reserve

Surplus by Mass, Standard....... $2,912,9t5.80
Surplus by New York Standard.. $4,351,695,40

'"DEWEY,

G.

A,

AGENT,
St.,
Portland, Me.
Exchange

GENERAL
30

Aplivpand mlinldp Aorpnte

will

nlwnvs

find

ploymen t by applying as above.
jan26

Augustus F. Moulton,
attoraev at law,

pm-

oodlw

Foreclosure

ot

mortgage.

Cdarles E.
notice is hereby given
Stevens, of Portland, on the twenty-third day
ot April, A. L>., 1875, by his deed of that date recorded in Cumberland Registry ol Deeds, Book 420,
page 25, mortgaged to George R. Davis, the parcel
ot land situated in Portland, in the county of Cumberland, described as follows: Beginning one hundred feet from the corner made by the northerly line
of Clark street and the southerly line of Summer
street; thence westerly by said line of Summer
street, fifty-one feet to land of Jeremiah Regan;
thence northerly at light angles with Summer street
one hundred feet, to land of persons
unknown;
thence easterly by said land of persons unknown forty-five feet, to land formerly of Hasty; thence
southerly by said Hasty land and land of Michael
Lynch one hundred feet, to tho point begun at; to
secure the payment of twenty-three hundred dollars
to the tenor of tweive promand interest,
issory notes; that said mortgage was duly assigned
to Andrew Spring and Samuel E. Spring, copartners
of A. & S. E. Spring; that the
under the
period of foreclosure of said mortgage by its terms is
one year; that the conditions ot said mortgage Lave
bten broken, and by reason of said condition broken
the subscriber, as surviving partner of said firm of
A. & S. E. Spring, hereby claims foreclosure of said
mortgage, according to the said terms in one year.
SAMUEL. E. SPRING,
Surviving Partner of firm ol A. & S. E. Spring.

188

MIDDLE

d2w"

removal!
TEWKSBURY

&

BRAY

that

ELBRIDGE

Executor’s Sale of

to a license from the Hon. Judge ot
Probate, for the County of Oxford I shall sell
at public auction on the 26th day of February, A.
D„ 1878, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, on the premises, all the right, title and interest which George W.
King, late of Oxford, in the county of Oxford, had at
his decease, in and to Dwelling House,numbered 4,on
Munjoy Street, in Portland; tnere being a mortgage
incumbrance on sail premises, upon which there is
due about $1100,
Also all the right, title and interest which said
Geo. W. King had at his decease in and to dwelling
house, numbered 5, on Munjoy Street, in Portland;
on
said
there being a mortgage incumbrance
premises, upon which there is due about $1300. said
Also all the right, title and interest which
Geo. W. King had at his decease in and to dwelling
house, numbered7, on Munjoy Street, in Portland;
on
said
incumbrance
there being a mortgage
premises, upon which there is due about $1800.
Terms made known at the time and place of sale.
For reference call on G EN. J. J. PERRY, Centennial
yvjjx. n. xvx*av», lixctuiui
uiock, iroruana, or

PURSUANT

place.
Bray’s residence, No.
January 1, 1878.
Dr.

FOE

Pine St.

94

ja3td

jSALE'1

Stock and Trade of

business, well
reqn1*® ®
Bittiness:
Sashes &c. Anyone

a

capital
Doors, Blinds, Windows,
wishing to purchase will address
BOX 873, Portland, Me.
janlStf
__
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advertisements!

To

Milk_Dealers!

The undersigned gives notice in conformity with
law;—That he has bten appointed

Inspector

of

Milk for flic
Portland.

City

of

To the Stockholders of the Maine

Steamship Company.
notified that the Annual Meeting of said
rOUCorporation
will be
held at Office of the
Franklin
are

Wharf in Portland, Maine,

Company,
WEDNESDAY,

on

the sixth (6) day of February, A.
D. 1878, at ten o’clock A. M.
1st—To hear the report of the Treasurer.
2d—'To elect officers tor the enduing year.
3d—To provide for settling the liabilities of the
Corporation, either by reducing the present stock,
issuing new stock, or disposing of the property of
the corporation, or in such way as the Stockholders
may deem proper.

HENRY FOX,
Clerk of the Maine Steamship Company.
Portland, January 25tb, A. D. 1878.
jan28
dtd

Blue IIIII

Copper Mining
Smelling Co.

and

T11HERE will be a meeting ot the Blue Hill Copper
X Mining and Smelting Company holden at their
office in Boston, No. 1 Basement Old State Hou?e,
on February 7th, 1878, at 2 o’clock p. m., for the
purpose of increasing its Capital Stock to 5500,000
(five hundred thousand dollars) and amending its

By-Laws.

By

order of
N. P. PENDLETON, Secretary,
Me January 13, 1878.

Office, Blue Hill,
jan21
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_EXCURSIONS.

Regular Bale of Famiture and General MvreUaodtse every Saturday, ommencinz at 10 o’clock a. ni.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt#

Genteel

Buildings
Cushman

Everett, Howard,
JLafayette,
Melbourne, Merrill, Monroe,
Montreal, Quebec, St. Lawreuce. Tate,
Thomas, T>ng and Waterville Streets.
Lewis,

BY AUCTION.
TUESDAY. Jan. 29, at 10 o’clock A. M., we
shall sell, at house No. 754 Congress Street,
upper tenement, the Furniture, consisting ot Black
Walnut Parlor Suit in Silk Damask, Centre Table
TapesUv Carpets. Magee Coal Grate, Easy Chair,
Black Walnut Marble Top Chamber Set, lilu.j
Dressing Case Set with Carpet. Toilet Ware, &c to
match, Painted Chamber Furniture, Black Walnut
Extension Table and Chairs. Library Desk. Gilt
Band Tea Set, Glass Ware, &c., Magee Standard
Cook Stove and Furniture, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture, ami a Merrill’s Refrigerator.
|£F“This furniture is new and of the very best
quality and latest designs.
F. O. BAII.E V A CO., Auctioneers.

ON

jan23_dtd

WE shall sell

F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
jan‘28d3t

CONSTABEE’S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE,I
CUMBERLAND, 88. )

and will bo sold by conthe highbidders,
THURSDAY,
31st, A. D.
1878, at 10 oreloek A. M., at salesroom of F. O. Bailey
& Co.. 35 Exchange Street, in Portland, and raid
County, the following described personal property, to
wit:—A lot of Household Furniture, Carpets,Stoves,
Bedding, Plate 1 Ware, Cutlery, Crockery, &c.
MATT ADAMS, Constable.
on a

fl. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

SALE?

We have

PRICES.

few Job Lots of

a

lUUIHUf,

1 Ul

blUS

tuiuu^u

DRESS GOODS
we shall soli much less than cost.

A large assortment of

of Plaid and Striped Nainsooks at very
Low Prices.

537 CONGRESS STREET.

AND

—TO—

New York & Return
VIA

Ja28dlvv

Administrator

EDUCATIONAL.
Otis

—

OR

EASTERN

—

German and French Classes.

Dollars,

Including Transfers

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

ton botli ways.

enjoy

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid confusing

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given to private pnpils by the subscriber.

<itf

_

To Iron Founders.
PROPOSALS will be deceived by the
Water Commissioners'of the City of Lewiston,
Me.,until 12o’clock M.,on MONDAY,Feb. ll,1878,for
furnishing and delivering all cast iron pipe and
special castings for the Water Works ot said city.
All to
Also for furnishing the hydrants and gates.
he in accordance with the plans and specifications
Plans can be examined at the
now prepared.
Engineer’s office in Lewiston, and the specifications
may be obtained by application to the Water Com-

SEALED

be received for each part of the materials
separately, and the Commissioners reserve the right
to reject any or all bids.
WILLIAM H. STEVENS,
Chairman Water Board.

143 Pearl Street.

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cara
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

STARCHENE.
PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

dtf

jy

FOR HOT OR COLD STARCH.
The best Linen Polish in the world is

STARCHENE.
If you want your linen to look like now,

Jan25d1w26-30feb2-4-7

Peabody Martini Rifle.
AND

BARGAINS
m

—

The Standard Arm of Great Britain.

40,000 ROUNDS fired from a single guu,
without injury to tho mechanism, or in the least impairing its shooting qualities.
For Sale at 48 Exchange Street.
G. Ij. BAIIiEV.
ja28dtf

Lift

Rooms,
Street,

PORTLAND. ME.
J. II.

ja22dtf_

GAUBERT,
PKOPKIKfOB-

198 Middle Street_Portlanfl, le.
before Febdeposited in this Bank
to draw interest that
MONEY
ruaiy 1 will
Pres’t.
SAMUEL

nr

««

c

at

December.

on or

commence

G. KOGEKS, Asa’t Treas.

KOLFE,

rely upon finding a FELL STOCK,
embracing all tbe NEW EST and LATEST
I am
of WOOLENS for Men’s Wear.
prepared to make the same to order at as
can be
low prices as first-class w r
produced.

can

Chesley,

To prevent the Iron from sticking,

ja25td

For

Goods

Holiday

fine

a

Laundry finish,

use

AT

Starchene, Perfumed Starch Enamel,

MARBLE TOP

proper stiffness and a beautiful polish. Once tested,
will always be used.
From tho “Boston Home Journal,” July T, 1877.
We caotion tlie public about Imitations or tho
Starchene, as unscrupulous persons are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on tho market,
Eactiof our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark. Do not take any other.

ft

—

For Sale by all Apothecaries nod Grocer
Ash fur Starchene and take no other.

Price 25 Cents Per

BOQUET TABLES

For $1.50.

WORK BASKETS

*

Bottle.

J. H. BOSWORTH

&

CO.,

G. F. DOWNES, State Agent,
Federal

ill

FANCY

which is

the Grocers, Is an article of genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to secure

kept by

DEANE BROS’.

Portland

Street,

Maine.

For sale in Portland by Sullivan & Osgood, #4
Portland St.; Win. Weeks, 319 Congress St.; S. N.
Goding, 22 St. Lawrence St.; A. L. Millctt, 588 ConSt.; J. Hudson & Co., 671 Congress St.; G. H.
>rd. cor. Congress aud Ludia Sts.: Boody & Pratt,
7 Myrtle St.; u. W. Parker, 39 Free St.; A. Bennett,
43 Pine St.; A. Larnont, cor. Congress and Atlantic
Sts. Deering—Van B Bray, Morrill’s Comer.

Kess

AND

BASF

eod6m

octS

ALLEN-& €0.,

RECEPTION

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCKERS,
tST'Call

and

Me ns

before y

on

-AND

purcbaM.

having removed

to store

REFIN

RS

AND

CO.,

Maverick Pure

STANDARD

Oils z

Napthas.

or

novll

Blends, Posters, Hand Bills, Card
Tags neatly printed at this Office at

AND

—

cfo

A

GOODS

OO.,

THE

Broad St„ Boston, Mass.
125 & 27 Commercial Sr., Portland, Me
codlhn

Cogia Hassan Store.
jaieco«13w

Richardson’s New Method

You Need not Fear

FOBTHE PIANOFORTE.

Hard Times so {long as you can
buy so many useful things at

Congress Street,

398

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.
They do sell

a

good article

at

oc2__dtf
WILE BE

FREE INSTRUCTION
and Making Plain Dresses
and Undergarments

Every Thursday Evening, at 7 o’clock,
THE ROOMS OF THE

following,

od.

“Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of these
criticisms, (t»y many eminent composers and professors,) and convinced that great improvements
were obviously needed, I determined, if possible, to
remedy the defects. Profiting by the experience and
advice ot the best practical teachers, I commenced a
thorough and critical examination of my first
method, and concluded that the only remedy would
be to bring out a new work on an improved plan.”
This new work, substituted for the defective
Modern School, was Richardson’s.

which has been revised and re-revised, until it is the
most perfect of music books, is a great favorite with
the profession, and is the only true “Richardson.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
no2teodlySw

TK/L OKTB Y
wanted in exchange for excellent

Portland Fraternity.
All applicants over fifteen years
old will be received.
»tf

ja2,

Nathan Richardson

250.000 copies sJd. Sales have surpassed those of all
other books combined. Re sure to order by tha
abive full title, and do not accept instead of this,
The Modern School, which Vs an older book, by
the same author. Mr. Richardson’s opinion ot tho
merits of this first eftort may be gathered from tho
taken from tbe Preface to the New Meth-

New Nletliod ter the Pianoforte,

Cutting

AT

$3.2o. By

Price

FFNE PIANO

Bargains in Boots,

TTTE shall offer at a great bargain one new 7§
v T
octave rosewood Piano, overstrung, Agratle
bridge, square grand. Fully warranted for seven
CARLTON & CHANDLER,
years.
Domestic Sewing Machine Agency, 410 Congress
dec27dtf
Street*

Shoos & Rnbbors.

stock to see tha
You have only to examiue this
and obtain
voucan get tho worth of your money
good looking, neatly fitting, easy wearing and durathat
the
same
about
lor
price
you
pay for
file goods
trash so common in the market.
the

poor

AT A BAB.OAIN.
d3m

line ot

Ready-Made

FURNISHING

All my Bool,

WO. 263 MIDDLE STREET,

better

In bar-

nfflnop. (6tl

UUluudi

a

than ever before. Thanking our customers for their
former patronage, we hope to receive a continuation
of the same at our new store.

Gas Oils

Oils delivered by the car-load, in bulk
rels, at any point In New England.

ts show

Cloths, Fine
—

—IN—

Geo. F. Nelson’s,

J

Clothing

SAFETY OIL !

THEBE

ing.

prepared

Centennial 160°

—

Having closed out a large lot ot
HAMBURG EDGES and INSERTIONS at a great bargain I shall
put them on my couuter this Friday morning, at WHOLESALE
Prices. Every lady in Portland
should see this lot before purchas*

are now

Fine

SHIPPEItSjOF

AT

Prices.

wvu£'*i'x«

COGIA HASSAN,
OIL

MAVERICK

the very lowest price.

Old aland Swcetucr & Merrill.

—

Ready Made Clothiers,

luiuibiij

DAMBURGS
Wholesale

CUSTOM

FINE

PEDESTALS,
AC.
AC.,

Deane Bros.

eotltf

decll

reasonable rales.

use

STARCHENE.

2611-2 Middle St.

Bill

uco

STARCHENE.

—

SWEETS & MERRILL’S,

TAILOR,

nud

iauvi|

STARCHENE.

Burning

Owing to the backward season I am
prepared to offer special inducements to
customer the the next 1 days. Patrons

no5

w

229 MIDELE ST.,

—

SPOUTING B1FLE.

use

STARCHENE.
XU oil

Thurston,

C. M.

COLCORD,

Jan24dtf

MAVERICK

missioners.
Bids will

W.

J.

night changes.

Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

new

ocl9

d3m

noil

across Bos-

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
the Bound Lines lor new York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Bound Btrainer* in season for Bupper* and

Lowest

The most convenient place in the

office, No. J8 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.

LANGUAGES,

Graduate ofthe Highest University of Germany.
German. French, I.min and Greek.

RAILROAD

For Twelve

TK1EST,

OF

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS

For the Month of
purchase your Coal is at
&
MCALLISTER’S
RANDALL

*

References—Rer. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
d&weowly*

PROFESSOR

Free street Block, Portland.

to

School,

Place

BO STON

—

Piano Covers, Stools
and Ottomans.

n

otvuuuiai uvie«

u iub

GEORGE W.VEKR1LL,
of Estate of Francis Bennett.

LUDWIG

BOSTON & MAINE

For $9.00 and upwards,

Various Styles;
Prices.

Samuel

mount*'

—

dtf

ORGANS

Fall

vie

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

For $4. and upwards,

Celebrated Makers;

uuu/iicvicu

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study preparej for the
Harvard Examinations tor Womon.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
£300 per year. Address the Principal,

For $9.00 and upwards.

PIANOS
—

iuo

A

CO.,

at

Mid*

ami other choses in action belonging to said estate.

51 Exchange St.

REMNA NTH

SALE.
Court I Shall

from Probate

UOUU

and Long island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
State Rooms ou Steamers secured in advance at
23 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
dtf
sept28

—

TUK1SBURI &

on

Street,
Maine, on Saturday, February 2.
1878, at 11 o’clock A. M. the following personal property : all the right, title and equity ot redemption belonging to the estate ot Francis Bennett, late of a Aid
Poitlaud deceased, in and to the wooden block or
store, situated at No. 237 Congress St., Portland; also

Previous to taking account of stock,
we shall sell in all departments at

RERSJCEiT

writ

sent of parties at. public auctiou, to
ATTACHED
January

est

NOTICE

ANNUAL

WEDNESDAY, January 30tb,

on

at 10 A. M the Furniture of House in rear
of No. 15 Casco Street, consisting of Parlor Salt,
Carpets, Dining Room Furniture, Chamber Sets,
Crockery and Glass, Kitchen Furniture, &c &c.

All

XilUU

AUCTION.

FHTUREjIT

ADMINISTRATOR’S

City Clerk’s Office, I
Jan. 14th. 1878.
J
is hereby given that the above named
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans
in the
City Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the number so desig
nated must be affixed to the buildings on said streets
on or before the first day of March next, A. D., 1878.

janlodlm

Furniture

license
sell at public auction at my office, No. 205
PURSUANT
die
Portland

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
To Owners aud Occupants of
and l.ots on Atlantic. Clark,

a w, iun.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
d3t
ja?9

PORTLAND to
NKW YORK via

-A

—

That until further notice his office will be at the
WARD BOOM in the City flail Building.
entrance first door on Myrtle Street.
That he will be in attendance at the office on Monday. Jan. 241st. from 9.30 a. m. to 1 p. m.
aud from 3 to 6 p. m., and thereafter daily at
corresponding hours till Saturday, Feb. 2d, inclusive, for the purpose of recording the names of
the Milk Dealers within the city limits.
That alt persons dealing in Milk within the limits
of the city of Portland, whether wholesale or retail,
in large or small quantities, selling from fixed
stand or cart, from their own cows, or supplied by
other persons, are required by law to file annually
with the Inspector a statement of names, residence,
place of business, or if selling from a cart, to the
eud that said statement may be registered by the
Inspector in a book kept for the purpose.
Communications by letter or postal card directed
to the Inspector at bis residence, No. 696 Congress
Street, will reach him promptly, and meet with dne
If. T. CUMMINGS.
attention.
janl9eod2w
Portland, Jan. 18,1878.

Show Window and Good Basement. Enquire oi
SAMUEL THUKSTON.
nov20dtf
Free St. Block.

A.

BROWN, 8l,1I’
Company.
j

COYLE,

J. B.

TO NEW YORK* ] 1
ancl RETURN
L«

(Centennial Block)

nr

day.

passed January

25th,
1878, you are requested and directed to
call the Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of said
Corporation to bo hell at Office of the Company,
Franklin Wharf in Portland, Maine, on WEDNESDAY, the sixth (6) day of February, A. D. 1878, at
ten o’clock A. M.
1st—To hear the report of the Treasurer.
2d—To elect officers lor the ensuing year.
3d—To provide for settling the liabilities of the
Corporation either by reducing the present stock,
issuing new stock or disposing of the property of the
Corporation, or in such way as the Stockholders
may deem proper.
C. M. BAILEY,
|n.
Directors of the
H. j, LIBBY
•INI)'. MARSHALL
l Maine Steam-

(O'/*

city

3

Maine Savings Bank,

good
THEestablished,
good location. Would
ot three to five thousand dollars.

Directors of the

dtf

ATTORNEY AT

janl'JcoJ3w

same

a

VU1J

Geo. W. Kiug’s Estate.
F. O. BAIBxEV & CO., Auctioneers.

81 FREE STREET, second door above
Brown. Office Hours till 11 a. m 2 to 4 p. m.
Dr. Tewksbury’s residence tor the winter at the

to
vote of the
Maine Steamship Company
PURSUANT
A. D.

kalMtocm 35 aad 37 Kitfcame Si.
v. o. bailbt.

to

49 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

Real Estate

BY AUCTION.

Health

r. O. BAILEY * COM

Auctioneers and Commission M«rehani>,

REDUCED RATES.

Law,

at

DAiilkO.

NOTICE.

d2m

GERRY, JR.,

Attorney

Portland, January 1, 1878.ja23dtf

237 Middle

have removed their offices to

STREET,

Canal Hank Building.

I)ec3

—

Jan2a

AUk/ilUiN

has removed to

according

city

vjro.

---

--.

—

Jewelry. Stationery. Toy and Fancy
Goods Store combined, iuone of Boston’s
Suburbs, only 4 miles from State House.
Large trade anti l arge custom of watch
and clock repairing.
Good reason for
M. M. WING,
selling, Address
Brookline, Mass.

BIRD.

E.

_dim

Madison

LIABILITIES.

LONG RANGE, MID RANGE

DRS.

LOCKE’S

only small lots aad

Randolph

Caswell & Co.
Corner Washington and Winter streets, Boeton.

Mortgages secured by Real Estate valued

4 o cents.

gone up from the little ones, to spare them the
nauseous dose, before this simple confection
was knowD, and now that there is a simple one,
and that one is as good as it is simple, let it he
the whole world, that the little ones
may clap their hands and shout for joy with the
morniug stars, and bless the giver of the Slippery Elm Lozenges.

ASSETS.

One Lot 2 button, at 50 cents,
hare been selling for

These

>

Net Ledger Balance...$22.927,451.36

goods which

reject, if their mothers leara of the worth of
these lozenges. How many piteous cries have

known t

61

Cloves.”

“Kid

seen

LUAU aio

Formerly with M. G. Palmer.

ja8

pint and languish after Slip-

Lozenges,

pery Elm

Congress Street,

Sign of tho Gold Boot. lirjk door East oi
First Parish Lhurch.

faithfully

so we

SALE,

Boots and Shoes

Freemau Barry, of Eist Maehias, while on
his way home from the logging woods last
week, was stopped on the road by a highwayman who demanded his
money. Mr. Berry
pat bis hand in his pocket and shut the blade
of a large penknife, and tbe robber bearing
the click, and thinking it proceeded from a pis-

brooks,”

eodtf

jal9

COUNTY.

Total.$4,009,058

style

Merry,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Losses by Death.....$1,121,083 P6
Dividends and other claims paid policy
holders. 2 306,002.43
Commissions and all other expeuses. 407,260.70
Taxes, Re-Insurance & Physicians’ Fees 174,711.52

PUBLIC

.CAUTION !

NEWS.

(cost)...$44,183,411

14
1877.
Premiums received in 1877 3 2^5,791 1.*}
*4
••
Interest
1,547,307 70

of the above medicines.

Mr. Robert Merrill, a citizen past middle lifeliving near Swift’s Corner, Norway, cnt his
throat with a razor on Thursday morning. He
lived some two or three hours after he was
found.

Iza.—Capt. Charles
despatch from Capt. Chand-

ENGLISHj Secretory.

delinquent.

Liver Pills

Arabian

W.

ja3

jan25

DISBUBSEMENTS.

Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, Croup, Asthma, Dipthcria, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Bleeding Lnngs and
Consumption. Also

&

Mo. 93 Exchange Street,

Pre»ident*

J. Ij.

for Cod Liver Oil.

Cures

d6m

luikiii 11^1

Portland, January 25th, A, D. 1878.
To Henry Fox, Clerk of the Maine Steamship
Company.

GEORGE D. RAND,

Total ..,...$46,936,509 97

Stolen Kecobds.—Some days ago the Grand
Trank offilials in this city missed the records
of the road covering several years, which had
been stored In a closet.
The building was

op the

ENDEB8,

T. ©.

only Medicine of the kind in the World,

The

W.

Statement January 1st, 1878.

ihe
THROAT
LUNGS.

Bank.

BIRD,
Counsellors at Law,
38 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me.

JETIN"A_

IVet [irdser Assets, Jao. 1,

all

Portland

nov29

FOR CONSUMPTION
And

practice of law.

THOMAS

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

urement, will be taken at 50 cents prepaid, and
return free.

Abandonment

GEORGE M NELSON,
JOHN M. ELDEN.
ianl4dtf

Januarv 1. 1878.

Life Insurance Go.

prices eaually as low. Lined Buffalo Robes, to close stock, $5.50

for their discovery. The officers arrested a fellow named Kiy and a Swede for the larceny.

\

Ike 19th Centnry.

been no extravagance practiced in the conduct
of its affairs, and I believe tbe committee are
fully satisfied with the trustees’ management
of the institution.
Roderick.

WASHINGTON

WE

son

One of the boudsmen of Mr. Wood, the alleged defaulting station agent of the Maine
Central Railroad, at Lewiston, says that the
accounts published are incorrect and do great
injustice to Mr. Wood; that before the present
suit is settled there will be additional light on
the case, which will place Mr. Wood in a different attitude. The same gentlemen says respecting the charge of embezzlement, that all
that Mr. Wood did was to put the money
which he had collected where it would be sure
to get into the hands of tbe railroad company.

will all be judged Feb. G, before the opening of
the exhibition on the 7tb, and all exhibitors by
this train will receive a free return ticket. Single coops, Dot exceeding 10 cubic feet in meas-

the undersigned have this day formed a
copartnership under the firm name and
style of Whitney, Nelson & Co., for the purpose of
carrying on the Wholesale and Retail Harness,
Leather, Saddlery, Hardware and Horse Fittings
ot every description.
The above named firm will
occupy store No. 178 Middle Street, Boyd’s Bloek.
JAMES H. "WHITNEY,

The Most Woaderfhl Discovery of

The hospital could be immediately fill
ed with persons neediug treatment if the
meaus were at hand to meet the co,t.
The cost
par head of patients treated has been high—
some $18 per week—which
is caused by the
limited number admitted,but give them means
so that they can receive all who apply and their
ratio, the Superintendent, says, will bs the
lowest in the country.some $7. While the hospital canuot receive but a small proportion of
those who apply for treatment
no
urgent
cisl-s are ever turned away, aod no difficult
surgical operations are ever performed without
the consent and advicemf the surgical staff.
The institution seems perfectly adapted to
the purposes for which it was built.
Happily
the laws of sanitary science were perfectly uuderstood by those who planned it and the beating and ventilation are perfect.
Undoubtedly
the cost of fuel for the number of patients is
high, but this is no fault of the apparatus. If
the hospital was full, as it should be, the ratio
would ha very low. Here is a hospital admirably planned, with the very best medical and
surgical skill at its command, able to treat any
case in the most skillful mauDer, yet not onethird of its room is utilized and its doors are
pract;caily closed to those whom it would most
benefit, simply for the lack of means. The
trustees ask for $5000 from the state and say
they must have it, or the hospital must be
closed. Would it not be better for the state to
give them $10,000 and bring into use some of
the unused room and thereby vastly increase
its usefulness and extend its benefits to that

ANDROSCOGGIN

Copartnership Notice.

STOVE DEALER, Freeport, Me.

HEREBY give notice that I have this day given

at

sume.

STATE

*

HOUSE

five would not uncomfortably crowd it.
The
doctor presented au estimate showing that
while tho average number of patients had been
about 18 lor the year, and the cost $13,000, 40
could be treated at an additional cost of $5000,
It
making the cost of 40 patients 318,000.
takes a family of twenty persons to take care
of eighteen patients, and it would only take
fpir more for forty, while all the great items
or expense, like coal,
gas, superintendent's
salary, &c., would not be increased at all. The
additional expense for the larger number would
be the salaries of two nurses, two work girls,
and the fjod the help and patieDts would con-

IU

the late firm
will be settled by and payments made to John P.
Thomas ot the late firm, who will continue the
business of the late firm as usual.
B F. WHITNEY,
JOHN P. THOMAS,
Portland, Jan. 3, 1878.
janldlm

To Let.

ex-

Copartuership.

mutually

C. C. ROUNDS.

Albion H. Hawkes bis time to act and
my
trade for himselt aud I shall claim none ot his earnand
pay none ot bis debts after this date.
ings
Windham, Me. Jan. 2Gth. 1878.
PETER HAWKES.
ja29dlw*

George

Savings
no7_

heretofore

For Sale.
about leaving the State, I will sell the

am

of

F. Talbot

Has resumed tlie

Ov«r

name

NOTICE.

ly. In 1875 the average number was 15; in
1876,16, 8nd in 1877 risiug 18. Yet for some
reason the hospital has never received the number it was designed to accommodate.
Dr.
Hunt, the Superintendent, stated th»t sixty
could bs easily taken care of, and that seventy-

nftpcaio

I

15_W&Stt

OFFICE

existing under the
of Whitney & Thomas is this day
THEfirmCopartnership
dissolved. All business of

Catalogues address

tor

or

ja29dlt&w4w6

jan2ldtfeb6*

which has been received in
donations. There is a fund of $13,003, the interest of which goes to help support the hospital. It is estimated that the buildings and
land have cost $100,000, therefore the balance

aucjd

Dissolution

cn

Tuesday, February 26tli.
For further information
the Principal.

A. SKITH.

~KrOTICE.

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,
The Spring Term will b«5gin

dec

CQPARTNERSHIPr

PORTLAND.

HARASS,

Business solicited from any in need of assistance on
tbeir accounts.
Npecial attention given to adjustment of
complicated account*.
Would take charge of one or more sets of accounts
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 7G0 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by maii, promptly attended to.

and Silver Ware.
CO., 139 Middle N».

J. A. MERRILL.

(BOYD BLOCK)
Ja29eod3m

state donated.

nuu uccu m uiuat.

J. A. MKRItlLL A

MIDDLE STREET,

178

Keal Estate Agents.
PBOCrnK, No. »:j Eick»u,.

Watches, Jewelry

STREET.

AOOOUM TANT.

JAMBH ailASK, No.OI Ke.iernl Slrce

HOUSE FITTlJiCS,

County,

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all Hours.

». II.

Plumbers.

JOBS €.
Wtreet.

Cumberland

51 !-i EXCUANCSG

Horse Shoeing*

in

for

jan8dti

VOUNG A OO., Practical Horse
Sliorrs, JO Pearl 8t. Price 81.30 per net

Saddlery Hardware, Harness Leather.
AN»

Coroner

by S.

tVIIITMElf, NELSON & CO,,

AS

making $170,000

AMD

wnirsKv a- as bans, e«ui street,
poNiie the Parti.

stock, tools and good will ot* my stove and
tin-ware business, located iu a pleasant village,
A good chance lor
seventeen miles from Portland.
Address
a man with a small capital.

There has been raised by private.subscription $52,000, fairs $38,000 and in
other ways about $10,000, so that about $100,000 has been contributed by private individuals,

Booksellers and Stationers.

Carpenters and Builders.

•

year to year to keep the institution running.
This is exclusive of the arsenal lot, which the

mast have been used to pay the running
penses.
Toe number nf natients is inerexeino

men

-a—

it appears that the state has appropriated in
all $70,000, a part of which has gone into the
huilding and the balance has been nsed from

MATT ADAMS,
Constable for Portland,

Book Binders.

MANN,

ALMON D.

u mj

GKO. C. CODMAN,-Office Na. 1S4 Middie Street, JPorilaud.
nov26 Cm*

was. A. MGINCV, llote IS, Printer.’
Exchange, No. Ill JExcliautfe St.
SMALL & N9ACKEOKI), No. .15 Plum
Street. _'___

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL.

V/AXUL/O,

X»UtJlitXJOO

HO V T A- FOGG. Wo. 91 Middle Sircei.

stolen.

or

1/liUiV/lVlH.

Accountant and Notary Public.

OTEJL.OST.

ja29d3t*

The

JOL/D1WJM3I3

persons are hereby cautioned against purchasing a Note dated July 2d, 1877, signed by
Charles Mitchell and running to order of Joseph
Mann, Trustee, and by him endorsed, said Note being iu sum of Three Hundred Dollars, and payable
iu two years from date, with interest at six per cent,
per annum, payable annually, said note haviDg been
lost

__

THE

viaca

New Music.—Oliver Ditson & Co. send us a
half-dozen taking pieces of music, of which

The Bales ol Postage.

_iik

City Hall.

at

taae great pride in their organization.
They
have been to a great expense to nrccare new
and
now ask
their friends to assist
uniforms,
them in paying for them. There will of course
be a hearty response.
Chandler’s bind will

Casco streets.

Portland Society of Natural Hist
At theix library room, City Hall, on the first
third Monday evenings of each month.

paper as having oc20th iusf, was a sur-

ford’s Corner, descended to bis heirs, of whom
were Mr. Nathaniel Deering of this city, the
eldest sod aud the only snrviviog member of
the family, Mis. Thomas DeBlois, Mrs. William Pitt Fessenden, Mrs. Henry Merrill and
the Misses Harriet aud Mary.
Miss Harriet
Deering died six years ago at an advanced age,
to be followed by her sister on Saturday last.
The two unmarried sisters, Miss Harriet and
Miss Mary, lived all their lives and died at the
old homestead in Deering.
Possessed of large
wealth they were enabled to do many deeds of
am!
To
Miss Mary esprivate
public charity.
pecially belongs the credit of most liberal benevolence.
Never was a deaf ear turned by
her to any worthy appeal, and her name is
connected by generous contributions to nearly
every great and good work in the commnnities
of Portland and Deering.
The Maine General
Hospital, various churches and educational
institutions are notable examples of her liberality. She may truly be said to he a public ae
well as a private loss to be mourned to-day at
the obsequies by friends aud neighbors as well
as by iamily
A thoroughly good
relatives.
woman whose entire history seems to have
been an endeavor to live uobly has passed
away amid the unfe!gned sorrow of ail who
*
knew her beautiful life.

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S,P. R. S., fourth
Friday iu March, June, September and December.

Portland

Deering, an-

since the division of the former town.
At the
death of Mr. James Deetlng, nearly a generation sga, his large estates, situated iu this city
and in Westbrook between Portland and Wood-

RITES,

.T

yesterday’s

L.

which had distinguished her life so emineutly iu the past. But a little more than
seventy years of age eho promised still fur.her,
by reason of unusual strength of body and
mind, to adorn a beautiful life. She had taken a severe cold, however, one week previous
to her demise, and finally died of typhoid
pneumonia iu spite of the best medical skill.
Miss Deeriug was the youngest daughter of the
late James Deeriug of Westbrook, aud was the
last hut one of a prominent family known to
the annals of Portland aud vicinity sines the
early settlement of old Falmouth. Mr. James
Deering, her fath- r, was a wealthy merchant of
Portland, aud among tha early settlers of
Westbrook, now Deering, named for the family

YORK RITES.
Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

nt

Deering.

ness

MASONIC.
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.

CniTWIl_Pnrtlanrt Cnnriftil

y L,

Miss Mary

curred on Saturday, the
prise as well as shock to the community in
which she lived.
She had been ill so short a
time, scarcely one week, and by no means
seriously untd the last day or two, that her
friends and neighbors in general were quite unprepated to hear of her sudden taking off. Her
bodily health and mental vigor, so well known
to her last illness, seemed to give promise of
many yearF, at least a detain, of the useful-

Stated Meetings.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

ai

of

uiuieo

of the Greely Institute has been the most gratifying and entertaining in the history of the
school.
Bsv. Mr. Bradlee’s lecture on “Apes
and Parrotts”, proved very amnsing atd instructive, while the last lecture by W. W.

and Nhoea are made la order
and warranted.

at short notice and reasonable rates, by
the best workman in this cicin ty.

Repairing

I?I.
ja2t

G.

PALMER.

Portland Wholesale prices current.

POETRY.
[For the Press.]
A Poem of tlie Porgy.
A

made lor tbo.e
make his Lows,

Ballad of him

who

Pearl,}?

Ashes.
11
ft.

6}@

Pot.

Wistar’s Balsam

Corn.mixed new
Yellow....
bag lots 64
Meal..

®

fD
60
65
60

@

8
@
(5>
@2}
Rye..
@100
Mediums .... 2 12}@ 2 25 Barley..
fa; 1 00
Yellow Eyes. 2 12 @ 2 25 Oats.... 42 @ 45
Box Shooks.
Fine Feed....
@26 OO
Pine. 50 @ 55 SUorts.
@24 00
Bread.
Hay.
Pitot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00 Pres’d,}?tou.l5 00 @18 00
do ex 100ft. 6 50 @ 8 00 Loose....14 00 @17 00
Ship.... 4 50 @ 5 00 Straw.. 8 00 @10 00
Crackers }?
Iron.
100.. 35 @ 40 Common....
2@
2}
Butter.
Refined.
2}@
2j
Family,}? ft 25 @ 28 Norway.
5}
Store. 14 @ 18 Cast Steel...
15 @
18
German St’l. 10 @ 12
Candles.
4
Mould,}? 1b.
@ 13 Shoe Steel... 3J @
Sperm... 32 @ 35 Spring Steel.
7}@ 10
Charcoal.
Sbeetlron,.
ffl
Pine.
12 Common...,
4@
4}
Hard Wood,
H. C.
6
5; a;
Oak.
@ 15 Russia. 13 @ 14
8 @
12
Galy.
Bircb, MaCard.
pie.
@ 17
Pit Burned,
Kegs^lb...
8}@
9f
Maple.
@ 19 Pierces}? 1b.
8}@
Sf
Cheese.
Pali.
10}@ 11
Ycrm’t,}?ft 14 @ 15 Caddies. 11|@ 11}
13 @
14
Maine.
Lean.
N. Y. Factory 14 @ 15 Sheet & Pipe
9@
9}
8 @
Coal—(Retail).
Pig.
8}
Cumberland 6 00 (e 6 50
Leather
Pictou....... 650 @ 7 00 New Yorx,
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50 Light. 26 @ 28
Franklin.... 6 50 @ 7 00 Mid. Weight. 26 @ 28
Lehieh&W.
Heavy. 26 @ 28
Ash. 5 50 @ 6 00 Slaughter... 32 @ 38
Coflee.
GdOam’g’d 23 @ 25
Java. $) lb..
26 @
28 Am. Calf....
80 @ 1 15
Lime.
Rio. 18 @ 22
Rockland c’sk.
Cooperage.
@ 1 00
Hbd. Shooks auilHeads.
Lumber.
Mol. City 2 00 @ 2 10 Clear Pine,
Sug.City..
@2 15 Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
1 05 @ 110 No. 3.30 00 @40 00
Sug. C
Pine Suga
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
boxsbooks4S 00 @50 00 Spruce.10 00 @12 00
lid. Headings,
Hemlock.... 950 @11 00
Clapboards,
Spruce, 35
in.IS 00 @20 00
Spruce ex.24 00 @26 00
do No.1.14 60 @17 00
Soft Pine..
@20 00
Hard Pine
Clear... .22 CO @25 00
@23 00
Pine.30 00 @55 00
Hoops, 14 ft. 25 00 @28 00
Short do 8 lt.12 00 @13 00 Shingles,
7ft. 8C0 @10 00
Cedar ex... 3 00 @ 3 50
Pop’rstaves.16 00 @17 00 CedarExNoJ 1 75 @ 2 25
Spruce, r’gh.
Spruce.... 150 @ 1 75
@14 00
R. O. Staves.
@40 00 Laths,spr’ ce 150 @ 175
Pine.
Copper.
@ 2 25
Matches.
Cop. Bolts..
@ 30
Y.M. sheath2
00
gros.
Star,}?
@ 219
Molasses.
ing.
@ 20 I!
Bronze do..
Porto
Rico.
42
20
@ 50
@
Y.M. Bolts.
@ 28 Cieniucgos...
@
30 @
32 @
34 Muscovado..
33
Cop bottoms
New Orleans
38 @
60
Cordage.
Ainer’n fc> ib it @ 12 Barbadoes... 42 @ 45
Russia—.....
12 @
35 @
13 Sagua.
38
Manila.
13 @
u
Nails.
Manila Bolt
Cask.
@ 2 90
Naval stores.
Rope.
@ 15
Tar, }? bbl..
Drugs and Dyes.
@ 3 75
Beans.

Pea.2}

ho, to the nose of musing Memory come
Savor and strength of old and outlived days
Wafts of the odoriferous porgy-ehum—
Speaking whereof that man shall win much praise
Who to tho Legislature boldly says
Make we brief end of business bothersome,
Short shrift to strife ot diction, hid bo still
Porgy, tho strong, wrong, loDg song of tho fishery
bllh

piteous porgy, crushed, with horrid hum
Ot mad machine that mashes, slashes, preys;
sad
remains are widely scattered-some
Thy
For fertilizers on sown fields of
maize;
While thy lorn brethren mourn thee in the
hays.
Thou, lately lelt of life, art now become
The spoil ot toil, an oil to soil and spill—
Porgy, the strong, wrong, long aoog of tho fishery
billl
Poor

bitter bud of battle burst to bloom,
As Venus risen from tho wave, that
plays,
A seed ol strife and warring wearisome,
Of speech unmeasured, actlon’.that delays;
Unlovely and unsavory in his ways,
Not washeu into fairness by the foam,
Notlike crushed flowers that perfume them that
kill,
Porgy, the strong, wrong, long song of tho fishery
bill.
A

Are not

enough the never-ending sum
Ol troubles, taken In their passing days
That swim by shoals in life’s sad sea and come
About us—that our mind turns on its wavs
Back to the shoro where dead debates liavo
place?
Untragrant ancient heaps of porgy-ehum
Whence wisdom’s oil long since wo did distil—
Porgy, the strong, wrong, long song of tho fishery
bill.
Though In tho April, waterbrooks be dumb,
And to our ears no word the springtime says,
Up from the south the sapient swallows come,
Their time of exile all fulfilled of days;
The autumn bough tho red ripe apple weighs;
On winter boughs the snow hangs burdensome
All seasons sharoth Death with one thing still—
Porgy, the strong, wrong, long song of the fishery
bill.

““

uwj

DUU11

an

I/Uiu^a

Vivuio
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night and final day of days,
An end of death and life, men's mouths made dumb
As flshos, quenching of the last light’s rays—
And when above the sun the dark has clomb
Chaos shall come again, re-echoing still,
Porgy, the strong, wrong, long song of the fishery
bill!
An end of

ENVOI.

But, Mr. Speaker, I grow tiresome
With over-speech—and men may rise to kill
The too-extended orator, that makes numb
Their ear* with wearing words of tedium—
Porgy, the Btrong, wrong, long song ot the fishery
bill!

jo

Bleaching

powders...
Borax.„
Brimstone...
Cochineal..,.

Agricultural Notes.
Water contaminated with decomposing animal matter is a common cause of disease, and
this polluted water is often that which is
alone used by the farmer and his family.
Although the Canadian harvest was late it
resulted in a very heavy crop.
The results
show 30,000.000 bushels of wheat, 10,000,000
bushels of barley and 48,000,000 bushels of
other grains.
Peruvian guano varies in color from a very
light yellow or gray to a dark brown hue.
It occurs in the form of powder mixed with
lumps, mostly of a crystalline nature, ami
somewhat difficult to reduce to powder.
Guano is rather light, a bushel weighing
about seventy pounds; adulterated guano is
generally much heavier.
The heaviest animal at the recent Smithfield-Club show in England was a Short-Horn
ox.
His live weight when exhibited was
2744 pounds. On being slaughtered a lew
days after the show his dead weight was 1990
pounds, which is within 27i per cent, of his
live weight. Ofloose tallow there was 330

12®
@
@
US)

75

pounds.
Seeds should not, in these climates, be
deeply. Hoffman found that the seeds
of twenty-four kinds of plants cultivated by
farmers and market gardeners, perished when
placed twelve inches below the surface. The
depth at which seeds are best sown depends
much upon the climate and soil; but as a rule
the proper depth is from 1J to three inches.
It has been found that seeds do not
germinate below 37°F., or at a higher temSeeds retain
perature than about 128° F.
sown

Vitality

LUG1L

<k\J

TC1.V

IUW

LCUJ|JCJ.ai.UlCS,

UUb

when heated above ICS8 F., they are, with
Seeds which were
exceptions killed.
left within the Arctic circle by an exploring
expedition, and were some years subsequentrare

ly brought to England in October, 1876,
germinated freely.
The Zeitung communicates a plan of testing milk, which possesses the merrit
at least of simplicity.
A well-polished
knitting needle is dipped into a deep vessel
of milk and immediately withdrawn ill an upright position, when, if the sample be pure,
some of the fluid will be found to adhere to it,

while such is not the case if water has been
added to the milk, even in the smallest pro-

portions.

The amount of nitrogen is not less than

1 3-4 per cent, while this same gas constitutes about lour-fifths of the weight of the atmoshere; yet it is generally conceded that
plants cannot utilize the most minute proportion of the unlimited supplies of nitrogen
which surround them, and that the nitrogen
of plants is obtained, not from this free ga3
in the air, but from the soluble organic matters contained in the soil, and also from
atmospheric ammonia.
The percentage of ash in the dry matter of
plants (that obtained by drying the plants at
a temperature of 212° F., until they cease to
loose weight) isjusually from about three to
six per cent, of the entire plant.
In the seeds
the amount of ash is generally very small,
while In the leaves it often amounts to more
than twenty per cent. Wolff states that the
average amount of ash in grain is two per
In
cent., and in their stems five per cent.
the leguminous crops the ash makes up three
per cent, of their seeds and 4J per cent, of

their leaves.
The best remedy for frozed combs in
poultry, consists in repeated applications of
glycerine, When a supply of this material
may not be at hand, an effectual substitute
may be imnovised in the following manner:
A piece of raw bacon is to be held in the
flame of pine chips, containing plenty of

rosin,
rosin,

in such a manner that the fat and the
as they melt, may fall upon a bit of ice
held beneath the flame, while the mixture,
rubbed into a salve with the finger, should be
applied at once to the frozen combs. The

the application is made the better.
Experienced European butter makers

sooner

claim that

@
@
@
@ 45
@ 5 50
28 @
30
80 @125
@ 4 75

Indigo.
Iodine.
Cal

ex.

Morphine.,—

Oil bergamot
Cod liver...
Lemon...—
Oiive......

Peppt.
Winterg’n.

17
65
25

25
15
33

Camphor..
Myrrh..,.
Opium'....
Shellac....

Ipecac.

33

30®
11®

Ex logwood
Gum Arabic.
Aloes capo.

Licorice rt...

5
15
4
80
3

3@

Creamtartar

15
34

± iiuu

zu

tart.
54 @
65
Alcohol
gl 2 25 @ 2 35
Alum.
4 @
5
Ammonia
carb. 20 @ 23
Ashes pot...
0 @
7
Bals copabia. 45 @ 50
Beeswax ..... 38 @ 42

Copperas....

AGRICULTURAL.

Aliena

to

Business.

Nothing bat ultimate ruin

that farmer
in tbe face who does not pay personal attention
to all tbe most minute details of his farm.
There are a thousand small leaks about the man
agement of an ordinary farm, that if not closely attended to will surely briug the most hardworking farmer to ruin and bankruptcy. Ninetenths of sinking farmers can attribute their
present distress to no other cause that lack of
close attention to the small details of the farm;
a closer supervision of machinery and tools, the
stock and their feed, a nlace for everything and
everything in its place. No one is as much interested in attending to these details as the
boss. Such a course will iu a few mouths or a
year or two at most, enable many farmers who
are now on the down-grade, to again begin to
ascend. If heroically persevered in, it will
surely make a headway against what now looks
so hopeless.
A fear of sunburnt hands and
face, dirty clothes and boots aud a desire to
have a reputation that he does not work on the
farm, has been a fruitful source of loss to many
farmers. A course of this kind f once entered
on will be hard to depart from—Farm and
stares

Fireside.

_

Feeding Bran, and Batter.
A correspondent of the Scientific Farmer,
upon the question of feeding largely of bran to
dairy cows gives the following:
I maintain, that if more shorts are fed than
is necessary to counteract the heating quality
and condensed richness of the corn meal, it deteriorates the butter. During last March I saw
this illustrated, being called upon in Boston to

examine some batter from one of the finest
dairies in the state, aud which was troubling
the dealer who sold it. He said it was negatively good: nothing could be said against it,
It
yet mighty little could be said in its favor.
seemed to lack that fine, nutty flavor so necessary to fresh butter that commands over 10
cents per pound.
I said at once upon tasting
it, “Too much shorts, and not enough corn
meal.’’ He answered, “Just what I thought,
bat didn’t daro say bo until it was confirmed.’*
In less than ten days the butter from that

dairy

was

improved.

Assgince’s Notice

of Appointment.
is hereby given that on the 7th day of
A.
i).
1878, James L. O’Connell of
January,

NOTICE
Portland,

made

an

assignment

of his estate to the

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, Stale St,, M. Whitehead,
Proprietor.

Wistar’s Balsam

BATH.

of Wild

Cherry,

of Wild Cherry,

Beef Side....
Veal
Mutton.
Chickens.
Turkeys.
Eggs, i* do*

7®

Wild Cherry,

of

of Wild

Cherry.

For Cougbs, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Bermuda..
Round hogs..

For Colds, use

41

For Asthma,

Buck.

No.l.
No. 3.
No. 10.

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Hoarseness,

use

8 0Z.
10 0*3.

Dyewoods.
Barwood....
@
Brazilwood.
5 @
6 @
Camwood...
Fustic.
2J@
13®

11«I

Herring,
Shore,

@
@

Liverpool.
Duty paid.

2

In bond...
Gr’nd butter

111

54
2*

@ 4 75
@ 4 75
@ 3 25
@ 2 00
@ 1 75
@125

©
bbl. 4 25 @ 5 00
Scal’d©bx. 17 @ 20
No. 1.
12 @
15

Standard36in
Heavy. ..36.-.
Medium.36..
Fine..,, 36—

Skirtings..28..
Flaunels heavy

medium 124@ 20
Bleached Cottous.
Good.-3Cln 9
Medium,36-

Tg

medium

5

Frockings.

wool 3-4...

@ 50

45

13

B5

40
30

78 ex. 65
Crash.

9}g

1

common

Pink & bnft
CIS
Woolens.
Bv’rs U’ns6-4.1 37j@2 25
“Moscow6-4.2 75 @5 00
Cassimerehlk.l 00 @175
fancy. 62 @150
Coatings 3-4 1 00 @1 75
3-4 1 50 @4 00
Doesk’s bl’ 3-4.100 ®4 CO
Jeans Kent’y. 12J® 35
Bepellants..,.-. 75 @100
Satinets. 23® 37
Blankets.
Camp 7ft.1 CO @1 20
Colored ©pr .175 @3 00
White 10-4....2 00 @650
Cotton Batting.
501b hales 1 fis
rolls....,..,. 8 @ 13
Warp Varu- 19 @ 21
Twine. 10 @ 22
wicking. 25 @ 30

8s
27}3
Ginghams good 8 ig
Medium.
(g
Tcking good 15 (g
Medium. 11 (g

(g

Medium. C}@
Drills.

Brown

h’vy

Medium

30
30

60

@ 70

8} Heavy. 12}@
17
14
12

4

8}3
7}:g

16
JO

9}
8}

Portland Dally Press stock Clot
Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton. Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value, Ogered'Atktd
Vetcrivtlor.t

Gold,.101}..,-101}

Government 6’s, 1881, ...loti. ...107
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865.102}.103
Government 5-20’s. July, 1867,.105}.,, .105}
Government 5- 20’s July, 1868,.108}.„, 108}

lost
Govemmentl0-40’s,..107}
State ol Maine Bonds.-111},.,,112}
..

Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 105 .,,.108
Portland City Bonds aid R. R.104
105
Bath City Bonds...101 .,..105
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.105
106
Calais City Bonds,.
101
1C6
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.53 .... 55
Canal National Bank. 100.152 ,,.153
First National Bank,..,.......loo.130 ..,,141
Casco National Bank,.100.113
..115
Merch ants’National Bank,.. 75.103 ... 101}
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.137 ... 138
Portland Company,.. 70 .. 80
Portland Gas Company,50. 73
75
Ocean 1 HsuranceCompany,.,. 100.. 100 ..,,102
A. & K. R. B. Bonds.. 98....100
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100.
15
Maine Central R.R. Bonds,7’st.
87
90
Leeds & Farmington R.R.Bonds,100...... 93
95
Portland & Ken. R. R.Bonds, 100 .. 98
.ICO
tConsolidated.
....

WISTAR S BALSAM
For Whooping Cough,

use

WISTAR S BALSAM
For Diseases of the Throat,

use

...

M. W.

Clark, Proprietor

DEXTER.
Merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.
EASTPOKT.
Passamaqnoddy House,—A, Pike A Co.,
Proprietors.
HIRAM.
Ml. Cutler House,—Hiram Barton, Pro_

LEWISTON
DeWiu House, Quinby A Murcb, Proprietor.
LIMERICK.
Limerick House,—D. S. Eogg, Proprietor

Littlefield, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by Charles E. Littlefield, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all hiB debts, provable under tho Bankrupt Act. and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day ot March, A. D.
1878. before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt be held before James

_

Hubbard Hotel,

WISTAR S BALSAM
For Diseases of the Lungs, use

WISTAR S BALSAM
For Diseases ol the Chest, use

WISTAM’S BALSAM
50 eta. and $1

a

bottle.

50 cts. and $1

a

bottle.

50 cts. and §1

a

bottle.

50 cts. and $1

a

bottle.

IIHili.

IV Vpa«pnr]pri

Hubbaru, Proprietor

_

8KOWHEGAN.
Fumes* House, W. G. Heselton, PiounPORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel,117 Federal St. J. G.Perry,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. H* Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son, proprietors.
Preble House, Congress St.Gibson &Co.,
Proprietors.
C. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

by all Druggists*

Sold

by all Druggists.

Sold by all Druggists.
Th&Mlm

D. G.

CARLTON,

No.

IU

Market Square,
will
treat
all
of the feet: Corns, Bunions, ingrowing or had nails, &c., so that the
can

be

im-

worn

mediately. Kemember Dr.

Carleton’s Corn Annibilais

a sure cure

)tor
blains;

for Chil-

for sale by him
and all Druggisfc3.

Examination free. People
residence when desired.

can

be treated at their
oc21d6m

GIRLS AND BOYS.
flUW

KEAUY.

The London Academy, of December 22d,
1877, says: “In St. Nicholas we welcome
the best stamp of juvenile literature that we
have yet seen. * * * We have no hesitation
in saying that both in the letter-press and in
the pictures this American magazine has no

rival."
la St. Nicholas for December, the Grand
Christmas Number, was begun a charming
new SERIAL STORY BY MISS ALCOTT, “Under the Lilacs,” illustrated by
Mary Hallock Foote, to continue during
This same Christmas number, of
the year.
which one hundred thousand copies were
printed, contained the opening chapters of
A “ROBINSON CRUSOE” STORY
for boys. “Tower Mountain,” by Gdstavus
Frankenstein, also poems bv Longfellow
and Bryant, a portrait of Miss Alcott, half
a dozen short stories, pictures, poems, etc.,

etc.
ft is the handsomest number
child’s magazine ever issued.

of a

The NEW YORK TRIBUNE says:
“St. Nicholas has a list of contributors
such as no other child’s magazine, or few
publications of any sort, in the world, can
boast.
It has caused the best writers in
America to turn their attention to the task
of giving delight and imparting culture to j
children. In the avalanche of immoral literature that threatens the children, some
strong, vitally wholesome, and really attractive magazine is required for them, and St.
Nicholas has reached a higher platform,
and commands for this service wider resources
in art and letters, than any of its predecessors or

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
the County of Cumberland, on the

Tuesday

of January, in the year of

our

Lord,

eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinaiter indicated, it i9 hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof he given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland afore-j
said, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at said Portland on the Third Tuesday of
February next, at ton of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
JEREMIAH CURTIS, late of Harpswell, deceased. First Account and Private Claim against
said estate, presented tor allowance by Paul C, Merry man, Administrator.
JAMES MERRYMAN, late of Harpswell, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real
Estate, presented by Paul C. Merryman, Adminis-

contemporaries.”

ST. NICHOLAS FOR 1878.
Besides the Serial Stories above announced, will have a short serial story by the
author of “ THE
SCHONBEKGCOTTA FAMILY’’; and Three Splen-

Serials for Boys, one of which,
“
Dei ted into Poet,” by Edwin Dodder, an English writer, will begin in March.
“
Around the World in''a Yacht,
Boys 1” has been promised by a brilliant
writer, now on the actual tour of the world
in his own yacht. There will he contributions by a daughter ot the famous
Peter Parley, and a Letter to Young
did

Americans by

GEORGE MACDONALD.
The “HOW” Series of instructive papers,
by various authors, will tell HOW to bind
your own books; HOW they mine coal;
HOW to enjoy yourselves at home; HOW to
be an agreeable guest; HOW to entertain
company; HOW to be a carpenter; HOW to
make an ice-boat; HOW to build a house;
TTOW TnHi»-rnhh<*r

made; HOW TO BE A PARLOR MAOICIAN; now money is
made; HOW mackerel are caught; HOW
they laid the Atlantic cable; HOW they mine
in California; HOW they work in the teacountry, etc. There wili be also a series of
stories and sketches of Foreign Life.

Fonr

Quarterly
—

AND

The Leonard Scott

FOR

WRAPPERS!

Publishing

cent-

j

pont-

each.

0
0

...

Ton

can

buy

them for 50 cents

3
Sheriff’s Sale.
Cumberland,

a

1

a

ss.
SEIZED ou execution January 17th, A. I)., 1878,
at live o’clock in the afternoon, and wil 1 bo sold
by public auction to the highest bidder on SATURDAY, the twenty-third day of February, A. D
1878, at two o’clock iu the afternoon, at the Sheriff's
Office in Portland, in said
county, all the light in
equity, which Terrence McGowan, of said Portland,
has to redeem the following described mortgaged
real estate, situated in said Portland, to wit: A certain lot ol land, in said Portland, with the buildings
thereon, beginning at the middle of a post standing
on the Northerly side of Congress street, in said
Portland, at the comer of land now or formerly oi
Nathaniel Montgomery, and running by said Montgomery’s land seventy lect, more or less, to a stake
on tbe line of land formerly owned by Aaron Woodman; thence by said Woodman’s land parallel to
Congress street, thirty-five feet, more or less, to a
stake; thence by Bald Woodman’s land lo Congress
street; theDce by said street, thirty-live feet, more or
less, to the point began at; being the same premises
conveyed to the said Terrence McGowan by Dennis
E. Glackiu, April 27th, A. D., 1863, and recorded in

H

hundred

a
Merchants, send your
orders for,,lob Printing

or

three hundred

the DAILY PRESS
Job Printing House.
to

Satisfaction|guaranteed

for $1.00 at

H
es
H

in

AND

BOSTON A MAINE

a

AND

—

Payable Strictly

in

PUBLICATION OF

BOOKS,

week.

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and MoCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all place;- in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in tho West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

FOR THE ISLANDS.

and for printing)

jf*.

STEAMER TOURIST.

leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day for Jones* and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45,4,45 p. in.,
returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every pleasant afternoon.
at 3.00 p. m.
FARE, 25 CENTS.
oc2dlwtM.W.S
Will

POSTERS,

CLYDE’S

PMMelflMa & New England Steamsliip Line,
—

PROGRAMMES,

FBOM

—

BOSTON,
in

connection

/rith OLD COLONV RAILROAD.

Boston to the Month. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.

FLYERS,

iguicu ume,

Vaults

Address

U1USON
Congress street

K.

588

OloanodL,

s. f. rickeb,
lobby's Corner, Deering.

dtf

dtf

KAILKOA O

nud After Holiday, October
M, IM77, train* will LEAVE
pobtlandvokbomton
tSifi;
rrn
.llfl— at 0.15, 8.45 a. in., 3.15 p. m., arriving at Boston atl0.45 a. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
For
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8 10 p. in.
Well*, North Berwick, Naluaon Falla,
Cireat Fall*
Dover, Koehemcr, Firm*
ingiou, N. II.. Altou Stay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, IVorth Andover, L»wCowell at 6.15,8.45 a.
renre, Andover and
For Alnnchenier and Conm., 3.15 p. u.
cord, IV. #*., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. in. 3.15 p. w. (via Lawrence,)at 8.45 a. m.
For Mci&borrougb, Fine Point, Old OrMac o,
Biddeford
and
chard
Botch,
Kcnaebnnk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m,
nomiug Train* will leave Bennebana
for Portland at 7.20 a. m The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to tbe West. Through
Tickets to all Potato Mouth and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers jauuing between fortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt, Desert, Maci las,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, con-

_On

jkw-wM-omU

rooms.

'PORTLAND

& 0IHRG

RAILROAD.

Change

of Time

Commencing October 8, lb??.
XitBBCUgvi

10.30

for

a. in.

AiiuuB out ictiic

uiuuim

all stations, running through to
Swunlon.

£.43 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 o. in. from Upper Bartlett, &c.
4.43 p. in. trom all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
octUatf
Portland. Oct, 5,1877.

Eastern

Railroad,

OCTOBER

8, 1877

PASSENUEK TKAINS leave Porilitnd

E.for Kcarboro'. Saco, Biddeford, Hrunebunk, Metis, North Berwick, Soath

Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio I,
Killery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
«alem, X.ynn, Chelsea and Boston at

CARRS,

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers ot Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurance one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information,

TICKETS,

N.43 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford,

Kenuebunh,

3.13 p. m.
3.13 p.m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, far
Boston at £.13 a, ■»., every day (except
Mondays.)
RICTT7RJN iNG,
l.eave Boston at 7.30 a.m., 1‘J.LOand 7.00
m.,
connecting with Maine Central
p.
and E. & N, A. Knilwny for St. John
and Halifax, Pullmau Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Points Mouth and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Neats and
Berths at Ticket Outre,
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldtf

Grand Trunk R, R. Co. of Canada.
MWjir, -43 On and after MONDAY, Oet. 8, 1877,
trains will run as follows:
7.00 a. m. foi Auburn and Lewiston.
8 a. m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
l/*0 p. m. for IsUnd Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
'5.30 p, m. lor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. ftom Lewi?ton and Anbnrn.
9.30 a. m. tiom Gorham (Mixed).
2.20 p. m. from Montreal, Qnebec and West.
2.50 p.

fiimn

m.
m

from Lcwision and Auburn.

r.nm Tswitinn

A

__1 C*_.1. n..u

appb

Passenger

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

*■:>

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

Tickets sold *t Keduced ttaiuK t
Tt»

Canada, Dtirsii, Chicago, .Ttilwaakre, Ciucianaii, Hi. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, Hi, Paul, Halt l.ake CitT.
Denver] Han Francisco,

I>. 1>- C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janltdtf

and all

points In the

Northwest, West anti

NORTH GERMAN LLOYD
Ac,,

Ac.

STEAMSHIP
BET

LINE.

WEEN

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and firemen.
Steamers or the Company wiH sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Third Street,
Hoboken.
Itatra of Passage- From
New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, lirst
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, gOid; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHS & CO.,
2 Bowliug Green, New York.
D. W. LITTLE, Agent for Portland
no28
dly
The

Every Variety and! Style

ot Work

in

BRONZE

or

fine, we are prepared

to

stock, ana

is making the beet connection!* and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
BSTPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CA KS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Bagoage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Hons? examina-

tion.

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in valne (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid tor a? the rate o!
one passeuger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage*
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

InUMtf

PIJKTLAM) uMMSTER Llftli
Portland & liochester li. K.

AlRRAlNT Gr JCMIICNT.

NOVEMBER 13, 1S77.

print everything which

be printed in this State, from the

On and alter Dec. 24th the steamers John
or Forest City will, until further notice, run
lows: Leave

Brooks
as fol-

WHARF, Portland,

m__

Through Tickets to New York vis the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as nsnal.
de30-76dtf
J. It. COYLE. wr„ Oen’l Agt.
TO

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

PORTLAND, BANGOR & MAH
OUR PRICES FOR WORK
will be found as low (or lower) as can be obtained|for
lirst-class work in any Regolab Job
Printing Office.

STEAMBOAT CO,
For the Penobscot and Machias.
FALL AND
ONE

Please give us a call,

or

scud your order to

BMLI PRESS JOB PBIMG

BOUSE,

109

Exchange

Street,

WINTER-ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP”PER

WEEK,

Steamer
CITY
OF
.^RICHMOND. Capt. Kilby, will
Am
leav Railroad Wharf, foot of State
^ESKaStreet, every Thursday evenins, a> IO o’clock, for Rockland,Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bncksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leavo Machiasport every Monday moruinft at 4.30 o'clock,
touching
as above, (except Bncksport and Searsport,) arriving
in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
and the West.
Passengers and Freight forwardod to Bangor without additional expense via Bucksport & Bangor R.
R.
For further particular* inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CU8HING, Assistant Manger.
Nov.
1877.
novl9dtf
Portland,
18,

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

MAINE.

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomo
dations for passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including Stato
Good destined beyond
Meals extra.
Room, $3.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apr»ly to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exch ange street.
declGtf
is

hereby given, that

the

subscriber has
been duly appointed aud taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
PH1LENA M. WINSLOW, late of Portlaml,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bondsasthelawdireets. Ailpcrsons having demands
the estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; aud all
persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
JACOB S. WINSLOW, Administrator,
Portland, Jan. 1st, 1878.
iai>dlawl\vW*

NOTICE

run a.

fallow.

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. m..
-3.30 and 0.30 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Roche.ier at 9.51 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Maxima 11.47 a. m. Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p.m., Ayer .Sanction 12.40 p,
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m.,and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
3.30 P. M. Hteamboai Kxpress through to
Mew London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and t-real
Falla, at Fpping for iJlauchrstrr and
Loucord at Maxhtaa lor Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .Junction for Fitchburg and the West via kloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor Mrw Vork, at Putnam with
“Boston

&

Philadelphia Express

Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Line” lot

Wash-

Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. in.
6.90 P. 31. Local for 42orbnm.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40
a. m.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central
lt.K, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with throu-h
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Jet.itfJ. M. LENT. Supt.

Maine
Central
RAILROAD.

The

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

PORTLAND,

southwest.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY le In splendid
oondition, le well equipped with drst-class rolling
THE

STEAMERS.

BOSTON
WINTER

Kittery,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem, l.yuu, Chelsea and Boston al

low

Kates, fl^reqnent Departures.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Cl>de Nieamers. Bailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,

■nurii

The Leonard Scott Publishing 0o.,

LUNT,
Supt.

Arrangement.

Fall

Boston.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash■gton, or other informaticn apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf. Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
*o2dtf
Provdncee, Bj.

Advance.

New Subscribers (applying early) for tho year 1878
may have, without charge, the numbers for the last
quarter of 1877 of such periodicals as they may
subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of the above periodicals, may have oue of the
“Four Reviews” for 1877; subscribers to all five may
have two of tbe‘*Four Reviews”, or one set of Black
wood’s Magazine for 1877.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can bo allowed, unlesB the money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premiums given to
clubs.
To secure premiums it w ill bo necessary to make
early application, as the stock available for that purpose is limited.

Baggage

Boston.

every

TERMS FOR 1878 (Including Postage):

or

a

wit?

time*

First CIbis Steamihlr
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From floaton direct every TUEMDAY
and SATURDAY.

FRANKLIN

PRESS JOBS OFFICE ALB addre.i'nv
•nldtt

Vaults Cleaned

The Job Department is thoroughly Btockod
type and other material for the

Four

ever; Monday, Wedurad.y, and Friday, al
7 p.m.. and INDIA WHARF, BOSTON,
eveyr Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday,
at 5 p. m.
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
ente a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pease and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
and State Rooms tor sale at D. H.
l®~Tickets
XTn. .vnicj
non iimji.

Cleaned uud Aslies Ke
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at

3

Excel lence of Work.

Edinburgh Review (Whig),
The Westminster Review (Liberal),
The Iiondon Quarterly Review( Conservative),
The British Quarterly Bevlew (Evangelical),

Vaults

©
..©
*3

HTEAHMIIIP LINE

The

41 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

S

taken out at short notice, from $4 to $6
cord or S3 a load, by addressing
Bov42ti
A, LIBBY & 00.. Portland P. O.

the

a

Of

aailirur vassaIa.

PREMIUMS.

f

....

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Continue their authorized Beprints of

SCRIBNER & CO.t 748 Broadway, N. Y.

....

fect satisfaction by

Co*

A discount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
clubs of four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or ot one Review will be sent to me address for #12.80, four copies ofthe four Reviews aud
Blackwood for #48, and so on.
To clubs oi tenor more, in addition to tbo above
discount, a copy gratis will be given to tho getter-un
of the club.

bers

delphia,

is to give per-

aim

41 BARCLAY ST., HEW YORK,

CLUBS,

Year,

highest

BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE.

A NEW OFFER!

continued.

Wharfage,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

lu

“Jack-in-the-Pulpit,” “Young Contributors’Departmeut”, “Letter Box,” “Riddle
Box,” and “For Very Little Folks,” will be

Mobacriptioa Price, 93.00
age paid. Mingle copies, iiS

and (heir

nnm

Newspapers

dec29

bo ol>-

can

JAS. T. FURBER, (Jen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
sept5

I relght for the West by the Penn. R. R., anil South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, HA.HFHOM, Agent
10 Lone Wharf. Beaton
Jn23-ly

can

The latest advances and discoveries in the arts and

ers.

a

employed,

Ate

Chicago.

In advance.
Tickets and information
Taiued at all principal ticket offices.
Cheeked Through.
J M.
J. W. PETERS,
(Jen. Ticket Agent.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

—

For any one Review..
$4 00 per annum*
•»
For any two Reviews... 7 00
**
For any three Reviews.
..10 00
For all four Reviews.12 00 **
For Blackwood’s Magazine..
4 00
For Blackwood and one Review.... 7 00
For Blackwood and two Reviews... 10 ( 0
•«
For Blackwood aud three Reviews. 13 00
*f
For Blackwood and the four Reviewsl5 00

November and December, 1877 Numfree to all new subscribers for the
year 1878. Subscribe with the nearest Bookseller or Newsdealers.

No

land and

dinning

Renews

tions as they issue from the press, are fully reported
and discussed in the pages ol these periodicals, in
language at once c^r, forcible, and comprehensive.
The articles are comnonly more condensed and full
of matter than the average books of the period.

Old

iban any other Route.

Train, will

The

sciences, tbe recent anditions to knowledge
I dfinarfmiint
/if lifurflinro onil oil tho

ADVENTURE,

“Old Nicolai” (a Russian story), “A
Day among the Welsh Castles,” “Easter in
Germany,” “The Indians of the Amazon,’,
“How Kitty was Lost in a Turkish Bazaar,”
“Master Montezuma” (a Mexican story),
“Hansa, the Lapp Maiden,” and many oth-

AND

Leave each port every Wed’s’y k Sat’d’y

COLORS

not selections; they
J^“These Reprints
give the original in bull, and at about one third
the
the price of
English Editions.

as

HOOSAC TUNNEL ROUTE,
Five Hours Quicker and Twenty-five Miles Shorter

nect with Grand Trunk trains at iirand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland Sc Ogdensburg
trains at transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes tor refreshments at first class

ijteanuhip Line.

dlaw3wS<£wlw3

1878.

O T M E K fc.

PrILADELPUIA

Alplieus Huntington, Bankrupt.

janll

OH AJL.1.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Button & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the elegant aud popular steamer Stonington inevery TuesNew York
day, Thursday and Saturday, arriving
alwajN inadfRtice of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston 8c Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 F.xohange St.,and W. D. Little.«& Co.’s,494 ExchangeJ5t.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. FIRKINS,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
pel 73dtf

Court of the
In tbe mat-

This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to tbo Court, this tenth day,of January, 1S78,
by Alpbeus Huntington, ot Dccring, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a lull discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on thefuurth day ot March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in sai l District,
at 10 o’ciock A. M„ and that notice thereof be publishel in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why tho prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District,

LIN E

FOR NEW YORK.

—

are

IM> YOU WAIST

hTO JVING TON

BO 8TON

BMvooil’s Mimth Magazine.

I es are

such

Fully appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved. We guarantee satislaction iu every respect.

WM. P. PREBLE,
District Court, for said District.

BANKRUPTCY.-District
IN United
States, District ot Maine.

Calais.

the Only lnsid«
Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

jan!2dlaw3wS&wlw3
ter of

at

This is

Printing.

—

Trains leases P- & R. R. R. Depot, Portland at
2.3o p. iu. Berths in Wagner Sleeping Cars secured

AHEAD

Join

AND

P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
Thursday.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, bt.

Monday,

every

o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf
A. R. STUBBS. Agent, K. R. Wharf.

published

o

—

Duly One Change of fan between Port-

Andrews and

Advertisers will find it cheaper to ret their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising,

PORTLAND &WORCESTLRLINE

WEEK.

Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shcdiac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredcricktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
^"Freight received on day of sailing until 4

A_ND

TTfYW

TRAVEL AND

t

VIA.

6.00

St.,

IN

Clerk

"PER

On and after Monday, Jan.
28th the Steamer Ne.v Brunswick, Capt. N. 8. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of Stare

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors
anglO*
deodtf

dlaw3wS&wlw3

granted.

ARRANGEMENT.

ONE TRIP

Terms hereafter will be bat $2.00 per day

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of tbo
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of Sewall Brackett, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been prerouucu iu mo l/uuh, tuis it'iuu
uay ui «jauuary, 1010,
by Sewall Brackett of Westbrook, a Bankrupt, prayiug that he may be decreed to have a full discharge
from all his debts, provable under tbe
Bankrupt Act
and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth dav of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and lhat notice thereof be
in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers printed in said
District, once
a week ior three scccessive
weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the
day of hearing
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
aod other persons in interest, mav appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be

of said deceased.

*
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ELIAS LITTLEFIELD, late of Windham, deceased. Petition £>r license to sell and convey Real
Estate, presented by Luther C. Moody, Executor.
JOHN W. ROBINSON, late of Windham, deceased
Account presented tor allowance, by Harriet Robinson, Executrix.
ELIJAH VARNEY, late ot Windham, deceased.
Report of Commissioners appointed to assign and set
out dower to Mary B. Varney, widow of said deceased, presented for acceptance and confirmation.
ABNER WESCOTT, late of Gorham, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate, presented by Hannah Wescott. widow of said deceased.
Also Petition tor license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by Daniel Wescott, Administrator.
SOPHIA JANE DOW, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by John E. Dow, the Executor therein named.
MARSHALL FRENCH, late of Portland, deceased. First Account presented for allowance, by
George A. Clark, Executor.
ELIZABETH I. MOUNTFORT, late of Portland,
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
Reai Estate, presented by Nathaniel C. Davis, Administrator.
JANE MOUNTFORT, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by Nathaniel C. Davis, Administrator.
UOCKSYLUANLA TRUE, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Daniel W. True, the Executor therein
named.
WILLIAM B. WINCHESTER, late of Portland,
deceased. First Account and Private Claim against
said Estate presented lor allowance, by Samuel S.
Rich, Executor.
HENRY T. CARTER, late of Portland, deceased.
Will aud petition for the probate thereof, presented
by HaDnali J. Carter, widow of said deceased.
BELINDA BURNS, late ot Portland, deceased.
Petition that Francis South worth, ot Portland, may
be appointed Administrator, presented by Anne

w3w4

WINTER

STEAM.

BANKRUPTSY.—District Court ot tbo

IN

HENRY MO RANG, late of Freeport, deceased
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Jane M. Morang, the Executrix therein named.
JOHN HAMILTON, of Windham. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by
Charles Jones, Guardian.

daughter

BY

day

United States, District of Maino. In the matter
of William P. Horrie, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878
by William P. Horrie, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may bo decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petilion,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the Eame, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court iu Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof he
published in the Portland Advertiser and tbe Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Adveriiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day ot hearing, anil
that all creditors who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PKEBL.E,
Clerk of District Court, for said District,

ceased.

a

HEATED

d3wjanl8 25-febl-&wlw4

JOHN CURTIS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Accouuts presented for allowance, by Letitia A.
Curtis, Trustee for the benefit of J. Malcomson Curtis & als.
FRED L. McINTOSH, minor heir of Adam Lemont, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by
John P. Wincbeli, Guardian.
HANNAH K. STINSON, late of Brunswick, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Samuel
Whitmore, Administrator.
NATHANIEL ALLEN, lat^ot New Gloucester,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
aud that letters of Administration with the Will annexed may be issued to Howard Gould, of Portland,
presented by David H. Alien, a brother of said de-

SAMUEL M. HAYDEN, late of Bridgton, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real
Estate presented by Isaiah S. Webb, Administrator.
IRA WITHAM, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition tor license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by Oscar R. Wish, Administrator.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBURY, Reg’r.

The best Located House for Business Men

•-----a_

trator.

Hardy,

GrO WEST

PORTLAND. ME.

may appear at said time and place, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said Petition
should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

dian.

SCRIBNER’S ILLUSTRATED IIAG A

A UU BEK

hereinaiter named.

JAMES R. CURTIS, minor child and heir of
John Curtis, late of Brunswick, deceased. Account
presented tor allowance by Letitia A. Curtis, Guar-

ST. NICHOLAS.

FEBKUAKI

a

ISTERJfATIOML STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatpori, Calais, Ht. John, IV. IS., Auuapolis, Windsor and Halifax. IV. S.,
Charlottetown, P. £> I.

IN

all persons interested in either of the

AT and for
Third

.low of

BANKRUPTCY.-District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of John Bachelder, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this twelfth day of January,
1878, by John Bachelder of Deering, a Bankrupt,
praying that be may ba decreed to have a full
discharge from all his debts, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition.
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M.t and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before
James D. Fessenden, Register, ou the twenty-fifth
day of January, 1878, and the third meeting of the
same on the second day of
February, 1878, and
that notice thereof be published in the Portland
Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three
successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser,
the last publication to be thirty days at least before
tbe day of bearing, and that all creditors who have
prove-l their debts au«l other persons in interest,

PROBATH NOTICES.

Sold

ilia ttronttr.fifili

Clerk of District Court, for said District.

ja!2

WEST NEW FIELD.
Wcsi Newfield House, K.G. Holmes,Proprietor.

estates

nn

12 M., and the third meeting ot the ;
the second
oi February, 1878, at 12 M., :
and that notice thereof be published in the Portland
Advertiser and the Portland Fress, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three sue*
cessive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and
Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least
before tbe day of hearing, and that all creditors who
have proved their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said Petition
should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
game on

etor.

Sold by all Druggists.

KpcHsthr

January, 1878, at

PHILLIPS.
Btinlea House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

To

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
INUnited
States, District of Maine, In the matter
ot Charles E.

NORKIDGE WOCK.
Daniorth House, D.Danforth. Proprietor

H.

HA II, ROADS.

an!2__dlaw3wS&wlw3

MILLHKIDGE.
Atlautte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

PARIS

BANKItlJPTCV.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of John Massure, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by John Massure, of Portland, a Bankrupt, tmjiv.dually and as a member ol the firm ot Massure &
Evans, praying that he may be decreed to have a lull
discharge from all his debts, individual aud copartnership, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon
reading said Petition,
It ia ordered by the Court that a hearing he had
upon the same, on the fourth day ot March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M.t and that the second meeting of
the creditors ot said Bankrupt be held before James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth day ot
January, 1878, at 10 A. M., aud the third meeting of
the same on the second day ot February, 1878. at 10
A. M., aud that notice thereof be published in the
Port laud Advertiser and the Portland Daily Press,
newspapers priDted iu said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once iu the weekly Advertiser anil Press, the last publication to be tbiity
days at least before the day of hearing, and that ail
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show canse, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition Bhould not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
C'erk of District Court, lor said District.
dlaw3wS&wlw3
ja!2_

STEAMERS.

IN

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Rail-

Depot,

HOTELS.

BANRRUPTCV.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine.
In the
matter of Rufus Raud, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this tenth day of January,
1878, by Rufus Rand of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may he decreed to have a fuildiA
charge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act. and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing bo bad
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M„ and that the second meeting ot
tho creditors of said
Bankrupt, ho held before
James D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth
oay of January, 1878, at 11 A. M., and the third
meeting of the saute on the second day of February,
A. M., and that notice
thereof be
1878, aL 11in the
Portland Advertiser and the Portpublished
land Press, newspapers printed in said District,
once a week for three successive weeks, and once iu
the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the day ot
hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and othor persons in interest may appear
at said time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer ot said Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

etor.

....

,,

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. II. Davis, Proprietor

_

....

...

Rooms, W. R. Pleld,

ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Seed*.

93

—Chapin,

PEAK’S

fl AA

8

St.

BRUNSWICK, ME.

prietor.

WISTAR’S BALSAM

20 1) box

1

tg

Light"...

For Consumption* use

boot

Clover, lb.... 10 @ ltd
Red Top bag
2
2|@
H. Grass,bu. 1 65 @ 1 70
Soap.
ExSt’mR’i’d
8
@
7
Family.
@
No. 1.
61
@
Spices.
Cassia, pure
30® 33
Cloves.... 43 @ 45
12
Ginger.
@ 14
I Mace. 115 @ 1 20
95
Nutmegs....
@ ICO
20 @ 22
Pepper.

“

32

WISTAR’S BALSAM

137j@175

Dry Goods Wholesale Market.
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.
Brown Cottons.
Bags, good....
Sheetings width, jiriee. Prints best.... 6

12

use

ZINE FOR

snsls

ctor.
Tremont House, Tremout
Gurney A Co. Proprietors.

_

;

SkoreNo.llG 00 @17 50 Extra C.
Si
@
No. 2..—10 00 @1100
C.
EJ@
84
No. 3.™
55
@
iSyrups.
@
Medium.., 7 00 @ 8 50 Eagle Sugar Refinery*
Clam Bait...
none
C.
84
Flonr.
CC.
@
-;
4 50 @ 5 50
Ex O.....
Snperfine
@
8j
Tear
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25
xx Spring... 6 50 @ 7 00
Souchong_ 25® 45
Pat’t Spring
Oolong. 25 @ 30
wheats....900 @ 10 00
do
choice 35 @ 45
Mich’n WinJapan. 25 @ 39
ter best.... 7 25 @ 7 75
do
choice 30 @ 45
Lo w grade
Tin.
Michigan.. 6 00 @ 6 50 Straits. 21 @ 38
St.LouiswmEnglish.. 22 @ 23
ter fair.... 6 75 @ 7 25 Char. I.C.. 7 50 @ 8 00
Win’r good 7 50 @ 7 75 Char. I. X... 9 75 @10 00
best. 8 25 @ 8 75 Terne.-. 7 75 @ 8 75
Fruit.
Coke.... 7 50 @ 7 75
Almonds,
20
@
Antimony...
Soft Shell.
10 @
20 Zinc.
9
84®
Shelled.... 35 @ 42
Tobacco.
Peanuts .... 1 50 @ 2 00 Fives and Tens,
C.iron..
16 @
20
Bestbr’nds 65 @ 75
Currants....
74®
84 Medium... 55 @ 60
Dates.
7
Common.. 48 @ 52
64®
60 @
55
Figs. 12® 18 Half lbs
10 @
Primes-..,,
15 Nat’l Leaf..,
90 @ 110
aisins,
Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
Varnish.
Layer,new 1 85 @ 2 00
L. M. new. 2 00 @ 2 10 Damar. 1 25 @ 1 75
New Val.
Coach... 2 25 @ 5 50
8 Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
© fb.... 7 4 @
Lemons ©bx 3 50 @ 4 50
Wool.
Oranges © b 3 50 @ 4 00 Fl’ce wash’d. 35 @ 40
do unwash’d
25 @
30
Oranges Val. 8 50
OrangesJama 8.50
Pull’d,Super 40 @ 47
Lamb Skins.
@

All wool....
Spot wool...

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Influenza,

DR.

7

St. James Uotel-J.K. Crocker, Propri

prietor

diseases

8

6®

Starch.
Mackerel,© bbl.
6 @
Bay No. 1.16 00 @17 50 Pearl..
No.
2.10
00
00
Bay
@11
Sugar.
Large 3... 8 00 @ 9 50 Granulated..
@

anil wool.....

For Bronchitis, use

OOR3XTS I

Suit,
Tit:.' ?. p
d.(- bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire....
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 00 @ 2 25
Cadizinb'nd 1 37J® 1 75

_

Peach Wood
Red Wood..
Fish.
Cod. per qtL.
L’ge Shore 4 50
L’ge Bank 4 25
Small. 3 00
Pollock. 1 50
Haddock... 1 50
Hake.... 100

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Jat

Snleratus.

Co., Proprietors.

way

use

Backs ....15 50 @16 00
Clear.15 50@1500
Mess.11 00 @14 50
9
Hams.,.
@

Saierat’s^ib

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A

Hnuioset

WISTAR’S BALSAM

9

Rice.
Rice ^ft...
7®

tor.

DAMAKI.SCOTTA MILLS.
House, Trnsk Bros. Proprietor*

For Croup, use

Pork.

25
65
20 00

Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

__

WISTAR’S BALSAM

6 (5
Provisions.
Mess Beef. ..11 to @11 50
Ex Mess. .12 00 @13 00
Plate.13 50 @14 00
Ex Plate.. 14 50 @15 50

Saltpetre..—

BOLSTER’S MILLS.

P. A K. Dining
Proprietor.

9
10
12

Potatoes
Onions, bbl..

White wax.

00
75
00
00

@
@
@
@
17@
45 @
@

.-

Vamilla beanie
Vitrol blue..

3
2
9
3

Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

_

Prod nee.

Rt snake....

Logwood,
Campeacbv..
nAminwA

2j@

Red Lead.... 10 @
Plaster.
White, ton
@
Blue.
@
Grou’d,in bis 8 00 @
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @

20
40
4 20
5 00
1 50
3 50
1 75
3 50

3
11

undersigned for the benefit of his creditors in purof Chap. 70 ot the Revised Statutes of Maine
and acts amendatory thereof, and that three months
from date of said assignment
are allowed
for
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 317, Page 423,
cieditor8 to become parties thereto.
Dated at Portland this eighteenth day of January.
GliORQK E. BIRD, Assignee.
E. K. BROWN,
A, D.. 1878.
F3vA
Portland, Jan. 15 18T8,
janltidlaw3wW
Deputy Sheriff,
,

suance

Wistar’s Balsam

..

Potass bromiile.
Chlorate... 28
Iodide.... 3 35
Quicksilver
Quinine.
Rt rhubarb..
Senna..
15
Seed canary. 2 50
Cardamons 1 05
Soda bi-carb.
4
Sal.
2i,„
Sulphur.
4@
f
Sugar lead-

*± UU

Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin. 4 00 @ 6 00
Turp’tine.gl. 37 @ 40
Oil.
Kerosene.
@19
Port.Kef.P’tr
(eg 14
Devoe Brill’t
@ 25
Sperm.1 40 @ 1 45
Whale.
73 @
75
Bank.
50® 60
Shore........
45® 48
45 @
50
Porgie.
ILinseed.
@ 62
Boiled do.... 61® 63
Lard.......
70 @
75
Castor. 120 @135
Neatstoot.... 100 @ 112
Elaine.
62 @
54
Paints.
Port. Lead- 850 @ 875
PureGr’d do 8 75 @
Pure Dryuo.
@8 50
Am. Zinc....
10 @
12
21®
Rochelle Tel.
3

@165 Eng.Ven.red

@
@
@
@
1 25 @
3 25 @
1 23 @
2 75 @

Ct

Itt;

vv-'»Xttt/

Wil.

of the white color and
crumbling consistence of winter butter, is
due to the practice cf raising the milk or
cream to a desired temperature by adding hot
Light... .36Sheetings.9-8..
water to it, while the hotter the water is, the
..5-4..
more thoroughly will the resulting butter be
..10-4.. 20'@ 25
deprived of color aud more crumbling will it
Miscellaneous.
Denims good.. 13 @ 15
turn out. Such a practice should never be
71 @ 14
pursued, but the cream should be warmed by Dorsetmedium.
Jeans—
placing the vessel containing it in a larger
Bleach’d and
one full of hot water, or by placing small
7 @ 9
slate.
Brown. 7@ 9
vessels filled with hot water in the pan of
Sateens—
cream itself.
In this way the cream can be
Blch’d&br’n 10 @ 11
9 @ 10
Medium.
gradually warmed, and the temperature kept
5 @
Cambric.
under strict control by attention to the |
54
1 All
Delaines cotton
thermometer.
one cause

Proprietor*.

,.

aciu vAiiui;,,

Alouac, Court* St. W. S. A- A. Young

Klin

IN BANKRUPTCY.

IN

AUBCBN

eirain.

11}

@

Embracing tbe leading Hotels In the State, at which
the Daily Pees* mav always be found.

Wistar’s Balsam

hunpotulcr.
Blasting..... 3 50 @ 4 00
Sporting- 5 50 @ 6 50

Apples.
Green. 4 00 @ 5 00
Dri’dWest’n
8® 12
12
9 @
do Eastern.

DIRECTORY,

HOTEL

_MEDICAL.

Corrected for the Pee* to Jan. 24, 1878.

MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.
Passenger Trains leave Portland

for itnnRor, Uextrr, Belfast anil ISnterville at
12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Mkowhegan at 12.35,12 40 and 11.45
p. m.
For Augusta, Ilallowell. Uini.line. and
Brunswick at 7.00 a, m., 12.10, 5.20 and 11.45 p
m.

Rockland and all stations on Knox & LinLewiston via Brunswick at
a. rn. and 12.40 p. ui.
For Bath at 7.C0 a. nn, 12.40 and 5220
p. m.

For

4.00

h?T

Bendlleld, West i?*»«no«tb,
Wnterville and Water,
rille via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.
Winthrop,

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. in, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland

a Mixed Train for I.r vision
Auburn, Winthrop and Wnterville. The 11.45
m. train is the Night
Express TTaio with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which
makes close con.
at Bangor for all
stations on the Rangor
nectipn
* Piscataquis, and L. <Ss
N, A. Railway, and lor
Moulton, Woodstock, St. Andrews, Ml.
Stephen, Ml. John and Halifax.
Passeuger Trains arrive in Portland as
rouowp:—-rne morning trains from Augusta, tlar*atli, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The
day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast. Skowbegan, Farmington, K. & L. R.
K.,
termed iate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
al!
Ine altemoon train from Angusta, Batb, K, & L.
K. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman
Express

Junction with

p.

train at 1.G0

Portland,

a. m.

Dec.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
3, 1877.
julldtf

Administrator's Sale.
license from the Hon. Jud
of
PURSUANT
Probate, for the county ol Cumberland, 1 shall
sell at
auction
to

a

>e

on the
public
twenty-eighth day of
February, A. I)., 1878, atone o’c ock in the afterterncou, on the premise*, the bouse ami land formcrly owned andowupled by Benjamin Kites, late of
llarpsweli, in saidconnty, deceased. Said premise!
Is situated on Orr’s Island, in
Harpswell, it being
tno same as described in a deed from Jobu
Conley to
Benjamin Estes, daled Sept. 23, A. D., 18*7, recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Yol,
206,
page 65, to which reference may bo had for further
iescrlptlon.
8AMUEL E. 8MULLKN, Aitm’r.
Orr’s Island, January 19, 1378.
w3wl*

